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Abstract 

In New Zea.land, women form three point nine percent ( 3. 9%) of 

the manauerial pop1.(1at:Lon. Ifi considering this overall lack of 

women in management and ac~~epting that both males and females 

possess equal p::itential for developing management exper'tise, the 

three ar·eas selected for invc~stigation in this study of one 

hundred and thirty female :nanas1ers are biographical information, 

managerial style and sex role self concept. 

The biographical information was directed at eliciting life 

history items pertajn:ing to those areas o.f development and 

experience likely to provide predictors of ma.nagerial effective

ness. The critical factor is the development cf an internalized 

lccus of control, in tbat the girl who perceives her~;elf as 

r::c;-.tr::1:: ing ;-md mastering her adolescent enviro1·m1ent is likely 

to become the womaa who succeeds in manageme1n. 

Across all occupat:i onal and managerial funct:; on gr.::1upings and 

when managing a fe111aJ_e staff, a high relatic:nshi p - low task 

managerial st:;le ·was u:.;ccl Ly the ma.jori ty of the women managers, 

but tho~~e worne:-i i'\i:1ni'l.SJ:.i.ng men us2d a high y,elation~~:1ip - hi~;h 

task style. This style shift indicated female ma~3gers capability 

of synthesizing rnaric:,gerial st~rle with subordi.nate;~~ expectations. 

The majority of the WOD~n managers in this sample presented an 

androgynow; seJ.f-conce1,>t, :impJ.ying a high de.;ree of acceptance 

of both m~le and female qualities. While these women accepted 

their femininity, they also endorsed th~ ~ssertive action oriente<l 

cluster of characteristics stereotypically attri~1t~a tn m~1P~-
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INTRODUCTION 

In the review of literature perta.j_r1:, ng to women in employment 

and in management, the following aspects are considered. 

1. Aspirations of women ond careE:~ expectations. 

2. Social pressures, role expectations and motivational 

models. 

3. Work patterns of women. 

4. Figures for women in employment. 

5. Women in management, numbers and status. 

6. Prejudice against women as managers. 

7. Attitudes in New Zealand. 

8. Self-c.oucept and sex role stereotypes. 

Aspirations of Women a.YJ.d C,reer l<'.xpectations 

Al though 1:he number of women in t;1e labovr force throughout 

the world has increased steadily in the past two decades, the 

majority of jobs women enter are of low status and earn low 

financial rewards. They continue to stc.tff t•1e clerical jobs, the 

primary schools and shops ax1d hospitals. TLey are almost 

never vice presidents, high school, or ev1::n primary schoc•l, 

principals, or hospital administrators. Wo;:en complain that 

the lal>our market is most often diviied ir.to men's jobs and 

women's jo~,s arbitrarily; that their pay is much lower than men's 

and even when both are employed to do the saLe job, there are still 

signifcant wage differentials; and that tl1ey are over educated 

.for the jobs they do, with consequent under-'.ltil :i.zation of c:..bili ty. 

The dissatisfaction with the domestic role so well documented 

(Friedan, 1963; Gavron, 1966; Greer, 197·1) seems to have spilled 

oveP into the work situation. It is evident that there is 

widespread discontent in regard to women's work especially with 

the inferior status of women in the occupa t ·i. onal hierarchy! and 

that the problems of combining a cD.reer and marriage, of coping 

with home rn,mvgement and the outsick job is fa2' fro:11 solved 

(Boserup, 1970; Kreps, 1971; .SvJler·ot, 1971; Mitchell 1971; 

Fogarty mid Rapoport, 1972; Bird, 1973; Rowbotham, 1973; Sutch, 

1973; Davi2s 19'/~i.) 
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While it is true that some women work at virtually every 

job listecL in the Census returns, the occupations in which the 

vast majo:'i ty of women work are remarkably similar to those 

historically held by women. The concentration of women in the 

accepted female occupations for New Zealand of primary teaching, 

nursing, clerical and service jobs, would seem to indicate a 

reluctance on the part of,employers to offer women wider job 

options, with prejudice against employing women and a reluctance 

on the part of women to venture into men's territory. This 

raises the issue of just why so many women enter the same low 

paying, low status jobs year after year. This selection of low 

income occupations is a contributory source of male-female wage 
' differentials, for· if women persist in going into those jobs which 

have traditionally paid low wages, improv~ments in pay scales can 

only occur if the demand for these services far outstrips the 

plentiful supply of workers. Since that seems unlikely we need 

to consider whether there are hon-monetary rewards in certain 

careers which more than offset the low pay. Do women choose to 

become teachers because the work can be viewed as providing an 

extension of the feminine role? If these conditions are all 

important to women, can they be applied to the business world, and 

in particular to the managerial sphere? Or are women choosing 

work that is intrinsically appealing to provide satisfaction and 

achievement? 

It would seem not. Since women tend to think that their 

initial time in the work force will probably be short, followed 

perhaps by a decade of home duties, with an eventual possibility 

only of returning to the labour force, they are not likely to 

make long run career plans. Nor have they generally been 

counselled to plan long term, for both women and their advisers 

tend to look toward irrt~ediate jobs and P~rninus, rather than 

considering investment in advanced education. Though most of 

her working 1·ife will occur after she has had children and reared 

them to school age, this is not readily apparent to a girl at high 

school. When she is ready to return to a job the skills that 

were acquired in the previous work experience are no longer up to 

date. At this stage there are few chances for additional education 



or training especially in the manageme'.lt field. So even if 

a woman has high work aspiration, the trreat of discontinuity 

in work life, of the marriage and childr,~n drop out, is the most 

widely used argument against the payment of higher wages- to 

young women. For older women returning after child rearing, 

the lack of job experience and minimal previous job tenure is 

equally damaging to her earnings potential. It is noted 

that the 1976 Census returns show that the earnings of the 

majority of males is from five thousand to six thousand dollars, 

whereas there is a two thousand dollar drop for the majority 

of female:; who earn from three to four thousand dollars. 

Societal Pressure, Role Expectations and Motivational Models 

Kreps ( 1971) i_n commenting that women do not opt f<;>r 

occupations that are dominated by males yet include some females, 

asks if it is inevitable that in an insurance company men sell 

insurance and women do the typing. It may well be so, if the 

brochure issued by the Insurance Council of New Zealand to 

Vocational Guidance offices remains in its present form, with 

references to men in insurance, thus, "most insurance~", 

"the~ at the top" and "you can enter insurance at sixteen 

many boys do - but employers are now tending to select young men 

of seventeen or eighteen, after they have completed a sixth form 

course". This brochure represents the combined interests of 

fifty two companies, and although it is stated on the inside cover 

that in insurance "we need young men and women who can think big 

enough to fit into our world", their world cannot apparently think 

big enough to acknowledge that there can be men and women in 

insurance, let alone that there can be men and women in top positions. 

Resistance to entering men's jobs and factors influencing 

work choice can be related to feminine role expectations. It is 

no surprise to_find .that in the image of the perfect woman, the 

values and norms revolving about the female role and the 

participation of women in the professions and business world 

there are contradictory elements and sources of strain. For the 

woman who wishes equality in the work situation, ambivalence 

arises from the contradictions posed by the images of the female role 

as contrasted with the achievement oriented values of occupational roles. 
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The role models in children's books and women's magazines 

are usually of mothers busy with cooking, cleaning and home activities, 

despite the fact that many mothers work as heads of hou~;eholds 

to support their families. If women are featured as single and 

working, then popular magazine stories portray them as bitter 

and frustrated, until they marry MR. RIGHT and retire from the 

work scene. It is assumed that every woman yearns for a home 

and family and that when she has them, she must work at the domestic 

tasks, which they involve, herself. So women have to face self 

doubt and wonder how they fit into the female scope of things if 

they want more from life, a career, as well as, or instead of, the 

domestic life. It takes a tremendous amount of energy to combine 

this role with career commitment. The stresses stemming from 

this complex of role and value conflicts are major factors in the 

career development pattern of women, particularly at the time of 

initial decision regarding chosen entry and the measurement of 

success in life, both as a woman and as a worker. 

Education for a role. 

Sutch (1973), commenting on the evolution of the New Zealand 

education system, from the provision at the turn of this century 

of cooking classes for girls, to the inclusion of Home Science 

as a school certificate subject and to the establishment of a 

university to study domestic sciences, concludes that women are 

trained for a narrow role. The roles expected by parents and 

most of society for boys and girls were formalized and emphasized 

by the acceptance that woodwork classes are for boys and cooking 

classes for girls. In New Zealand, societal expectations of the 

role of women are strengthened by the secondary schools conservatism 

and emphasis on homecraft and commercial courses as providing for 

girls' ·vocational needs. Thus, long before a career decision has 

been made, girls find that they have already limited their options 

by deciding at age thirteen and entry to high school, to take a 

homecraft or commercial course in preference to studying a wider 

group of options. These attitudes are frequently reinforced by 

the parents despite efforts to encourage a wider perspective. 

Perusal of a sample of pamphlets and materials used in vocational 

guidance counselling in New Zealand, with the exception of the 

previously quoted insurance example, does not reveal differential 

sexual expectations, when preparation for a management career is 



discussed. No apparent sex discrimination is discernible in the 
I 

resume of the financial and management ;kills required of graduates 

in the banking system, yet women do report great difficulty in gain

ing promotion in such institutions where they are traditionally 

tellers rather tha~ bank officers. In fairness, it must be said that 

in the main, women are not obtaining thE commerce and business degrees 

which would.enable them to enter as graduates. In 1974, of those 

members of the labour force with a bachelors' degree, only 18% were 

women. 

It would seem that the greatest problem facing vocational guid

ance officers is to encourage girls to think of their life as a 

whole, instead of coming to a halt as a teenage bride after two or 

three years in the work force. Attempts are being made to encourage 

girls to think beyond the traditional occupational range by present

ing through counselling talks, examples of women in unusual occupat

ions, and by encouraging talks and contact with women who are combining 

marriage with a career commitment. 

Motivational Models 

But such efforts are frequently frustrated by the lack of 

career women models serving as motivators in the magazines girls 

read. Maconie and Townsley (1969) in a survey of the reading 

patterns of fourth form boys and girls report that the girls' 

preference is for light romance, the works of Mary Scott being the 

most widely read New Zealand fiction of this type, and that love 

comics, of the true confession type, predominate in magazine reading. 

All this material provides a love-marriage life style in such 

profusion that it is indeed no wonder that it is hard for girls 

to understand that there is a working life beyond the teenage 

bride. Maconie and Townsley (ibid) make the point that so many 

girls who are reading these magazines are asking for real life in 

books - "about what teenagers really feel and do" (page 25) and 

about "sex, love and all the problems of living." (page 36). 

Although apparently real life still doesn't include a concept of a 

working life, let alone a career commitment. 

This is not surprising when it is consicered that career 

women models are not only lacking in books, but also in real life. 

Even if the majority of teachers at school are female, the principal 

is, ninety nine percent of the time, male, thus reinforcing the 

traditional sex role belief that requires men to be in authority 
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over women, rarely the reverse. Unfort-,mately, there is evidence 

that not only are men reluctant to work under the supervision of 

women, but they may be unable to cooperate with them as colleagues. 

(Caplow 1964). Not only is there a lac:k of female models 

occupying authority positions, but there is also a lack .of female 

students with whom to compare ambitions and goals, for progressively 

fewer girls than boys stay on at school in New Zealand to gain 

higher qualifications. Of the pupils obtaining School Certificate 

in 1974, fifty seven percent (57%) were boys, forty three percent 

(43%) were girls, and for University Entrance, sixty six percent 

(66%) were boys, and thirty four percent (34%) girls, and this 

proportion of males to femaJfs remains constant when considering 

the full time students studying at New Zealand universities. (New 

Zealand Year Book 1976). Even when the teaching staff is 

considered, the number of males far outweighs the number of female 

teachers; except in that traditonal stronghold of women, the primary 

school where female teachers comprise sixty percent (60%) of the 

staff. In secondary schools, female teachers number 40%, in teachers 

training colleges, 20%, and in universities the female staff is 

eight point five per cent (8.5%) of the total, with a total of 

six female and three hundred and sixty five male professors (ibid). 

It is therefo1·e not surprising, that with so few models of 

feminine achievement in their most immediate world, career choice 

expectations are set at a low level by the majority of girls. There 

is little encouragement from her peer group £or the girl with high 

aspirations and little chance for discussion of ideas. Some 

positive reinforcement is now and again presented by newspaper 

reports of women who are happily and profitably pursuing careers in 

non-traditional areas, but such examples are the exception rather 

than the rule. (New Zealand Herald November 10th, 1976, November 

17th, 1976) • 

Furthermore, a woman who has proved her abilities in training 

generally cannot count on society for encouragement or her 

colleagues for fair treatment. She faces a difficult decision 

in weighing whether to begin on a career that will almost inevitably 

involve her in conflict with the traditonal image of her place 

in societyand perhaps with her own image of personal fulfillment. 

Once past the initial barriers she may be forced repeatedly to 

review her decision as she faces successive conflicts between her 



personal life and her career. She also has to decide whether 

to.aim for the rewards of money, prestige, power and work 

satisfaction which men would expect as a matter of course. 

Whatever her decision, it is likely that she will have to compromise 

far earlier and for far less than men. Conflict faces the would-

be career woman, for the core of attributes found in most 

professional and occupational roles is considered in masculine 

terms. These attributes, stereotypically ascribed to males, 

include persistence and drive, personal dedication to work, 

aggressiveness and an emotional detachment seen as a matter-of

factness equated with intellectual performance (Lippitt, This 

and Bidwell 1971). It is arguable that .this is a male only 

pattern, but instead is characteristic of some people, both males 

and females. The critical factor is that society rewards this 

pattern in a man but denigrates it in a woman. So even if a 

woman feels that she herself possesses these qualities, there is 

little encouragement to use such attributes and aim for 

responsible positions in business and profession. Every guideline 

given by society indicates that she is ignoring her feminine 

qualities and not being true to herself as a woman. There is 

little encouragement to seek broader options at the time of 

initial thought about future work, or to make a firm career 

commitment, and most discouraging of all, society views the wife 

and mother as the most s~ccessful woman. It is a rare woman who 

can overcome these obstacles, acquire the appropriate training, 

suffer the hostility and ridicule of male workers and of society, 

to work successfully in a male dominated occupation. To eliminate 

occupational segregation by sex there needs to be a radical change 

of attitude by males. For women there needs to be an increase 

in rewards for skill and experience, and an increase in access to 

education and training as well as increased vocational support. 

(Power 1975). 

Women in Employment 

The proportion of women in paid employment and their range 

of occupations are related both to the stage of urban industrial

isation in a country, and to the social conception of the feminine 

role as translated into cultural norms and institutional patterns. 
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Boserup (1970) considered that a sex distribution of about 30% 

women and 70% men was an almost invariable proportion which 

held for industrialised countries in all parts of the world. But 

the 110 Yearbook for 1975 gives higher figures, as presented in 

Table 1. 

Table 1 

The participation of women aged 15-64 years expressed as 

a percentage of total labour force: 

United Kingdom 

Sweden 

1971 

1970 

United States America 1970 

Australia 1971 

51.9 

45.5 

46.0 

42.3 

The provisional national statistics, compiled from the 1976 

Census returns provide a figure for New Zealand of 414,560 

working women in the labour force total of 1,276, 120. Thus 

thirty-two poir.t four eight percent (32.48%) of the population 

actively engaged in the labour force in New Zealand are women. 

The number of women who are working for pay has increased rapidly. 

Between 1926 and 1970, the female labour force increased by 

about t1,10 hundred percent (200%), while the increase in the male 

labour force in N·~w Zealand was nbout ninety percent ( 90%). 

(Sutch, 1973). The census figures also show the increase in the 

percentage of married women in the New Zealand work force. In 1936, 

eight point five p~rcent (8.5%) of the female labour force was 

married, by 1966 the percenta~re had ir,creased to forty-one point 

five percent (41.5%) and by 1971 to forty-nine point nine percent 

(49-9%). 

Several factors contributed to the changing work patterns 

of women. A longer life expectancy especially for women (from 

48 y~a1'c; i Yl 19nn to 74 yee.rs ir2 1966), rc.sul ted ; V'\ -.,.,, 
,.J....,J. \..UJ. 

_ ..... , ...... , ..... , 7 
Vy \...J. U...L.1. 

increase :in population, changing the ratio of men and women a.vailable 

to work. The increasing demand for labour as economic structure 

shifted job growth from agriculture to consumer goods production 

meant that there wer(~ opportunities avaiL1ble to women, espcciil.lly in 

the urban areas. Women arc marrying younger today, and in the 

main, the average woman has borne her lci~;t child at twcnty-fi ve to 



thirty years of age and is in her mid thirties when all her 

children are in school and her family responsibilities consider-

ably decreased. Stimulated by such factors as economic 

pressures, rising aspirations towards a higher standard of 

living and education, lighter housekeeping tasks and better 

job opportunities in rapidly expanding services, many women are 

re-entering the workforce for another twenty to twenty-five years. 

This increase of women in the labour market would be expected 

to have an effect on society•·s views about the traditional roles 

of women. But the women in the labour force are not spread 

evenly over all occupations, and are moving only slowly into 

what have been considered male fields of employment, as shown 

in Table 2. 

Table 2 

Percentage Women Employed in Major Industry Divisions: 

Occupational Division 

Community, Social and personal 
Service 

Wholesale and retail trade, 
Restaurants - hotels 

Manufacturing 

Financing, Insurance, Real Estate & 
Business Services 

Transport, Storage & Communication 

Agriculture 

Public utility 

Mining, quarrying 

Percentage 

32.2 

8.5 

5.5 

5.0 

4.7 
0.4 

100% 

(source: Provisional National Statistics 1976) 

Examination of the New Zealand employment statistics for 

1926-1976 indicates that there has been a slow increase in the 

proportion of women in the labour force, a rapid and accelerating 

increase of married women ~n employment, but little change in 

the range of occupations undertaken by women. Gilsom (in Forster 

1969) suggests that this may be because of New Zealand society's 

interpretation of the feminine role as being sharply differentiated 
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from the male role. Men for outside work, women for the home 

and family. The education system contributes to this state of 

affairs, reinforcing the rigid adherence to the traditonal.male -

female roles which has prevented signific~1t expansion of the 

employment area equally accessible to men and women. There are 

few women working in engineering, accountancy, banking management 

and politics. The changing pattern of New Zealand women in 

employment is seen as a compromise between the social and 

economic forces which are encouraging increased participation, 

and the cultural and institutional resistances which are 

inhibiting the increase and full use of women's potential. 

Sutch (1973) points out that perhaps the most important 

fact about the participation of women in paid work comes out 

in the group aged from fifteen to nineteen years, where the 

Australian and New Zealand participation was very much higher 

than in Sweden or the United States. A comparison is given in 

Table 3. These figures are a reflection of the much longer period 

of schooling common in Sweden and the U.S.A. Very many girls in 

New Zealand leave school at the age of fifteen to be shop, office 

or factory workers, as in Australia. Since New Zealand has a 

preponderance of young women, who if they do return to employment 

after child rearing, will still be without the qualifications they 

left school too early to gain, as well as such a low percentage 

of women entering higher education, it is probably not surprising 

that there is also a low proportion in manageria.l positions. 

Table 3 

Labour force participation of women aged 15-19 expressed 

as percentage of female workers: 

New Zealand 

Australia 

United T(ingnnm 

Sweden 

U.S.A. 

u.s.s.R. 

52.1% 

55-7% 
29.3% 

29.2% 

9~0% 

(Source: ILO Year Book 1975) 
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Number and Status of Women in Management 

Employment opportunities for women in management have never 

been partic,.J.larly favourable, as compared with that for men, and 

the figures for women who are employers of labour or who work on 

their own account are very low in comparison with men. Of the 

employers of labour in New Zealand only fourteen point five per

cent (14.5%) are female and eighteen point three percent (18.3%) 

of the self-employed are female (New Zealand Year Book 1976 ). 

Although statistically there has been some increase in the 

number of women found in policy making positions in top corporations, 

numerically their numbers remain low in comparison to the number 

of men in the same type of position. Whilst the percentage of 

employed men in managerial positions is 2.2% in New Zealand and 

8.6% in Australia, the percentage of employed women in similar 

situations is 0.3% in New Zealand and 2.5% in Australia, while in 

the U.S.A. women managers comprise 4.5% of the female workforce. 

(N.Z. Census 1971, Oppenheimer 1970, O.E.C.D. 1973). The 

situation is much the same in the public service. Although women 

comprise thirty percent ( 30%) r,_f the ;,ublic servants, only point 

four percent ( .4%) are in high executive positions on the permanent 

staff, in comparison with the thirte~n point three (13.3%) of men 

who are in the same category. (Labour and Employment Gazette, 

May 1975). There are certain occupational areas in the Public 

Service where women form the majority of the staff (e.g. in nursing, 

library work and social welfare) but there is still a tendency for 

men to occupy the very top positions. 

Data presented by Swartz (1969) indicates that in the U.S.A. 

women have made the greatest penetration into management in big 

business i.n general administration, data processing, accounting 

and production, whereas in small businesses, the greatest penetration 

was in production management, followed by general administration, 

accounting d.ud ddLd processing. Further analysis shows that most 

women :nanagers are usually working at low level executive positions, 

e.g. as Accountants, Personnel 6fficers, factory, advertising, 

research and office managers. (o.E.C.D. Aust. 1973). A British 

study revealed that of the 5% of women employed in managerial 

positions, the majority were managers of smaller establishments. 

(Hunt 1968). 
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Basil (1972) reports that the most common types of 

management positions held by women to be :)ffice or personnel 

managers. Since three out of five women in the labour force 

are employed in white collar clerical jobs, it is only to be 

expected that the opportunities for managerial positions for 

women are much greater in the office. The majority of women 

now employed in management work at the first or supervisory 

level, and rarely reach the higher levels of management. In 

spiteof the growing proportion of women in all types of industry, 

the proportion at or near the top has remained essentially 

unchanged at about two per cent (Basil 1972) although Bartol & 

Bartol (1975) place this figure at closer to one percent. 

Women tend to be managers only in certain sectors, particularly 

those with low prestige. 

In New Zealand the situation is by no means clear, for 

although the census returns provide a breakdown of the numbers 

of women employed in each category, there are few clear indicators 

of the numbers of women managers in each occupational category, 

except in the public service:as previously cited. But as the 

overall figure of women providing three point nine (3.9%) of all 

managers, is low, it is suspected that each category will contain 

a minimal representation of female managers. (110 Year Book 1975). 

The majority are likely to be office managers or to be owners of 

small businesses, boutiques and shops, offering a variety of 

services as well as providing outwork office services such as 

duplicating. The provisional census returns for 1976 list five 

hundred and fifty (550) women who earn over twenty thousand dollars 

($20,000). By looking at the occupations of these women, 

presented in Table 4, some clues may be gained as to the placement 

of women executives, although they are more likely, especially in 

relation to agriculture, to be property owners. 
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Table 4 

Occupation and numbers of women earning $20,000 

Agriculture 200 

Wholesale and retail, 
Hotels and restaurants 140 

Community, Social and 
personal services 110 

Financing, Insurance, 
Real Estate 50 

Manufacturing 30 

Construction 10 

Not clearly defined 10 

Total 550 

New Zealand women managers will not be found in the highest 

paid positions, that is, as graduates, unless they avail themselves 

of the appropriate educational qualification,; more than they have 

done. More managers are now salaried, and fewer are self-

employed, and the salaried manager increasingly tends to be a 

university graduate. As we have already noted, the New Zealand 

girl falls behind educationally even while still at high school, 

and if she wishes to realize her potential to the full in the 

management field, she needs first of all encouragement to continue 

her education, and then further preparation through a commerce or 

business administration degree. Without such commitment and 

preparation neither the · .. quantity nor the quality, in terms of 

numbers and status, will improve for the woman manager in New Zealand. 

Prejudice and negative attitudes towards women in managements 

A woman who enters management is confronted with problems 

her male counterpart does not have. The traditional attitudes 

of male supremacy and dominance lead to the situation that men are 

preferred to women as superviso1·s and a reluctance by top 

management to provide training and positions for women. Obstacles 

to executive status are found within the job requirements and 

structure of the company and in prejudice expressed by both sexes 
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at all levels. Some attack can be made through anti-discrimination 

laws, but attitude and prejudice forms a more invidious behaviour. 

Employers argue that men give more time and effort to the 

job because they have no domestic responsibilities, that they are 

more useful because of greater mobility and will not withdraw for 

marriage and child bearing. Reasons given against the hiring 

of women include higher absentee and labour turnover as well as 

lower productivity rates. 

can be factually refuted. 

These externally oriented objectives 

Labour turnover rates are influenced more 

by the skill level of the job, the age of the worker, .the worker's 

record of job stability and length of service with the employer, 

rather than the sex of the worker. Thus comparison of male/female 

absenteeism and turnover rates have to be related to comparable 

jobs and circumstances. By occupation the study by the U.S. Dept. 

of Labour Women's Bureau (1969) indicated that the women.who had 

the greatest job stability were in occupations that required the 

most training or experience. This indicates that a woman who is 

interested enough in her work to be prepared to spend time training, 

is not lit.ely to waste her efforts and give up working. What she 

may do is to change .. her job if she finds no opportunities for 

advancement, which may well be denied her just because she is female. 

This cycle thus set up becomes self-confirming. 

But the most commonly expressed prejudice against women in 

management concerns emotional aspects. Women's psychological 

make-up makes them unfit for work that requires objective, analytical 

skills or careful reasoning; women cannot take the pressures required 

of an executive, as they become tense under stress and let intuition 

take over instead of thinking through to a logical conclusion; 

women lack the fundamental ability to organise units without over 

concern for detail; women are not objective enough to organise 

other people. (Kreps 1971; Basil 1972; Fogarty el al 1971; Bird 
... ,..,,.,..,,.,, ' 
l';j/.J/• Woweu c:1.re a!:l!:lWnetl tu be emotional, in the sense of not 

having the capacity tc control or channel their emotions in 

productive ways. For example, a study of employment practices 

showed that women were denied advancement, especially to executive 

position, because employers felt they were "too emotional", though 

it was observed that no employer objected to the man who might 

"blow his stack". (Grinder 1961). 
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It is often difficult for a woman to find a management 

position, just because she is female. In many companies, 

management training programmes are one of the ladders to 

management positions. Traditionally, few, if any women, have 

been admitted to these programmes. Neither do women graduates 

find it much easier to gain access to the avenues of organ

isational power, influence, responsibility and rewards 

available to those men who excel academically. Even women M.B.A. 

graduates from Harvard Business School report this experience. 

(Bird 1968). Many women who are employed in lower level 

management positions find it impossible to advance through the 

"invisible ceiling" to top level positions. Many of these 

women have trained the men who have been appointed to the senior 

positions. Even with an excellent performance rating, 

promotion is rarely available to a woman, and she frequently finds 

a less qualified man appointed above her. (Wells 1971, Lippit 1971). 

One aspect that may well operate· to negate female advancement 

to executive status is the protege system, typical of many 

professions. It operates both to train personnel in certain 

specialities, and to assure continuity of leadership. The 

sponso~· is most likely to be male, and may have trouble in 

identifying a female assistant as his successor. He may consider 

that she lacks commitment, being easily deflected from career by 

marriage and family. Or he may go the other extreme, and ignore 

completely her other roles as wife and mother. There may be 

jealousy factors from sponsor's wife, and protege's husband. 

The sponsor may not give support to enter a profession or may 

not exert influence to promote a woman. There is a problem in 

that so many of those sponsoring and introducing proteges to the 

right people find that contacts may be made in an all male club, 

in an after work drinks atmosphere, where club membership is 

denied to women. But some peer group support for women in 

·management positions is obtained by the sharing of experiences 

and ideas amongst the members of female membership only organisations 

for women executives such as Zonta and Business and Professional 

Women's Clubs. 
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It is expected that these attitudes could be overcome 

albeit slowly, as the new generation grows up more in contact 
' with the liberation ideals. But there is still a long way to 

go. A British survey in 1971 (Fogarty et al)-revealed a high 

degree of negativism in attitudes of undergraduates, the 

majority considering that subordinates of women felt insecure 

and inferior. Many male students felt that women did not 

belong in management because of their sex. The one bright 

ray is that men who had actually worked with competent women 

accepted them as people. It is hard to counteract such attitudes 

as expressed in the preface to a management training book 
I 

"lhis book is about men who are trying to become managers in r . 

American industry. We have written it primarily for other 

young ~ in college and at work who would 

like some day to be managers themselves." (Dill et al 1962). 

There is nowhere any mention that women would be as acceptable 

and as capable. But a study by Ledbetter (i974) does indicate 

that although there is continued prejudice against women by 

top management, there has been a slight tendency towa~d 9"rer.1.ter 

acceptance of women in management. Few investigators however, 

match the positive thinking of Killian (1971) who considers that 

women have advantages over men with a greater empathy and human 

insight, sincere feelings for the needs of people, and the mental 

ability required for leadership. These qualities are needed for 

participative leadership styles which could use women's potential, 

giving them opportunity to assume responsible roles. 

Attitudes in New Zealand 

The attitude towards women in management in New Zealand 

reflects the pattern of prejudice found elsewhere. The Society 

for Research on Women (1971) reported that employers attitude 

is overwhelmingly that management is a man's job (p22) and that 

women in general could. nut "be expected to cio" or were not 

"suitable for" (p31) such jobs which required long term commitment 

and acceptance of responsibility. Furthermore the majority of 

men interviewed thought that their usually longer time span of 

commitment to work was sufficient reason for the promotion of a 

male in preference to a female. 
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Comments by women working in managem~nt, and perusal of 

advertising of managerial positions, do nc•t indicate a greater 

acceptance of women as managers since that survey. Women report 

that their sex hinders promotion and some advertisements downgrade the 

qualities of women managers, whilst other:; openly state a preference 

for men. 

In an advertisement for an office manager whose duties were 

primarily accounting the female administrator sought is required to 

have a good typing standard and a working standard of shorthand. 

Would any male accountant be required to be also a typist if 

hired as an office manager? (New Zealand Herald Wednesday 

May 8, 1974). A firm advertising for a group personnel officer 

stipulated that the applicant must be a male graduate, because 

continuity of employment was essential for the management development 

training given (Broadsheet August 1974), indicating a preformed 

opinion that no woman would give such commitment. Yet some women 

do give such commitment to their work, and then find that even so, 

they are not promoted as would be their male covnterparts. The 

first woman to be appointed manager of a Savings Bank brm1c~: rt.ftei' 

twenty years of working in the bank, commented that it had been 

most frustrating to have young men with less experience promoted 

before her. · (New Zealand Herald, May 23, 19'/4). A manager in 

the travel industry, reported that she considered being a woman 

hindered her promotion in one firm, so that she terminated her 

employment, working instead for another firm in the same · .type of 

industry which she considered rewarded ability without sex 

discrimination. (Signature, May 1976). 

Employers do make it very clear that their preference is for 

male managers. A survey of the managerial situations vacant 

advertised on the business pages of "The New Zealand Herald" of 

February 12, 1977, revealed that for these top management positions, 

seventy-three percent (73%) of the advertisers refered to the 

applicant as male. While it is true that these advertisements 

were not headed "male manager wanted", requesting instead a prodJ'ct 

or marketing manager or perhaps a financial controller, nevertheless 

they went on to state that men with sound administrative backgrounds, 

or that astute businessmen were required, and thereafter referred to 
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the applicant as "he" throughout the listing of qualifications 

required. Only two advertisements sought people, sex 

unspecified, and these were for computer operations managers, an 

area in which women are gain:ing acceptance. Firms advertising 

for accountants (not for managerial positions) also refrained 

from specifying the desired sex of the qualified accountants 

required. Two advertisements only were worded to :include both 

sexPs for consideration for the situation - one used the he/she 

format in the wording, whilst the other, in advertising for a 

product manng~~r, stated that the position would definitely be 

attractive to the right man or woman. There is overall still 

a long way to go in Hew Zealand for the acc:eptal'lce of management 

as a job for either sex, especially when it is noted that in a 

woman's f;3_shionwear firm a man is specifically sought for the 

senior mana~;ement posi t:i on. 

Self-Conc~pt and Sex Role Ste~eotypes 

Despite the prejudice which undoubte~ly operates 1n the 

uu3i112ss worJ.d, K:illian ( 1971) believe tha-c women's biggest 

obstacle in t:hej r search for eqi;.al status, ccmpens::i.tion and prospects 

iu higi·,cr level executive positions, is their lack of self

confidence, ~.o that in essence they are defeating themselves while 

striving to actieve their goal. Women tend tc, sell themselves too 

short. They n'2ed higher goals and better personal adjustment in 

order to progress on the job. Women's expectations of themselves 

and what they can do on the job are 11sual1y too low. This may 

seem surprising in view of women's struggle for equal opportunity 

in jobs and promotion but her nevmess and unfamiliarity with bu.sine"s, 

her condit:ioned inclination to accept leadership from mer.. and 

uncertain tenure of emp1oyment all work to lm,,er her self-esteem. 

(John~;ton 1974). Hacker (1951) considers that not only must a 

voman posse:;s characteristics considered male attributes if she is to 

be successful in busjness, but she must also bear the added burden 

of women's ricnerally low evaluation of themselves. Hacker 

identifies this as m:i.nor·ii:y group o.el.f ~1atred, st2inrn:iw1 from the 

subordinate group's acceptance of stereotypic concepts of itself held 

by the dorninar1t group. Since both rnen a:~:r::l women devalue the work 
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done by won.en, it is not surprising that women do have a low 

opinion of their abilities. (Goldberg 1968; Bardwick 1971; 

Rosenkrantz et al 1968; Mischel 1974). 

Maccot~ & Jacklin (1974) find that this lack of self esteem 

is most marked among the eighteen-twenty two years old college 

women, and suggest that this may be related to their sense that 

they have less control over their own fates than men do. Since 

this time is important for career choice, this may well be a 

factor influencing a woman to make her choice among the traditional 

feminine occupations. There is no real tradition of women in 

leadership roles in the business world, and even in female occupations, 

executive posi ions are held largely by males. Women clearly need 

to be encouraged from a very early stage in their education to 

regard themselves as capable of doing jobs which are not traditionally 

women's and to "think big" and not be deterred from applying for 

promotion or change simply by lack of. encouragement from above. 

The existing sex role stero-types with distinctions between 

male and female valued components, have important implications for 

self-concept. Recent investt.gators :1ave expressed concern over 

possible detrimental effects of sex role sta~dards upon the full 

development of the capabilities of both men and women. (Horner 

1969; Carlson 1972; Maccoby & Jacklin 1974). Existing sex role 

standards exert real pressures upon individ~als to behave in prescribed 

ways, for these stereotypes are widely held (Lunneborg 1970), 

persistent and highly traditional (Komarovsky 1950), with strong 

consensus about the differing characteristics of men and women 

existing cross groups which differ in sex, age, religion, marital 

status and education, (Braverman et al 1972). The positively 

related masculine traits seem to form a "competency cluster" of 

such behaviours as independence, objectively, active, competitive, 

logical, skilled in business, able to make decisions easily, 

self-confident, a competent leader and ambitious. A relative 

absence of these traits characterised the sterotypic perception. 

Female valued i terrs form a "warmth and expressiveness cluster", 

and include being gentle, sensitive to the feelings of others, 

tactful, neat and quiet, with an interest in art and literature. 
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Braverman a et al (1972) report that a sample of college men 

perceived the male valued traits as significantly less desirable 

for.women than are female traits valued for men. Elman et al 

(1970) investigated ideal sex role concepts of both men and 

women. Their results indicated that the concepts of the ideal 

man and the ideal women, for both men and women subjects, closely 

parallel the malP and female sex role stereotypes. The social 

desirability of an item is known to increase the likelihood of 

that item's being reported ·as self descriptive on personality tests 

(Edwards 1957). 

This tendency to align oneself with socially desirable 

behaviours, together with the fact that the feminine stereotype 

embodies may characteristics which are less socially desirable 

than those of the masculine stereotype, implies that women 

ought to reject the negatively valued feminine characteristics 

in their self-reports. However, findings indicate that women 

incorporate such negative aspects as relative incompetency, 

irrationality, passitivity into their self concepts along with the 

;-osi ti vc feminine aspects of warmth and expressiveness. Since 

more of the feminine traits are negatively valued than male traits, 

women tend to have a lower self esteem than do men. The tendency 

of women to downgrade themselves in this manner can be seen as 

evidence of the powerful social pressures to conform to the sex 

role standards of society. 

Despite historical changes in the legal status of women, and 

despite the changes in permissible behaviours accorded men and women, 

the sex role stereotypes continue to be clearly defined and held in 

agreement by both sexes. Thus both men and women agree that a 

greater number of the characteristics and behaviours stereo

typically associated with masculinity are more socially desirable 

than those associated with femininity. It is not surprising then 

that women hold negative values of their worth relative to men, and 

lack of self confidence in ability in management. Loring & Wells 

(1972) in describing the achieving woman with management potential, 

mention a strong self-esteem as a necessary prerequisite to 

advancement. Without th0is, woman's greatest problem is certainly 

within herself. 
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• CHAPTER 2. 

RESEARCH DESIGN 

Choice, definiton and Measurement of Variables. 

From the review of the literature, the three variables 

selected for further investigation in relation to the study of ,, 

women as managers are biographic information, management style 

and self-concept. 

Biographical Information. 

The biographical information required for this study is 

concerned with the life history items relating to those areas of 

development and experience likely to provide.predictors of 

managerial effectiveness for women. 

Since so few women enter other than the traditional feminine 

areas of secretarial, social work, nursing and teaching, it is 

suspected that the widespread belief in the people-caring trait 

of women means that girls are counselled towards a work choice in 

these areas. From the fifth form onwards there are less girls 

than boys in· each year of extra schooling, so it is not surprising 

that less women than men occupy high level work positions. 

Nothing indicates that girls are less intelligent or less able to 

achieve than boys, but the situation continues of their failure 

to aim for a work goal which can utilise to the full their potential 

ability. The critical stage in this area is considered to be 

the job decision made while still at school. Since present 

vocational choices for women are still very restrictive, a need 

is seen for means of identifying girls likely to succeed in 

business administration, so that an appropriate course of study 

can be followed with the aim of entry into business as a manager, 

rather than as a secretary. 

It is hypothesized that women working as managers will 

exhibit a pattern of interests and attainment in their youthful 

life style as well as in their life style as working adults, and 

that analysis of such information will provide some items in comrnon 

which could be viable as indicators of aptitude for a managerial 

career. Close attention will be paid to items relating to adolescent 

activities, to determine any early predictors of suitability for a 

management· career. This information could be usefully employed 

in providing the supportive encouragement needed to en.-1hle girls 
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to make a definite career choice towards using their indicated 

aptitude for :l business career. The relevant biographical 

information is elicited by using the questionnaire developed for 

this study a!; described in a later chapter. 

Management Style. 

The ar9ument regarding the suitability or unsuitability of 

women in management positions centres around their ascribed 

emotionality, in that they are believed to manage si.tuations with 

more regard for feelings than for facts. Because of this women are 
t 

not believed to work effectively in high level administrative 

positions, and since the majority of women in management are 

working at first or supervisory levels, it is concluded that this 

prejudice may be working as an effective barrier against advancement. 

It therefore seems important to show more precisely whether such 

prejudice is warranted in terms of the managerial style used by 

women. 

Management style is defined as that cluster of behaviours a 

manager applies to her work situation. In this study such clusters 

of behaviour are named according to the intent of the behaviours 

they encGnpass to provide a specific style. The characteristics of 

each of the eight styles are described in detail in the later chapter 

outlining the rationale for the selection of the Management Position 

Analysis Test (Reddin 1970) to test the hypothesis that there is 

an identifiably female style of ma~agement. 

Sex-role Self concept. 

The notion of the sex role self concept is defined as the 

way a person views themselves in relation to the specific behavioural 

expectations and standards culturally determined as appropriate to 

males or to females. 

The review of literature suggests that the model for a 

successful person, is a masculine one. The good manager is 

aggressive, competitive, firm and just, never soft or yeilding 

or intuitive in the womanly sense. The expression of emotion is 
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viewed as r. feminine weakness that would interfere with .. 
effective '.:usiness procedure. Yet the fact is that all these 

emotions ar·e part of the human nature of men and women alike. 

Cultural forces have not shaped their existence but rather their 

acceptabil:i. ty. So it is widely accepted that being a manager 

requires masculine traits in a man's world, and it seems difficult 

for., men to accept in women, the qualities they find important in 

· successful men 

In this masculine oriented system, it is hypothesized that 

the sex-role self-concept of the female manager will likely 
I 

include a synthesis of male and female role exp~ctations to give 

an androgynous self-concept, androgyny being defined as the 

acceptance of qualities within oneself stereotypically attributed 

to the other sex, and co-existing with same sex qualities. The 

sex role self concept and the rationale leading to the choice of the 

Bern Sex Role Inventory as an instrument suited to testing the 

hypothesis, is presented in a subsequent chapter. 

Subjects: Selection and Definition. 

In 1971, of 28,289 people employed in the administrative 

and mar,agerial category, 27,234 wer.e males and 1,055 female. 

(ILO Year Book 1975) The Provisional National Statistics for 1976 

state that 43,200 people are employed in the administrative

managerial category, but these provisional figures do not give a 

breakdown in terms of the male/female ratio within the category. 

In defining suitable subjects, the salient criteria were 

considered as the combined parameters set by Mahoney, Jerdee and 

Nash (1964) of managers as accomplishing results through the 

direction and co-ordination of others, and the New Zealand Census 

categorising of managerial workers as having significant policy 

and decision making functions. 

There are no available listings of women managers to which the 

principles of random selection of subjects could be applied. To 

find women managers involved making contact through such organisations 

as Business and Professional Women's Clubs, Zonta International, 

Federation of University Women, using listings in New Zealand's 
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Who's who in Business and news media information regarding 

managerial appointments. Research information was sent to 

each executive asking for her co-operation in supplying the 

necessary data. One hundred and fifty five female managers 

were contacted in New Zealand. Of these, twenty two were 

not suitable as they did not have responsibility in directing 

staff activities, for eight were company directors not 

actively working in the company, whilst the remainder of the 

non-respondents were working proprietors of one woman 

businesses.Each respon~ent provided data regarding biograph

ical information, managerial style and a sex-role self-concept 

measure by using the appropriate sections in the questionnaire 

booklet as shown in Appendix 1. The data from three respondents 

was discarded from the analysis because at least one of the 

three areas under investigation was incomplete, to leave a 

sample of one hundred and thirty female managers. The 

distribution of the sample in comparison with the distribution 

of employed women within the labour force is shown in Table 5. 

ho managers are included from agriculture or from mining and 

quarrying occupations. 
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Table 5 

Distribution of Labour Force 

Comparison of employed females with sample respondents. 

(Percentages) 

Industry 

Community, Social, personal services. 

Wholesale & retail trade, 

restaurants & hotels. 

Transport & communication. 

Manufacturing. 

Public utility - electricity, gas, 

water. 

Finance, insurance, real estate, 

business services. 

Construction. 

Agricu:).. ture. 

Mining and quarrying. 

New Zealand E 

32.2% 

22.9% 

5-5% 

19.9% 

4°7% 

8.5% 

0.7% 

5.0% 

0.4% 

100% 

Sample 

34-.0% 
27.0% 

6.0% 

15. 0% 

7.5% 

100% 

E Source: New Zealand Provisional National Statistics 1976 

The representation is sufficiently close to the actual 

distribution tc be considered as a valid statistical sample. 

Female managers formed three point nine per cent (3.9%) of 

the labour force categorised as administrative and managerial 

in:1971. In relation to these figures the ratio of sample size 

to population is 130: 1,055, a proportion of 12.3%. However, 

it is considered more realistic to consider sample size in 

relation to the increased administrative and managerial 

population since 1971. Because the 1976 census returns show 

that this category has increased by some sixteen thousand 

persons, it is reasonable to assume some increase also in the 

number of female managers, with a suggested rate of increase 

considered to be such that females will provide some five to 

six per cent of all managers in New Zealand. A projected 
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growth rate to five per cent of all mana9ers being female, 

would provide a figure of 1,948 females w~thin the 43,200 

administrators and managers listed in the 1976 census returns. 

Thus it seems appropriate to consider the sample size of one 

hundred and thirty in relation to a population of two thousand, 

a proportion of six point five per cent (6.5%), which provides 

a reasonable sampling proportion to permit some generalization 

to the female managerial population as a whole. 



CHAPTER 3• 

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION 

Persor.al back.ground data are often used in occupational 

selection 2nd in vocational advisement and placement, largely 

because this information is relatively easy to obtain, generally 

less subject to distortion than responses to personality 

measures, and has good face validity, since a great deal of 

research indicates that what a person has achieved, or failed 

to achieve in the past, will, with some degree of assurance, 

indicate what may be achieved in the future. (Super 1960, 

Thorndike 1963, Baehr & William 1967, Owens 1971). 

The basic measurement axiom, that past performance 

predicts future behaviour, can also be applied 'to m'embers 

of a defined sub-group. Persons within a sub-group have 

similar patterns of experience, as expressed in similar 

biographic profiles, and should thus tend, by hypothesis, to 

exhibit similar patterns of concurrent and future behaviour. 

If we know that meaningful, distinctive, differential behaviour 

is associated with sub-group membership, we may then identify 

an individual to be .;:.3sessed, ,,1atch their biographic profile 

with the sub-group profile it most closely resembles, and 

predict the modal or typical behavicur of this sub-group for 

the individual. The meaningfulness of the jndividual's biographic 

data is commensurate with knowledge of the repertoire of the sub

group behaviours. To get this sub-group kncwledge, an approp'riate 

biographic form needs to be administered to large numbers of 

subjects in order to provide a base for concurrent and longitudinal 

studies of the affinity of sub-groups for various criteria of 

performance. Here the first problem arises. Women have just 

not been studied as a managerial sub-group. This is not surpris-

ing since women managers and administrators are a minority group 

in the managerial population. Work on developing scales for the 

identification of managerial talent has only applied to men, for 

example, the Managerial orientation scale for the Strong Vooational 

interest Blank, while covering a wide range of subjects and occupat

ions, is nevertheless normed only for men. If more women are to 

hold managerial positions, then it becomes equally important to be 

able to identify female managerial talent early. 
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So the development of this biographic inventory is regarded as 

largely exploratory of women as a managerial subgroup, and as a 

basis for the development of an instrument useful in the vocational 

guidance of high school girls at the time of career decision and 

entry to a suitable course of further study. 

There is a continuing need for developing more qualified 

managers, and with the recognition that women are a major under 

utilized resource, the field seems wide open for the identificat

ion of women with management potential, so that qualified women 

will be advancing into busi"ness administration courses rather than 

into secretarial - office practice training. The effective 

identification of management potential is a prerequisite for 

successful management development. The improved recruitment and 

selection of managerial talent probably offers potentially greater 

improvement of managerial performance than any other single aspect. 

of managerial development. 

Since women have not been documented biographically as a 

managerial sub-group, to decide what items are likely to be of use 

in a biographic inventory it is necessary to look at the literature 

;:·egr.i.rdi11g effective male managers, and decide what i terns may 

provide meanj:ngful information in a female context; or even more 

import.-::.ntly, to decide what items are likely to be useful to both 

male and female managerial sub-groups. 

Mahoney, Jerdee & Nas.h (1964-) sought measures of personal 

characteristics and managerial effectiveness. From their biographic 

measures, they report the following criteria as being significant 

predictors -

Number of memberships in high school organisations. 

Number of sports and hobbies at age 25. 

Number of offices held in fraternal and professional 

organisations at age 25. 

Hi~hest educational level attained. 

Wife's educational level, and number of years worked 

after married. 

Sport, fraternal organisations, and particulars about 

a wife, make this a male oriented pattern. 



Super ( 1960) postulated five major l":ategories of experience 

which could be measured through biographi:al data, although he did 

not relate these specifically to a managerial sub-group. 

There variables are -

1. independence 

2. family cohesiveness 

3. social mobility 

4. cultural stimulation 

5. socio-economic status 

Of these variables, the development of independence, and the 

cultural stimulation provided, are p.ypoth·esised to be of critical 

importance in determining whether girls set their career sights on 

management or on a secretarial position. 

Nash (1965) reports four roughly identifiable factors which 

have been found to consistently relate to managerial effectiveness. 

1. Social service, humanitarian, people oriented 

interests. 

2. Persuasive, verbal literary interests. 

Rejection of skilled trades, scientific, 

technical interests. 

4. Interests in business, business and closely 

related occupational contact. 

Nash reviewed studies by thirty two authors from 1944 - 1962, 

none of whom· identified the sex of their respondents, who are all 

assumed to be male. The first three factors could be considered 

strongly feminine, so that it could be said on this basis that 

women rather than men would be ideally suited for management 

positions, but for one important finding. For the first line 

supervisors and up to middle management, the more effective managers 

consistently scored higher on social service people orientation. 

But for the higher level managers, the reverse relationship appears 

to exist. Leaving as.idt: Lht: question uf what this implies for 

management style in general, what are the implications for women 

who are stereotyped as being consistently more people oriented? 

It is suggested that top level managers·must use the more masculine 

aggressive qualities, and that the clue to women's success in 

progressing from lower level to top management, lies in her ability 
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to relate in a people oriented manner as required with employees, 

and using the masculine qualities in co-01-dinating and planning 

for top level administrative requirements. 

Baehr & Williams (1967), from the rc;ponses of a vocationally 

heterogeneous sample of six hundred and eighty males to a wide 

spectrum of commonly used personal details derived fifteen 

interpretable first order factors with significant ratios. These 

factors are -

1. school achievement 

2. higher educational achievement 

3. drive 

4. leadership and group participation 

5. finai1cial responsibility 

6. early family responsibility 

7. parental family adjustment 

8. situational stability 

9. school activities 

10. professional successful par :ents 

11. educational - vocational consiste~cy 

12. vocational deciseveness 

13. vocational satisfaction 

14. selling experience 

The first eight factors are considered by Baehr & Williams to 

have most pctental for operational use. But the situation may well 

be different for women. Early family responsibility, defined by 

Baehr & Williams as "early marriage with sole responsibility for 

family support", may well provide an achievement spur to a man, 

in providing financial support while his wife cares for their 

family, but would certainly be detrimental to a woman trying to 

establish her career. Family responsibility, is more likely to 

provide impetus to career development at a later stage for women. 

Of interest is the "situational stability" factor - defined as 

"establishment and maintenance of sta!:lility in occupation and home 

environments", which would be considered a negative factor for 

managerial success for women. This whoie area suggests a continuat

ion of the present situation, with women continuing to enter the 
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same occupations as they have tradi tiona.1.ly done, for nursing, teach

ing, social and secretarial work, absorb seventy per cent of employed 

women. 

In a 1968 study Baehr & Williams re{•Ort further on biographical 

details useful in distinguishing upper and lower rated sales groups. 

The picture that emerges of the successful sales manager is a back

ground of competent handling of persona: economy; an early vocational 

start with prime or sole responsibility for managing family finances; 

a past history of sales achievement, and present stability in work 

and family situation. Again, this was a male only sample, but it is 

considered that effective managers, both male and female will have 

exhibited a measure of£i.nancial stability and control. 

Johnson & Du.nette (1968) obtained results for the Strong Vocation

al Interest Blank which suggests that patterns of personal preferences 

are stable over long periods of time. Their results confirmed that 

the pattern of managerial effectiveness preferences documented by 

Nash, appear rather early (before, during or shortly after University 

training) and persists over time. In this work the more effective 

managers placed emphasis on risk taking, action oriented behaviou:c, 

independence of thought, with a striving for dominance in inter

personal contacts. This data provided support for arguing that 

potentially effective managers may be identified by a specific pattern 

of biographical information. But yet again the sample was male only, 

and there is nothing to say that all effective managers, male or female, 

would exhibit such characteristics; or whether this is a male only 

pattern, and that women managers, while equally effective, may well 

exhibit a different pattern of characterisitics and preferences. 

In discussion about developing biographic data instruments Owens 

(1971) suggests the inclusion of such areas as early background, 

patterns of test scores, academic achieve1ents, choice of career, 

pattern of extracurricula~ activities, type of job held, promotion 

rate and other such job related aspects, as well as community 

activities. Rawls J & Rawls D (1974) considered that the advantage' 

of using biographical data in the study of management personnel, is 

that the information produced pinpoints certain critical experiences 

lacking in the individual's background which can be provided for in 

training. They give a managerial effectiveness index related to 
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position level, salary history and effectiveness rankings. 

Bull (1975), from a factor analysis of biographical data 

collected in a vocational guidance study, of New Zealand fifth 

and sixth formers, gives eight factors as being important indicat

ors -

1. family achievement 

2. family education 

3. vocational decisiveness 

4. academic concern 

5. career preparation 

6. academic success 

7. individual - people orientation 

8. autonomy 

Bull found that these factors related realistically to the 

expressed vocational choice of the students who intended to enter 

the following career groups, secretarial, nursing, teaching, account

ing, draughting - commercial art, and skilled trades. The first 

three occupations of secretarial,.nursing and teaching were selected 

mainly by girls and three factors group around this distinction. 

The boys felt that they were more adequately prepared for their 

career than the girls. Their scores were negative on the people 

orientation indicating a higher income expectancy and a lesser 

involvement with social types of work. Gir·ls felt more restricted 

in their autonomy than boys, possibly because of more restrictive 

parental attitudes •. Vocational decisiveness was positive in only 

the secretarial and accountancy groups because in New Zealand their 

vocational decision was involved with curricula choices made early in 

the secondary school. Academic success measured highly on teaching, 

accountanfy and draughting aspirants, and low in the skilled trades 

and secretarial work which is the expected pattern. 

Further supporting evidence of the usefulness of biographic 

information for the New Zealand situation is provided from a comparat

ive study of Teachers College Students, Teachers College dropouts a.~d 

graduates of the Teachers College with six years of teaching experience 

by Isherwood (1975). The biographic information showed that in 

general the dropouts were more subject to concern about their 

academic work, their family's educational background was lower than 

for the continuing Teachers College, and their family's perceived 

achievement level was less. In a further investigation of .the utility 
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of such data Bull (1976), in a study of successful salesmen for a 

large New Zealand firm, (success being dE:fined in terms of total 

sales and length of job tenure,) found U.at financial con,trol and 

stability as determined from biographic :·_nformation separated the 

successful from the unsuccessful salesmen for eighty per cent of 

the sample. Thus by obtaining biographic information at the time 

of job application, it was possible to eliminate those applicants 

not fulfillL,g the relevant financial criteria and therefore unlikely 

to be successful salesmen. In this way labour training costs were 

reduced, as was labour turnover by utilising the comparatively simple 

and quickly administered biographic information profile. 

The pattern of evidence is that biographic data is providing 

information usefully differentiating categories of subjects in both 

overseas and New Zeal.and studies. The evidence provided from the 

literature regarding biographical information and its predictive 

ability regarding managerial effectiveness, suggests that such 

information may reasonably be expected to yield worthwhile results 

in identifying a pattern of successful female managers in New Zealand. 

From this pattern it should be possible to identify ~he ch~racteriqtics 

which distinguishes the female manager from her employees, and to apply 

this knowledge to the development of a biographical information profile 

useful in vocational counselling to identify those girls most likely 

to succeed in the managerial world. Then such girls can be encouraged 

to further their education in commerce or business administration as 

an active preparation and commitment for a career in management. 

To compile a useful biographic information profile, it was 

considered necessary to investigate both youthful development as 

well as the adult life pattern of women managers. In the selection 

of items relating to home, school, early adulthood and career choice, 

it seemed as though key areas were adequate education,. parental 

encouragement for a career, and development of independence. In 

regctru to the life style of women managers, it was c.:onsider·ed 

important to look at recreational and community interests, work 

attitudes and financial stability to see if any clearly identifi

able pattern emerged, although it is hypothesized that a confident 

self-image is the critical concept at this stage. 
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From the work of Baehr & Williams (1967,68) Super, (1960) 

Mahoney, J=rdee and Nash (1960) Nash (1965) Johnson and Du.nnette 

(1968) the following categories were expected to provide the 

most useful information -

1. Demographic data 

2. Education 

- age, marital status, place of 

birth etc. to identify subjects. 

formal qualifications, size of 

school, subjects studied. 

3. Independence and deve - class or group leader. 

lopment of autonomy 

4. Family background association with business, 

parental occupation family 

cohesion, influence, social 

life, health. 

5. Interest, recreation, - offices and participation in 

organisational 

par ti ci pa ti on 

organisations. 

6. Self-image, positive~ opportunities, risk taking decis-

or negative 

7. Work habits, job 

stability 

8. Attitudes to work 

9. Financial control 

ions making. 

creativity, self confidence. 

- group interaction, time in 

situation. 

responsibility, important work 

features, managerial success. 

- investment, life insurance, 

saving • 

. The questions to fit these categories were larg·e1y selected 

from the item pool book developed by Owens (1971), with reference 

to the items used by Bull (1975) to enable selection of items 

with face validity suited to New Zealand cultural conditions. 

Care was taken to select items equally suited to male and female 

respondents, since one of the purposes of the development of 

this biographic form was to elecit such male/female differences 

or similarities which would be useful in the selection manage

ment positions. The original ninety items were administered to 

a male and female pilot sample, and analysis then made of the 
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response patterns, with the hope of discarding those items which 

failed to discriminate usefully between males and females, or to 

be useful to the female population. 

Since the biographic form was to be administered along with 

other test items, it was also necessary to shorten it somewhat 

to provide a less time-consuming instrument, as thirty minutes 

was considered a reaso~able length for respondents, although it 

was desirable to bear in mind that a female - managers biographic 

inventory was largely exploratory at this stage. Each item of 

the original ninety questions was subjected to a Chi square 

analysis of variance between the male and female responses, as 

well as a Kendall's rank correlation to detect the existence of 

association in the population. 

Not all items significantly differentiated between male and 

female samples. But since similarities as well as differences 

are important, or may well be equally important, in looking at 

a managerial biographic pattern, care was taken not to discard 

items, which although not making a significant statistical 

contribution at this stage, were nevertheless considered from 

the literature review to contribute meaningf1..1lly to the ~lected 

categories. 

A somewhat more stringent selection process could perhaps 

have reduced the length even further, but this was not considered 

desirable or necessary at the pre~ent stage of development 

of this biographic instrument. Women have traditionally confined 

themselves in occupational choice, without, in the main, being 

aware of the options available and without being aware that they 

have the ability to succeed in different occupations. Each 

individual is unique and the use of biographic interest inventor

ies helps to mirror the individual's uniqueness and to suggest 

·vocational alternatives particularly suited to that individual. 

With women, at this point in our society such approaches seem 

particuJ.arly releva."lt. It is important that every suggestion, 

interest pattern, and every aptitude high score be taken seriously. 

A woman may decide not to use her education and training in the 

working world during the period of childrearing and family commit

ments, but she cannot de~ide to use education or training wh·ch 

she does not have. In regard to item content it is thus important 
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to cast the net widely in terms of interl~sts in what may be regarded 

as a pilot survey of women as managers. The time to reduce, if 

necessary, the length of the biographic form, is after identify-

ing a pattern of female managerial interests and life history. 
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RESULTS 

Biographic Data of Respondents - 1:0 Female Managers .. 
Age, birth order and marital status 

The age range presented in Table 6 i;hows the majority of 

respondents as being over thirty years o.f age, with the largest 

cluster in the 40/49 age group. 

TABLE 6 

Age range of respondents 

Age group Percentage 

20-29 8% 

30-39 19% 

40-49 36% 

50-59 33% 

60 and over 4% 

100% 

The birth order of respondents is given in Table 7. It is 

noted that 28% are firstborn, and 21 % are second chi~.dren 1,1i th 

an older brother. 

TABLE 7 

Birth order 

First child 

Second child older 
brother 

Second child older 
sister 

Only child 

Youngest of three or 
more 

Other 

Percentages_ 

28% 

21% 

16% 

14% 

12% 

9% 

100% 

Tables 8 and 9 indicate that 32% of the sample is married, 

29% single with 39% widowed or divorced, and that most of the 

women had marrjed between twenty and twentytwo years of age. 
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TABLE 8 

Marital Status of respo~dents 

Percentages 

Single 

Married 

Widowed 

Divorced 

TABLE 9 

Respondents' age 

Age in iears 

19 or less 

20 - 22 

23 - 25 

26 - 30 

31 and over 

100% 

when married 

Percentage 

15% 

32% 

16% 

5% 

3% 

100% 

Of - this sample of women managers, 48~~ have no children, 

with the family size of the remainder ranging from one to six, 

with 29% having two or three children (Table 10). 

TABLE 10 

Family size of respondents 

Number of children Percentage 

None 48% 

One 10% 

Two or three 29% 

Four or five 12% 

Six or more 1% 

100% 
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Family background and early life 

Tables 11 and 12 indicate that 25% of th-~ sample came from a 

farming background, and that 24% of respondents had grown up in 

cities with a population greater than one hundred thousand people, 

with all but 12% of the women having lived in several different 

places while young. 

TABLE 11 

Respondents' Residence while growing up 

Location Percentage 

Farm 25% 

Town population less 2,000 15% 

Town population 2-10,000 9% 

Town population 10-50, 000 10% 

City, population 50-100,000 17% 

Ci ti, population over 100,000 24% 

100% 

TABLE 12 

Cities and towns lived in by responden~s 
during youth. 

Number 

One 

Two or three 

Four or five 

Six or more 

Percentage 

12% 

48% 

21% 

19% 

100% 

/ 

Parental background information shows that the majority of 

mothers were not employed outside the home and that only six 

per cent were in business or self-employed. In contrast 42% 

of the fathers were self-employed, with their own business or 

farm, with 20% w·orking as unskilled labour. (Table 13). 
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TABLE 13 

Occupation of Fathers 

Category Percentage -----------------
Self employed 

Unskilled labour 

Skilled tradesman 

42% 

20% 

11 % 

Clerical-sales-supervisory 10% 

Professional 9% 

Managerial-administrative 4% 

Social work-teaching 4% 

100% 

The majority of respondents viewed their father as being in 

varying degrees successful in his field, with 20% judging their 

father as unsuccessful. Sixtytwo per cent (62%) of the parents 

had continued in a marriage relation?hip during the respondents 

youth and early adulthood. Such stability no doubt contributed 

to the high percentage of respondents who had been included in 

parental activities (Table 14). Since the majority of the sample 

(60%) considered that their parents participation in social 

activities had been minimal as shown in Table 15, it is possible 

that family type activities were more the norm. 

TABLE 14 

Inclusion of respondents in parental activities 

Percentages 

Most of the time 

Frequently 

Occasionally 

Rarely 

Never 

37% 

23% 

22% 

14% 

4% 

100% 
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TABLE 15 

Parents participation in social activities 
Percentages 

Very active 

Usually some social activity 

Seldom interested 

Not very active 

Education and career choice 

39% 

28% 

28% 

4% 

100% 

Table 16 presents a comparison between the highest educational 

attainment of respondents and their partents. Mothers had less 

schooling than did the fathers, who in turn were not as well 

educated as their daughters, of whom 11% gained a degree, the 

majority in business and commerce. 

TABLE 16 

Compared Education of respondents and parents 
Percentages 

Sample Mother Father 

Fifth form only 20% 64% 49% 

School Certificate 17% 10% 22% 

University entrance 13% 13% 6% 

Some university 24% 

Bachelor's degree 10% 2% 13% 

Postgraduate 1% 1% 

Skilled diploma 13% 10% 4% 

Trade certificate 2% 6% 

100% 100% 100% 

At school 67% -of the sample had been a class leader, prefect 

or sports team captain and 53% had been a leader of a young 

peoples church group or had acted as a patrol leader within an 

organisation such as the Girl Guides movement. Table 17 shows 

that academic studies were selected by _the majority and were also 

rated as being their most successful field. 
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TABLE 17 

Selel~ted school subjects and subjects rated most successful 
Percentages 

Subjects Subjects studied Rated most 
successful 

Acade:nic studies 54% 53% 

Busir.ess and commercial 36% 

Athletics 16% 

Cl'ub activities 4% 

Drama-art-music 4% 13% 

Student publications 5% 

Student activities 7%1 

Debating 2% 

Trade 1% 

Homecraft 5% 

100% 100% 

Table 18 indicates that fe¥ of the sample had known what 

career they wished to follow during schooling, but 53% of their 

parents were interested and helpful regarding career choice. 

(Table 19). ·That so few did have decided thoughts about career 

choice at school leaving age, supports the reasoning that those 

girls who ultimately entered the business world as managers, 

could well have benefitted from positive guidance toward pursuing 

a degree in business and administration as career preparation. 

TABLE 18 

Timing of career choice by respondents 
Percentages 

As a child 18% 

At secondary school 11 % 

When leaving school 26% 

None of these 45% 

100% 
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TABLE 19 

Parental attitude to career choice 

Percentages 

Interested and helpful 

Interested but didn't under--
stand 

Little interest shown 

Strongly directive 

Opposed 

53% 

21% 

14% 

7% 

5% 

100% 

For the majority of respondents, their families had had little 

association with people in busines. With only 31% having had close 

contact, business association is not likely to have been a directly 

contributing factor in the choice by respondents of a business 

career. (Table 20). 

TABLE 20 

Association respondents' family with business 
Percentages 

Very little contact 

Some association 

No contact 

Constant association 

Close business friends 

Recreation and organisation participation 

27% 

25% 

17% 

20% 

11 % 

100% 

Table 21 indicates that 44% of respondents report a preference 

for such recreational activities as reading and listening to 

records where they can be alone, although the majority are actively 

involved in organisation participation,for 77% hold, or have held, 

several positions as officers during the past five years (Table 22). 
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TABLE 21 

Recreation preferred 

Percentages 

Reading, listening to records 

Social parties, meeting people 

Sports spectator 

Competitive individual 

Team sports 

TABLE 22 

Organisation participation 
Percentages 

Held several positions 

Held one office 

Don't belong 

Like to hold office in future 

Reliable attender, but not an 
officer 

Not very active 

44% 

35% 

11 % 

7% 
3% 

100% 

48% 

29% 

13% 

4% 

3% 

3% 
100% 

Since re~ding is a major recreational interest of these 

women it is interesting to note that 57% report that their present 

professional reading has increased in amount and diversification, 

(Table 23), since their training period, with 49% reading five 

or more serious non-fiction books in a year, as listed in Table 24. 

TABLE 23 

Present amount of professional reading 
Percentages 

Same in amount and diversification 

Same in own area, less in others 

Less 

More 

Much more 

Considerably more ih amount and 
diversification 

19% 

7% 
17% 
23% 

11 % 

23% 

100% 
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TABLE 24 

Non-fiction read by respondents 

Number of books Percentas:e 

None 6% 

One 9% 

Two - four 36% 

Five - eight 28% 

Nine or more 21% 

100% 

Self-confidence 

One indicator of the development of independence and self

confidence in early adulthood was the age at which respondents 

learnt to drive a car, and the age at which they first'left 

home to become responsible for their own living arrangements. 

This information presented in Table 25 shows that 52% of 

respondents have learnt to drive by eighteen years of age and 

that 53% have left home by the age of nineteen. 

TABLE 25 

Age respondents learnt to drive and 
left home. 

Percentages 
As:e Learnt to drive 

Fifteen 15% 

Fifteen - Sixteen 11 % 

Sixteen - Seventeen 

Seventeen - eighteen 26% 

Eighteen - nineteen 

Nineteen - twenty · 12% 

Twenty - twentyone 

,Twentione and over 34% 

100% 

Left home 

17% 

36% 

21% 

26% 

100% 
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In adult life, the majority of respondents reported that 

they had had at least one good opportunity in their business 

career. Only eight per cent (8%) considered that they had 

failed to take advantage of available opportunities in life. 

This low percentage is to be expected when it is considered 

that 76% o the respondents view themselves as moderate risk

takers, who would be unlikely to bypass a promising opportunity. 

The majority of respondents viewed themselves as quite self

confident, but 39% would like to be more confident socially and 

intellectually (Table 26). In view of this, it is not surpris

ing that the major accomplishment outside of work, as presented 

in Table 27, was considered by 62% to be self-development. 

TABLE 26 

Felt self confidence 
Percentages 

Very confident all activities 7% 

Confident - intellectually, not 
socially 12% 

Quite confident both areas 27% 

Confident socially, not intellect-
ually 15% 

Like to be more confident both 
areas 39% 

100% 

TABLE 27 

Major accomplishment outside work 
Percentages 

Family activities 

Community activities 

Self-development 

Social de·veloprnent 

Other 

15% 

16% 

62% 
r:,o/ 
J/0 

4% 
100% 
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The personal qualities which respondents consider important 

for success are presented in Table 28, with 37% considering as 

most important their ability to meet and deal with many people. 

TABLE 28 

Personal qualities and success 
Percentages 

Ability to get along with co-workers 

Ability to get on with supervisor 

Organising work details 

Skills and experience 

Ability to meet and deal with many people 

15% 

1% 

19% 

28% 

37% 

100% 

Table 29 presents a comparison of job aspects according to 

respondents' assessment of difficulty. The easiest task for 

the majority is the writing of reports, while 31% find that their 

most difficult work task is to speak before a large group and for 

41% it is most difficult to tell others about inadequate perform

ance. Fort~ three percent (43%) of the sample is confident enough 

to express their views before others even if the group does not 

share their viewpoint. 

TABLE 29 

Comparison of difficulty of job aspects 
Percentages 

Job Aspect Most difficult Least Difficult 

Writing reports 17% 

Selling ideas to boss 8% 

Speaking before large groups 31% 

Telling others of inadequate 
performance 41% 

Selling others on job importance 3% 

100% 

41% 

15% 

19% 

2% 

23% 

100% 
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When asked how good they considered themselves as managers, 

54% ranked themselves in the upper fifty percent, with only ten 

percent (1C%) prepared to place themselves in the upper five 

percent bracket. (Table 30). 

TABLE 30 

Respondents rating of ability as a manager 
Percentages 

In upper 

In upper 

In upper 

In lower 

Work attitudes 

5% 

20% 

50% 

50% 

10% 

31% 

54% 

5% 

100% 

A good deal of responsibility in their work is considered 

desirable by 78% of the sample, who prefer broad supervision 

which leaves them free to try new ideas. The type of work that 

they do is the most irrp')rt2.nt ~0b fea"'.:ure for 63% of respondents 

(Table 31) while for 51% the main reason for changing their job 

is to secure more interesting work. 

TABLE 31 

Most important job features 
Percentages 

Type of work 63% 

Step to better job 21% 

Security 13% 

Pay 2% 
Status of work 1% 

100% 
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The average length of service in previous jobs is three 

to four years for 25% of respondents, with 22% having a job 

tenure of ten years or more (Table 32). 

TABLE 32 

Average time in previous 
jobs. 

Tenure in years 

Less than one year 

one - two year~ 

Three - four years 

Five - six years 

Seven - eight years 

Nine - ten years 

Ten or more years 

No previous job 

Percentage 

3% 

14% 

25% 

16% 

6% 

8% 

22% 

6% 

100% 

Table 33 indicates that in relation to their work, respondents 

consid~r that in creativity, decision making and overall success 

they are much the same as other people, although 30% of the sample 

sees themselves as less successful. 

TABLE 33 

Compared creativity, decision making and success 
Percentages 

Creativity Decision Success 
Making 

More than others 44% 40% 24% 

Same as others 48% 60% 46% 

Less than others 8% 30% 

100% 100% 100% 
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Financial control 

A pattern of saving and investment is reported by this 

sample of female managers. Fortynine percent (49%) consider 

that in their life style with 75% owning their own homes that 

they have the things they need and are also able to save and 

invest (Table 34). The majority of women in this sample have 

provided a home for themselves, since only 32% of the total 

sample is married and thus could be considered to jointly own 

a home with their husband. 

TABLE 34 

Financial situation 

Percentages 

Difficult to meet commitments 

Income just sufficient for commitments 

Little income left after commitments 

met 

Pay commitments, save and invest 

Industry and work position data 

4% 

16% 

31% 

49% 

100% 

Table 35 indicates that the sample respondents are 

located in a variety of occupational categories. 
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TABLE 35 

Occupational location of sample respondents. 

Numbers 

Office administration 22 

Hospital matron 16 

Retail trade 15 

Goyernment department 13 

Public utility 10 

Publishing 10 

Hotel management 9 

Heavj manufacturing 4 

Light manufacturing 4 

Insurance, finance 4 

Advertising 4 

Communication 4 

Food processing 3 

Broadcasting 3 

Data proc-es3ing 3 

Real estate 3 

Construction 2 

Scientific research 1 

130 

The major managerial functional groupings of sample respond

ents, is listed in Table 36, with twenty five respondents work

ing as managers having finance - accounting responsibility, 

twenty three as personnel managers and twenty two working as 

general administrators in office management. 
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TABLE 36 

Managerial Function 

Numbers 

Finance and accounting 

Personnel 

General office administration 

Marketing and sales 

Hospital matron 

Production 

Company director 

Research 

Advertising 

25 

23 

22 

18 

16 

13 

6 

2 

4 

130 

Table 37 . .shows that 57% of the sample had been with their 

present company nine years or less. Sixty percent (60%) had 

worked between four and nine years in their present position, 

while 39% had been between one and four years in their present 

position after working for the same length of time in the 

immediate lower level. Twenty seven percent had been from one 

to four years working in their function area, with 24% having 

worked from nine to twelve years in the same area. 

TABLE 37 

Comparison of respondents' workii:.ng years in each area. 
Percentages 

Less 1 
Number 

1-4 5-9 

Years with present company 

Years at present level in 
any company 

Years at immediate lower 
level 

Years in function area 

Years in present position 

5% 29% 28% 

11% 39% 27% 

9% 39% 24% 

4% 27% 21% 

16% 32% 28% 

years at each level. 
1 0-1 2 1 3-1 6 1 7 + 

14% 

12% 

14% 

24% 

10% 

7% 

5% 

6% 

5% 

6% 

17% 

6% 

8% 

6% 

8% 
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Of the sample, only five percent o} respondents were 

themselves top managers, with 24% reporting to the top manager 

and 21 % having one level between themsel·,es and top manage

ment, as indicated in Table 38. 

TABLE 38 

Levels from respondents management position 

to the top manager. 

Number of levels Percentage 

Report to top 24% 

One level 21% 

Two levels 15% 

Three levels 13% 

Four levels 16% 

Five levels 6% 

Top manager 5% 

100% 

The category of staff managed by respondents is shown in 

Table 39. Staff workers are supervised by 42% of the sample, 

and line workers by 20% of respondents 

TABLE 39 

Category of staff managed. 
Percentages 

General - one level office staff 

Line workers 

Staff workers 

Line or staff supervisors 

Manager of supervisors 

Manager of managers 

14% 

20% 

42% 

11 % 

8% 
5% 

100% 
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Sixty seven per cent (67%) of the sample has from one to 

six persons reporting directly to them, vith twelve percent 

(12%) being directly responsible for thirteen or more of a 

staff (Table 40). 

TABLE 40 

Number of persons directly supervised by respondents. 

Percentages. 

One - three 

Four - six 

Seven - nine 

Ten - twelve 

Thirteen or more 

39% 

28% 

9% 

12% 

12% 

100% 

The hospital matrons and administrators within government 

departments had larger work forces below them and more staff 

reporting to them than did the majority of respondents. Table 41 

shows the total number of workers in the organisatiori below the 

respondents management level. 

TABLE 41 

Total workers below respondents. 

:Humber of workers 

Less than nine 

Ten - forty nine 

Fifty - ninety nine 

Percentage of respondents 

57% 

26% 

8% 

One hundred - four hundred and 
ninety nine 4% 

Five hundred or more 5% 

100% 

Table 42 presents a breakdown of workers supervised accord

ing to the gender of the staff. TwentY.seven percent (27%) 

managed women only, 26% a staff of some men but mostly women, 
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and 20% a work staff composed of men and women in approximately 

equal numb<!rs. Men only were managed by 16% of the sample and 

11% managed a staff of some women but predominantly men. 

TABLE 42 

Sex of staff managed 

Percentages 

Women only 27% 

Mostly women - some men 26% 

50% women-50% men 20% 

Men only 16% 

M tl 11 % os y men - some women 

100% 

Table 43 shows that half of the sample were holding their first 

management position by the time they were thirty years of age. 

TABLE 43 

Respondents age at first manager.1ent position 

Age g.!'Ol)_p in years Percentage respondents 

20 - 25 26% 

26 - 30 24% 

31 - 35 26% 

36 - 40 13% 

41 - 45 8% 

46 and over 3% 

100% 



FACTOR ANALYSIS OF BIOGR\PHIC DATA 

Factor analysis was used to identif:r any underlying dimensions 

in the item responses. The factor analy3is of the biogr~phic 

responses yeilded twenty factors on the first analysis. Since 

the first ten factors accounted for fifty per cent of the variance, 

it was decided to consider these factors in relation to all items. 

This second analysis produced five factors which appeared to 

represent broad behaviour patterns associated with the areas 

hypothesized as relevant in managerial identification. 

These factors are labelled self-confidence, social conform

ity, socio-economic status, co~petence drive and financial control 

according to the theme of item content related to each factor. 

Those factors which relate to early influences are self-confidence 

and social conformity. The socio-economic factors relate not to 

the family of birth, but to the status of the husband, to whom 

the social standing of a family is usually attributed. Competence 

drive and work choice are associated with early adulthood. 

The major items loading on the self-confidence factor are 

parental education, respondents' education, family assor.iat-icn 

with business life and the respondents' expressed confidence in 

themselves, and in their ability as a manager. The relevant 

questionnaire item numbers and the response range for each item 

is listed below. 

Factor 1 SELF CONFIDE."N"CE 

22 Education mother High school only Degree 

23 Education father High school only Degree 

9 Own education High school only Degree 

14 Family association with business None Considerable 

44 Expressed self-confidence None Very 

46 Expressed self-confidence as T.Jpper 5% Lower 50% 
manager 

Since educational background relates negatively to self

confidence, this factor is viewed as a breaking away from the 

home and social background. This would be in keeping with the 

middle class value that young people expect to gain economic and 
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social success through their own efforts, rather than deriving 

status from their parents. The emphasis which middle class 

parents place on independence training rests on the assumption 

that the environment can be controlled.and mastered. This would 

encourage an internal control through developing the idea of 

self-motivation toward social mobility by rising above circum

stances. Many of the fathers are self-employed, a way of working 

which if successful, certainly models mastery of the environment. 

Since the daughters in the main perceived their fathers as 

successful, it is likely that such mastery was internalized 

from observation of their father's work style. 

Those items which formed a grouping relating to activities 

of young adulthood important in determining social attitudes as 

working adults, are presented as forming the social conformity 

factor. 

Factor 2 SOCIAL CONFORMITY 

13 Leader young peoples group Yes No 

20 Included in parents leisure activities Often Never 

27 Parents support of career choice Helpful Opposed 

81 Restrictive physical handicap Yes No 

rhe social conformity factor has as related items school 

activities as a class leader or prefect and out of school leader

ship in young peoples church groups, providing an independence -

leadership dimension. Other items loading on this factor relate 

to closer association with parents through their support of career 

choice and inclusion with them in social activities. The high 

loading of a restrictive physical handicap is considered to relate 

to the idea that such a person would be more likely to spend more 

time with and be more dependent on parents. This factor is vie~ed 

as an affiliative people oriented factor, maintaining a social 

norm of family cohesiveness, respectability and early grooming for 

community involvement and responsibility. It is allied with the 

acceptance of socially approved behaviour, that is, approved by 

adults, of conforming to their social conventions thus reinforcing 

people orientation and social orientation through adult approval. 
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This does not appear a logical factor in relation to those 

women who break the social norms and choose such non-traditional 

careers as management". But it must be remembered that the 

majority oJ' women in this sample are administrators in occupations 

with a predominantly female work force. That is, they have not 

been innovative in career choice but rather have risen to senior 

positions in feminine occupations, and thus have conformed more 

to the social expectations for women rather than following a non

conformist pattern. 

It is noted that children who score highly on social depend

ency tend to be less task oriented than the low scorers. The 

majority of the women in this sample do score relationships 

oriented on the leadership style test. But there is a grouping 

of women managers who score task oriented instead and who work 

in non-traditional occupations. It is suggested that these 

women as girls may well not have followed the socially accepted 

norms and may not have been class leaders, or church leaders or 

remained socially close to parents and adults. It is not suggested 

that they may have chose other activities to form an unusual 

youthful pattern, but :r-ather th~y may have preferred not to identify 

closely with the system. It is noted that women managers preferred 

solitary recreation rather than social activities, which hardly 

suggests that social dependency is a prime motivating factor in 

selection of recreational activities. When this grouping of 

women is abstracted from the main sample and considered as a 

separate entity in a later chapter, consideration will be given 

to any differences which may occur in this area of social conform

ity and social dependency. 

Those items which load on the competence factor further 

expand the idea of the development of locus of control as an 

important criterion in life style choice. 

Factor 3 COMPETE!J:CE 

37 Taken advantage of opportunities 

43 Comparative task competence 

52 Responsibility desired 

Always 

Better 

Plenty 

Failed 

Not so good 

Little 
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The :. terns which load on this £actor relate to advantages 

taken 0£ opportunities £or advancement, perceiving oneself as 

more compe-:ent than others in the work situation and accepting 

of respon!;Lbili ty in the work situation. The perception 0£ 

oneself as mastering the environment and in control 0£ the 

situation are important elements in managerial positions £or 

if the environment controls the manager, then the manager is 

certainly not managing the situation and cannot be functioning 

effectively. 

Mastery 0£ the environment starts young and each person has 

to become competent to participate in the processes of living. 

To internalize a sense of competence, positive reinforcement 

must occur from a young age and through school life, so that 

satisfaction is received from exploring many situational facets, 

discovering those aspects which can be controlled and those which 

defy mastery. People who consider that they have taken advantage 

of the opportunities, have undoubtedly manipulated their environ

ment to further their own goals. This may be seen as an motive 

to achieve, especially in the work situation, for task competence 

in terms of years at different level!; emerges as a separate 

dimension. 

Socio-economic status as a factor is represented by loadings 

from the following items. 

Factor 4 SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS 

2 Marital status Yes No 

3 Children None Six 

4 Age when married 19 30+ 

28 Husband's occupation Unskilled Professional 

29 Education husband High School Degree 
only 

45 Involvement outside work Family V Community 

Socio-economic status as a factor is related to husband's 

educational and occupational standing if the respondent is married. 

The negative loadings for marital status and children suggest that 

for single women their own standing defines status, but when 

married the social convention of attributing status to the husband's 

occupation occurs. Age when married also loads on this factor, 
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highlighting that this is a critical variable for women in manage

ment, many of who do not marry or enter management positions until 

later in life when returning to the business world after the child 

rearing years. 

Involvement outside of work, either in family, self-develop

ment or conmunity commitments, also loads onto socio-economic 

status. This is not surprising for it is traditional for business 

men to be involved in such service organisation as Rotary, Lions, 

and Chamber of Commerce, and there are similar service type organ

isations especially for women of management status who form the 

membership of Zonta International, Business and Professional Women 

and Soropomist Clubs. It is considered that membership in such 

groups provides a vital support to the woman working in management. 

As a single career oriented woman (remember that only thirtyone 

percent of sample was married) her failure to fulfill the role 

expectations of society as a wife and mother act negatively against 

her. But in such group membership she can confirm herself and her 

status, both as a woman and as~ manager, by ·comparison and eval

uation of her own life style, her own success and failures, with 

that of other women working in similar situations. 

Those major items loading on the factor financial control are 

as follows -

Factor 5 FINANCIAL CONTrlOL 

57 Income saved or invested settlement 

58 Financial commitments 

59 Desirable reserve savings 

60 Own savings kept 

62 Own investments 

63 Home ownership 

Low 10% High 40% 

Difficult Income left 

Less than High than 
$100 $5000 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

Financial control contains loading from two categories of 

i. tPms. 'T'hese nY'P c'lesi rahi l i ty juc'lgmental i tems 1 that a r.ertain 

percentage of saved income and reserve savings is desirable, a 

judgment of income in relation to commitments, and items relat

ing to actual savings maintained, investmer.ts made and home 

ownership. 
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The judgmental items load negatively, so that important 

aspect of this factor is not that one should think about saving 

and investing, but that the theory should be practised, for the 

positive loadings come from actually doing so. It is socially 

desirable and expected that people should save, keep £,omething 

by for emergencies as well as making these savings grow by invest

ment. To do this is exhibiting financial control, particularly 

important since profitability is the ultimate criterion in determ

ing the successful business venture and some understanding of the 

financial aspects of the organisation forms an integral part of 

the management process. The high positive loading in relation 

to savings held and the making of investments, indicate that a 

degree of financial acumen is necessary to the woman aspiring 

to a management career, and particularly so in relation to 

holding senior positions as a manager. 

A factor analysis of the organisational characteristics 

produced seven factors, with the first three accounting for 52% 

of the variance producing the meaningful groupings of task 

competence, managerial status and industry choice. 

The items loading on to the factor of task competence, 

given below, indicate that this is the only organisational 

factor containing loadings from biographic d2,ta. 

Factor 6 TASK COMPETENCE 

70 years ci.t function level 1 17 

72 years in function area - 1 17 

+ 

+ 

73 years in present position - 1 17 + 

26 Judgment fathers as successful Very Unsuccessful 

15 Age learnt to drive car -15 21 + 

The task competence factor items relate to the time which 

has been spent in various stages of career development. The 

less the time in function area and function level before enter

ing the present position indicates a competent mastery of the 

career path and organisation structure, especially if the present 

position is of high status by being top level management, or close 

to the top. The items from life history information relating to 

task competence are respondents judgment of father as successful, 

and the age at which they learnt to drive a car. Since women 
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in management are working within a stereotypically male frame

work, it is perhaps not surprising that a male model has provided 

an impetus for success in the work situation, especially when it 

is considered that for the women in this sample, there were few 

career mothers. The father thus provided the parental model of 

career commitment, whereas the mother's role was.more reinforc

ing of traditional societal values. 

Learning to drive a car is a critical step in mastery of 

the environment in a society where it has. become the norm to 

drive from piace to place for social contact, recreation and 

work. It is a critical step also in the development of independ

ence and antonomy away from parental restrictions and surveill

ance, and may well also be a decisive first step for females in 

establishing freedom from male control. For girls this possibly 

represents the first break through from the popularly held 

teenage convention that the boys own and drive the cars and the 

girls ride in them. Thus the girl who has, at a relatively early 

age, established her own ability and independence, becomes the 

woman who can establish her own identity without relying on 

male support, that is, in terms of defining herself as a person 

in a work situation, rather than through the wife and mother 

role only. It is suggested that task competence relates not only 

to the current job, but is an internalized dimension of mastery, 

of confidence in oneself as having a competent ability to cope 

effectively with any situation. 

Factor-seven,managerial status,refers more particularly to 

the size of the organisation, the relevant items being as 

follows -

Factor 7 MANAGERIAL STATUS 

69 Type staff supervised 

74 Number supervised 

75 Number workers below 

line workers 

10 

10 

Managers 

13 + 

500 + 

The managerial status factor is associated with organisation 

structural characteristics, having a~ loading items the type of 

staff supervised - line, staff, or other managers, the number of 

staff reporting directly to the manager ana a hierachical status 
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component of the organisational size in relation to the number 

of workers below the manager in the whole organisation. 

These three areas are instrumental in placing the manager 

within the organisational environment ana creating managerial 

status. They relate to a structural fact::,r rather than a 

personal construct. 

The eighth factor of work choice, relates to the type of 

industries in which the sample respondents are located, the 

loadings on this factor being represented by the following items. 

Factor 8 WORK CHOICE 

Item No. 

80 

81 

76 

Work choice 

Work choice 

Sex supervised 

Tradi honal 
; 
0Innovati ve 

Men or Women 

This factor of work choice relates to industry character

istics, the separate items dividing the industries in which the 

managerial respondents are located into a traditional and 

innovative dichotomy. Item 80 covers the more traditional areas 

such as hospital administration whereas item 81 con~ains thP 

more unusual occupations, hotel management, broadcasting and 

publishing, with fewer respondents in each area. The remaining 

item loading on this factor relates to these~ of staff supervised, 

men or women alone, or in varying combinations of both. 

Since the eighty five variables of the combined biographic 

and organisation data exceeded the capacity of the computer input 

(sixty six input variables limit), it was necessary to reduce 

the input to enable investigation of the nine factors with the 

total item selection to check if any biographic dimensions account

ed for variance in organisation factors. To accomplish this, 

those items which did not load at an acceptable level ( 0.4) on 

any factor were discarded, leaving sixty four variables for 

analysis. The varimax loadings for the p:c·incipal components ar-e 

shown in Table 44 with their eigenvalues and corrL~unalities. A 

profile of those characteristics shared by forty percent or more 

of the sample respondents is presented in Table 45. 
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TABLE 44 

Significant varimax loadings of the principal components from 

the final 64 items of the basic data matrix. 

Item Factors 

Nos 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Communality 

2 --57 .60 

3 --71 .70 

4 .83 .74 

7 .48 .53 

9 --44 .41 .63 

13 .70 • 56 

15 .29 .28 • 39 .56 

17 -.48 ,33 .40 

20 .44 .58 

22 -.50 .40 

23 --53 • 52 

26 .41 .43 

27 .50 .56 

28 .72 .72 

29 • 71 .65 

31 .68 .30 

37 .48 .48 

43 .64 .49 

44 .54 .27 .50 

45 • 58 .49 

46 .46 • 21 
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TABLE 44 Cont'd 

Significant varimax loadings of the principal components from 

the fin~l 64 items of the basic data.matrix. 

Item Factors 

Nos 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

52 .73 

57 -.64 

58 -.63 .42 

59 --54 

60 .62 

61 

62 .64 

64 .42 .33 

69 .63 

70 • 71 

72 .69 

73 .82 

74 .73 

75 .79 

76 .39 --45 
80 .70 

81 .54 

82 

83 

84 

85 

Eigen- 5.86 4.52 3.61 3.29 2.99 2.77 2.57 2.50 
values 

Communality 

.46 

.45 

.57 

.39 

.55 

.55 

.43 

.59 

.57 

.59 

.66 

.64 

.59 

.39 

.67 

.68 

.63 

.79 

.79 

.86 

% Trace 8.9 6.8 5.5 5.0 4.5 4.2 3.9 3.8 46.2 
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TABLE 45 

Profile of characteristics shared by 40% or more of 

Female 

Aged 40 - 49 
I . 
Firstborn or second child 

I · . I .. 
Sin le or scn~r~t~d 

I . 

i 
Lived in 4 G tm-ms i-:1 youth 

Studied acuaemic m1bjeots 

Class leader at school 

Little cont.J.ct with busincr::s 

:Far':!n°b lived tocether 

< • Managerial Respondents 

rer.centn.ge scoring 
,(I 80°' 

Church ·-g!Jj:1:1-G!:'...~-=l~o:.;;r.::.:.d::.:e::.:r=---~1-----------+------------------, 

Parents ec1-u.9JJ.t).on_~~~1i;J.f;;.d!,,A_.1 ____ -+------------------=:;;,,,---------;-
' school only 
I 
! 

F ther:L,"l_elf-em,rb,...:,,_re,._-d=---

! 

Parants helpful in 
' career choice . I : . 



TABLE 45 cont'd 

Profile of characteristics shared by 40% or more of 

Female Managerial Respondents 

Percentage scoring 

55 60 6 2 ____ 7_o_J __ ..;.7.;;.5 ____ o_"O....:.;~S;... 

· Prefers rc>ad:i n{.h ~;cH T-8.ry ______ .,.. ____ _ 
reer,·o,tlon 

-----' Saves 10 - 19:',j ir:corne :..:..:.:..=-------l----sr=----------------
1 
I 
I 

1
1 

Income ::;ufficient for...L-----+---

i 

---------·-
l11·vc=--st;·;~E·r•·~ ~ 

l Maintains r,,.,:,:::,.•,,,2, r~a,,J.nsr.:-- ---------- -·--------------

! Owns life in:mr:mc,,--- ··----·----··--==--==-===~-~ ,. // 

Owns :::'bo:re [~, :i nve :~ ·i_,,,; __ :1_,_~ ___ ---,1 ________________ -_-___ --_--_-_·-r=--_-_--___ --__ --_-__ _ prop~r· L;y 
'i 
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CONCLUSION. 

Fro~ the factor descriptions and reference to Table 45 can 

be constructed the biographic profile of women in management which 

has emerged in this study. Some areas suggested by previous 

researchers for male ~anagerial patterns also emerge as pertaining 

to women. The most important of these are leadership in high 

school (Mahoney, Jerdee & Nash 1964-); independence (Super 1960); 

drive and financial responsibility (Bqehr and Williams 1967) and 

financial control (Bull 1975). 

The family background of respondents had provided little 

contact with business so this was not a decisive factor in career 

choice. What does emerge as important is that the family back

ground should provide impetus for developing a sense of self

confidence and environmental mastery. Biographic predictors in 

this area are the age of learning to drive a car, of having lived 

in either a large city or have come from a farming background. 

All of these can encourage independence and autonomy, with both 

farms and large cities demanding a self sufficiency of interests 
•. 

and mobility to master the environment. Farming backgrounds 

especially can breed a very strong sense of having to get out and 

away for social and academic achievement, while at the same time 

providing a model of a way of life that is independent self

controlling and self-fulfilling. Larger cities present the challenge 

of complex and extensive stimuli all competing for attention and 

which simply must be cortrolled if the individual is to establish a 

self-identity. The small town environment may be more comfortable, 

and less challenging, maintaining the status quo and failing to 

provide the stimulation needed to encourage girls to look beyond the 

traditional options in career choice. 

The actual number of items loading on to the factors which 

related to early life and which could reliably be said to be 

important indicators of managerial career potential was disappointly 

small. However, this is supported by other findings. Wolfson (1976) 

in study of career development of women, found that none of the 

variables pertaining to subjects' home environment as students was 

statisticaliy significant, although there were quantifiable 

differences among women who pursued different vocational patterns. 
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But these differences did not become app,:i.rent until some time 

after a woman had entered university, when a vocational major 

choice provided the best predictor. ,. 

Harmon ( 1970) also points to the dea:~th of career predictors 

for female college freshman and concluded that motivation for a 

career seems to arise at some point in time beyond the entrance 

to college. Johnson and Dunnette (1968) had suggested that the 

pattern of managerial effectiveness may appear before, during or 

after university and persists over time. It is suggested that 

during and after university identification of managerial talent 

is really too late and that there must be some factor which can 

provide an indicator that a business career would b~ a rewarding 

choice so that the girl who makes this decision•would select a 

business or commerce degree to provide the necessary educational 

background. From the evidence of this study it would appear that 

the critical facrtor is development of an internalized locus of 

control, in that the woman who will succeed in management, develops 

from the girl who perceives herself as controiling, and mastering 

her adolescent environment. 

Locus of control refers to whether a persons b~lidVio:,ur~ .::.r..d 

throught patterns are perceived by the individual as causally 

linked to consequences (control), or not causally linked to 

consequences (chance). These two conditions specify that the 

locus of control lies either within (internal) or outside (external) 

the power of the individual. The fact that the external controller 

perceives that powerful others or "the system" determine how well 

she can do, appears to limit ability to consider innovative occupat

ions. This is particularly relevant during school years. The 

importance of the social system within the school which tends to 

reward achievement and independence orientation in boys but not in 

girls, also is a decisive influence for the adolescent girl, 

vulnerable as she is to the influence of her peer sex group, whose 

occupational goals may well be more traditional than her own. 

Persons on the internal end of the scale perceive that their own 

abilities or skills help to determine the outcome of their efforts. 

Burlin (1976) maintains that these people are able to free themselves 

from environmental restraints because of a belief in their ability 
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to accompl:.sh a rewarding goal, and found that internal controllers 

in a sample of fifteen year old girls aspired to more innovative 

occupations than did external controllers. Tangri (1972) had 

suggested that women who chose occupations dominated by·men were 

more autononous, individualistic and motivated more by internally 

imposed demands than women who chose traditional occupations. 

The profile of women as managers following the managerial 

pattern that Johnson and Dunnette (1968) suggest of risk taking, 

action oriented behaviour and independence of thought, is displayed 

by the respondents in this sample, especially by those women who 

are working in innovative occupations and those criteria which are 

considered to be the characteristics of effective male managers and 

which are displayed also by those female managers must surely be 

regarded as qualities for overall managerial effectiveness, 

irrespective of the gender of the manager. The internal locus of 

control developed in youth remains as an important variable in 

the management situation. For women in management biographic 

information reveals a life style of competence, but it also reveals 

a lack of confidence in themselves as managers. In creativity, 

decision making and life succ~~s, the overwhelming majority view 

themselves as the same as others, yet they are all working in an 

area to which only point three percent of the female working 

population gains access. And as managers, only a small percentage 

classed themselves as being in the highest c~tegory of managerial 

ability. No doubt early identification of ability from the biographic 

predictors, and education in a business area, would develop for 

these women the confidence in themselves which their ability 

warrants. 
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CHAPTER 4 

INVESTIGATION OF MANAGEMENT STYLE 

Behaviours involved in Leadership 

Fleishman and Peters (1962) consider that an essential element 

of leadership is the concept of interpersonal influence and that 

the essence 0£ leadership is influencing the behaviour of others 

toward some goal. The success of the leadership lies in the 

extent that this interpersonal influence accomplishes the desired 

goals and the types of leadership acts attempted are a function 

of the interpersonal values held by the leader. Bowers and 

Seashore (1966) view leadership as behaviour by one member of 

a group toward another member or members which advances some 

joint aim. This behaviour cannot be measured by a single concept, 

but is a large aggregation of separate behaviours which may be 

grouped or classified in a variety of ways. Research shows that 

the notion of the types of interpersonal values held by the 

leader and the behaviours used by the leader to promote the 

desired goals do in fact combine to form a leadership style. 

Furthermore these styles of leadership do seem to be associated 

with a particular style of organisational climate, and there is 

._a relationship between what the organisations leader does, and 

the effectiveness of the organisation (Korman 1971). Investigat

ion of leadership behaviour of the Ohio State University program 

of post-war research 1946-1956 (Fleishman 1953; Stogdill & Coons 

1957) isolated the concepts of "consideration" and "initiating 

structure" as basic dimensions, which Halpin & Winer (1957) found 

to account for 83% of the differences observed in leadership 

behaviour. 

Fleishman and Peters (1962) defined these concepts in the 

following manner:- Consideration reflects the extent to which 

an individual is likely to have job relationships characterised 

by mutual trust, respect for subordinates' ideas and considerat

ion of their feelings, providing an atmosphere of friendship and 

warmth. Initiating structure reflects the extent to which an 

individual is likely to define and structure his role and his 

subordinates towards goal attain.'Tlents. Concurrent w.i. th ti1e Ohio 

State studies was a similar program at the University of Michigan 
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Four type models have been developed by Carron (1964) based 

on Leader Opinion Questionnaire scores, and by Halpin (1966) from 

Leader Behaviour Description Questionnaire Scores, both basing 

the four styles on initiating and consideration dimensions. 

Likert (1967) outlined four systems relating to the style used 

by the leader, as did Davis and Valper (1968). 

The model developed by Reddin (1974) uses task orientation 

and relationships orientation as a base, and develops four basic 

styles from the four possible combinations of above or below 

average scoring on these dimension. This model also includes 

an effectiveness dimension to extend the four styles to eight, 

which allowed more flexibility in the investigation of managerial 

style of female managers. 

Sex differences and implications for Leadership style 

Skill in human relations is a fundamental requisite for all 

managers. Women are believed more likely to possess perception 

and empathy, with emotional sensitivity to others, and since 

labour relations is an integral part of all leadership situations, 

women are often considered to be best suited for personnel 

management. But the research summary of Maccoby (1974) shows 
.. ~o.c,.\:.\;.,._ 

very little difference between the sexes in social relations 

skills. The male potential for empathic and sympathetic emotional 

reactions and the male potential for helpful behaviour towards 

others seems to have been seriously underrated. Women are not 

innately interpersonally more aware than men, but have been 

socialised to be so. 

It could be argued that this socialization gives women a 

head start in implementing the leadership techniques advocated 

by the human relations schools of thought (Argyris, 1964; 

McGregor 1960; Likert 1967) .· as being most productive both in 

termc; of output and personal satisfaction. In recent years this 

has resulted in a shift of emphasis from dominant aggressive 

leadership, to the team persuasive and humanistic leadership 

style, which should be able to use to the full women's potential 

for insightful interpersonal relationships. 
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Survey Research Centre. Approaching the problems of lead~rship 

style by locating clusters of characteristics which correlated 

amongst themselves and with effectiveness, two concepts were 

developed called "employee orientation" and "production orient

ation". (Katz, Maccoby &Morse 1950; Katz & Kahn 1966). 

Employee orientation is described as behaviour which indicates 

that the leader feels that the human re).ations aspects of the 

job are important, taking an interest in employees' individual

ity and personal needs. Production orientation stresses product

ion and the technical aspects 0£ the job, with employees consider-

ed as a means of getting the job done. These two dimensions of 

what might be broadly conceptualised as "work" and "people" seem 

fundamental to most of the leadership behaviour models outlined 

by researchers. Cartwright & Zander (1960) proposed "group 

maintenance functions" and "goal achievement functions", while 

McGregor (1960) identified "Theory X"and "Tlieory Y" as contribut-· 

ory factors. 

Mann & Hoffman (1960) considered leadership to require a blend 

of three skills; human relations, with emphasis on interpersonal 

relations and motivation; technical skills necessary for the 

performance of specific tasks; and administrative skills to 

understand and act according to the goals and needs of the group. 

Likert (1961) described five conditions which contributed 

to effective leadership behaviour. These include the principle 

of supportive relationships, where each member of the organisation 

views his working experience as giving a sense of personal worth 

and importance; group methods of supervision using group member 

interaction and loyalty; the setting of high performance goals; 

the use of technical skills and knowledge; and finally, the co

ordinating, scheduling and planning of tasks in accord with the 

values of the group. 

Clearly, the two dimensions relating to task and relationship, 

consideration and initiating structure ar.e present in each model 

and provide a base for investigating leadership behaviours and 

style. But these concepts are not mutually exclusive and may be 

combined in a variety of ways, so that a leadership style model 

using task and relationship such that the leader must be one or 

the other is too restrictive. It fails to provide for situational 

demands and outcome effec~iveness. 
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For "democratic" "network" or group centred styles of manage

ment of the kind that have developed rapidly in recent years, women~s 

tendency to an informal unbureacratic style of working might seem 

to fit very well (Killian 1971). But it does seem likely that in 

future there will be a greater overlap between the work abilities 

and interests of highly qualified men and women. This can happen 

not only through women developing skills and attitudes tradition

ally found among men, but also through men taking up those once 

characteristic of women. For example, by their developing the 

informal loose style of working appropriate to "democratic" or 

"network" management or taking a more relaxed attitude to work 

and moving toward a more equal balance between work, family and 

leisure activities. 

Women do seem to have a more general type of work ambition, 

rather than an upward vertical drive towards the peak of their 

profession. From a study of the statistics of women in employ

ment, and the qualifications of the women now in management, it 

would appear that many more of them should be holding positions 

at middle management and corresponding professional levels than 

are in fact doing so. (Schlack 1974, Fogarty et al 1971). 

Is this because of the prejudicial belief that women are 

characteristically unsuited because of emotional factors to 

work effectivP-ly in top administrative positions? Since the 

majority of women are working at first or supervisory level, 

there appears some barrier against advancement. Does this come 

from the women themselves, from outside pressures and prejudice, 

or perhaps a lack of aggressive push for the top? 

In the area of aggression sex differences are clear and 

consisterit with the widely held belief that males are more 

aggressive than females, and this is true from about two years 

of age. Bandura (1965) has suggested that the two sexes may 

be equivalent in their underlyil'1g potential for aggressive 

behaviour, but that girls inhibit the outward displays of aggress

ion because they are more likely to be punished for it. Thus if 

the sanctions imposed on girls aggression were removed, girls 

would likely ~e as aggressive as boys. 
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Leadership or dominance appears to be achieved primarily 

by aggression in boys. But this weakens with maturity and there 

appears to be no intrinsic reason why th= aggressive sex should 

be the dominant one in adult relationships. Aggression seems to 

be the only sex difference which might t:e related to management 

skills. But is aggression useful or necessary in management 

today? If aggression is defined as anai.thoritarian drive to 

be first, then this does not seem useful, and a leader of this 

type would be likely to provoke personnel problems. And it is 

in this type of aggression that there are clear male - female 

differences. There is no evidence of sex differences in 

achievement motivation, risk taking or task persistence, so the 

aggressive leader viewed in terms of the persons willingness to 

tackle challenging assignments, could be either male or female. 

Trends in management suggest that aggression and dominance 

may not be the most productive style and because of this it is 

suggested that women may be particularly effective in their use 

of participative and team management styles, al though Maccoby.::ro..c..\c:..\,;.,..._ 

(1974) reports that this is pure speculation, and that research 

in this area could and should be done. The argument regarding 

the suitability or unsuitability of women in management positions 

centres around their presumed emotionality and the belief that 

this makes their basic orientation towards j'elationships and 

people, but it is not known whether this is indeed a valid argu

ment in the management situation. There is no evidence offered 

that even if all female managers are people oriented, that this 

does always carry over into the work situation, but if this is 

indeed so, then both the sex of the ~anager, as well as the sex 

of staff supervised will influence the managerial style used, 

and the situational demands of the work position may not necessar

ily dictate an appropriate managerial style irrespective of the 

sex of the manager. 

If it is shown that women in all managerial positions are 

always people oriented and not task oriented, then what will be 

the implications for women? Will they.be still further confined 

to personnel functions and kept away from the production, profit 

making top administration functions because they will have been 

proven better at the housekeeping type of duties? Or will such 
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a finding place them securely in the vanguard of the democratic

participative style management advocated as most suitable for the 

better educated workforce of today, gaining acceptance of the 

idea that women will provide the best and most successful managers 

for the future? 

Some answers to these questions will be sought through 

investigation of the following hypotheses 

1. It is hypothesized that women managers in different occupat

ions will exhibit different managerial styles. 

2. It is hypothesized that managerial style used will differ 

according to whether the manager has responsibiiity to -

(a) 

(b) 

or (c) 

manage females only, 

manages males only, 

manages a mixed staff of both males and 
females. 

These hypotheses are investigated by using the Managerial Position 

Analysis Test (Reddin 1974) which provides an analysis of the 

managerial style used by the respondent in their current work 

situation, giving a measure of work behaviour rather than of 

leadership belief. 



THE DEVELOPMENT OF MANAGEMENT STYLES 
AS USED IN THE MANAGEMENT POSITION 

ANALYSIS TEST 

In this behaviour model, management style is defined as a 

behavioural predisposition across different situations. It is 

a characteristic mode of response across a variety of work 

situations. Style does not deal so much with the content of 

behaviour such as "correcting errors" but the manner in which 

the behaviour is expressed such as "correcting errors with 

emphasis on avoidance in the future rather than punishment for 

the past". 

The area of situation over which style is seen to be 

operative is not only subordinates. It includes superior, co

workers, subordinates, technology and climate. Thus the term 

management style refers to a style a manager uses in response 

to many elements in his situation, not just his subordinates. 

The Four Basic Styles 

The behaviour model is built on two types of behaviour 

called task orientation and relationships orientation which 

have been found to account for most variation in leadership 

style. They are defined as: 

Task Orientation (TO) The extent to which a 

manager directs his own and his subordinates' 

efforts; characterised by initiating, organ

ising, and directing. 

Relationships Orientation (RO) The extent to 

which a manager has personal job relationships; 

characterised by listening, trusting, and 

encouraging. 

They are intended to represent two completely different and 

independent kinds of behaviour. A manager who is using one 

kind of behaviour may or may not be using the other. At any 

one time, a manager's behaviour may consist of any combination 

or degree of these two. These two independent orientations are 

combined to form four basic styles as shown in Figure 1. The 
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labels ~•integrated", "dedicated", "related", and "separated" 

were chosen to avoid the suggestion 'that some styles are much 

better than others. The integrated style, with high task 

orientation and high relationships orientation is so named as 

it describes managerial behaviour which combines task orient

ation and relationships orientation. The dedicated style 

describes managerial behaviour with high task orientation but 

low relationships orientation; that is, behaviour which is 

dedicated to the job. The related style having high relation

ships orientation alone is related to subordinates. The 

separated style is a basic style with both low task orientation 

and low relationships orientation. This style, then, is 

separated from both task orientation and relationships orient

ation. Table 46 presents a brief description of each of the 

eight styles as they are, and as they are generally perceived 

by others. 

TABLE 46 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE EIGHT MANAGERIAL STYLES 

Executive 

A manager who is using a high Task Orientation and a high 

Relationships Orientation in a situation where such behaviour 

is appropriate and who is therefore more-effective. Seen as 

a good motivator who sets high standards, who treats everyone 

somewhat differently and who prefers team management. 

Compromiser 

A manager who is using a high Task Orientation and a high 

Relationships Orientation in a situation that requires a high 

orientation to only one or neither and who is therefore less

effective. Seen as being a poor decision maker and as one 

who allows various pressures in the situation to influence him 

too much. Seen as minimizing immediate pressures and problems 

rather than maximizing long term production. 

Benevolent Autocrat 

A manager who is using a high Task Orientation and a low 

Relationships Orientation in a situation where such behaviour 

is appropriate and who is therefore more-effective. Seen as 

knowina wi-,at he wants, anc! knowing how to get it without 

creating resentment. 
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Autocrat 

A manager who is using a high Task Orientation and a low 

Relationships Orientation in a situation where such behaviour 

is inappropriate and who is therefore less-effective. Seen as 

having no confidence in others, as unpleasant arid as being 

interested only in the immediate job. 

Developer 

A manager who is using a high Relationships Orientation 

and a low Task Orientation in a situation where such behaviour 

is appropriate and who is therefore more-effective. Seen as 

having implicit trust in people and as being primarily concerned 

with developing them as individuals. 

Missionary 

A manager who is using a high Relationships Orientation 

and a low Task Orientation in a situation where such behaviour 

is inappropriate and who is therefore less-effective. Seen as 

being primarily interested in harmony. 

Bureaucrat 

A manager who is using a low Task Orientation and a low 

Relationships Orientation in a situation where such behaviour 

is appropriate and who is therefore more-effective. Seen as 

being primarily interested in rules and procedures for their 

own sake, and as wanting to maintain·and control the situation 

by their use. Often seen as conscientious. 

Deserter 

A manager who is using a low Task Orientation and a low 

Relationships Orientation in a situation where such behaviour 

is inappropriate and who is therefore less-effective. Seen 

as uninvolved and passive. 
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The Eight Managerial Styles 

It is assumed that each of the four basic styles may be used in 

situations appropriate to them or in situations inappropriate to 

them. If appropriate to them effectiveness will result, if 

inappropriate to them it will not. This notion introduces the 

dimension of managerial effectiveness into the model. Managerial 

effectiveness is defined as: 

The extent to which behaviour is appropriate 
to the demands of the situation. 

The four basic styles deal with behaviour only. By the addit-

ion of the effectiveness dimension the four style model is transformed 

to an eight style model. Thi_s transformation is as depicted in Figure 

1 which shows the eight "Managerial" styles. Each basic style has 

its more effective and less effective counterpart labelled as a+ or -

after the style name. The front of the diagram is the plane of less 

effectiveness and the back is the plane of more effectiveness. For 

instance the less effective separated behaviour is labelled separated 

and the more - effective version is labelled separated+. For train

ing and development work using this model evocative style labels have 

been used. The scientific labels and more popular equivalents are: 

Separated-, Deserter; Separated+, Bureaucrat; 

Related-, Missionary; Related+, Developer; 

Dedicated-, Autocrat; Dedicated+, Benevolent Autocrat; 

Integrated-, Compromiser; Integrated+, Executive. 

The model does not posit an. ideal style. It thus ·differentiates 

itself sharply from those well known models which propose such ideal 

styles as Theory Y (McGregor, 1960), 9.9 (Blake, 1964), and System 4 

(Likert, 1967). Any one of the four basic styles of behaviour may 

lead to more or less effectiveness depending on the style's appropriate

ness to the situational demands. Thus any of the four basic styles has 

a more effective use and a less effective use. 

For example, a related style when used in a situation where it is 

appropriate is called related+. The behaviour represented by the 

style need not change, only the effectiveness of its use. A 

related+ style is seen as reflecting trust in people and as interest 

in their development as individuals. A related style when used in 

a situation where it is less appropriate is called related-. Again, 

·the behaviour represented by the style need not change, only the 

effectiveness of its use. A related- style is seen as reflecting an 

interest in harmony. The descriptions of the effective and ineffect

ive ve~sions of the remaining three basic sty'les is included in the 

descriptions of each style provided in Table 46. 
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TEST CONSTRUCTION 

The Management Position Analysis Test is designed to measure 

the demands any manager perceives on their particular managerial 

position and their behavioural response to these demands, and 

must be used wit:·. respondents who are responsible for the work of 

others. It is necessary for the executive to have a single specific 

position in mind when answering the test. 

Statement ma_trix 

All test statements are derived from a matrix composed of 

twenty elements related to eight styles. Each of twenty manager

ial position elements such as "creativity" are combined with state

ments related to each of the eight managerial styles such as 

"benevolent autocrat" to produce one hundred and sixty different 

statements. 

The twenty elements are shown in Table 47. These twenty 

elements are grouped into three sets. The seven role set elements 

are: superior, co-workers, subordinates, staff advisors, union 

customers, and general public. These seven elements were chosen 

tq include all the role set elements with which a manager might 

interact. The eight productivity set elements are: creativity, 

objectives, planning, change introduction, implementation, controls, 

evaluation, and productivity. These_eight elements were chosen to 

represent the eight sequential steps from the development of an 

idea, creativity, to its eventual productive use productivity. 

The five interaction set elements 

errors, meetings, and teamwork. 

five types of interaction. 

are: communication, conflict, 

These were chosen to represent 



TABLE 47 

The Twenty Elements 

Role set elements: 1. Sup.ervi-.sor 

2. Co-workers 

3. Subordinates 

4. Staff advisors 

s. Union 

6. Customers 

7. General Public 

Productivity Set elements: 8. Creativity 

9. Objectivies 

1 o. Planning 

11 • Change introduction 

12. Implementation 

13. Controls 

14. Evaluation 

1 5. Productivity 

Action set elements: 16. Communication 

17. Conflict 

18. Errors 

19. Meetings 

20. Teamwork 



Statement sets 

The questionnaire consists of three hundred and twenty state

ments obtained by using each of the one hundred and sixty matrix 

statements twice. The test as developed by Reddin was worded so as 

to relate solely to the masculine case using he and his. It was 

considered replacing the masculine gender with a combined male 

female, his - hers approach. This was cumbersome but more 

significantly, since it was considered important to remove any 

notion of sexual identification from the statements, a neutral 

version using "this manager" seemed more suitable. However, since 

this study was also to include women occupying such administrative 

positions as hospital matrons, it was considered more appropriate to 

use the term "this executive". Thus for the purposes of this study 

the Management Position Analysis Test was entitled "Executive 

Analysis." 

Table 48 shows how the masculinity of each of the eight style 

statements of the element subordinate has been replaced by asexual 

phraseology. Similar alterations were made for each of the matrix 

statements. The questionnaire location of each of the listed state~ 

ments is indicated within the concluding parenthesis. 

Executive 

TABLE 48 

Eight style statements of the element 
"subordinate" 

Comparison of masculine and asexual phraseology 

He demonstrates that he expects high output from his 

subordinates yet recognizes and considers individual differences. 

This executive demonstrates that high output is expected from 

subordinates, yet recognizes and considers individual differences.(19c) 

Compromiser 

When dealing with subordinates he attempts to combine both 

task and relationship considerations but one or the other often 

suffers. When dealing with subordinates this executive attempts 

to combine both task and relationship considerations but one or 

the other suffers. (42d) 



Benevolent Autocrat 

He.makes clear to subordinates what he expects of them. He 

shows that he values efficiency and productivity. This executive 

makes .clear to subordinates what is expected of them, showing that 

efficiency and productivity are valued (73c). 

Autocrat 

He directs the work of his subordinates and discourages 

deviations from his plans. This executive directs the work of 

subordinates and discourages deviation f;om plans (6a). 

Developer 

His relationship with subordinates is excellent and is 

characterized by mutual trust and respect. This executive's 

relationship with subordinates is excellent and is characterized 

by mutual trust and respect. (69) 

Missionary 

He treats subordinates with great kindness and consideration. 

This executive treats subordinates with great kindness and con

sideration. (34b) 

Bureaucrat 

He thinks that things go best when subordinates understand 

and follow duties in their job description. (17a). This executive 

thinks that things go best when subordinates understand and follow 

the duties in their job prescription. 

Deserter 

He.does not show too much interest in his subordinates. 

This executive does not show too much interest in subordinates. (36d) 

The statement sets are arranged in sets of four. The first two 

of the eighty sets of four statements are presented below. 

1 • This executive 
follows company 
policy and 
procedures when 
dealing with 
staff advisors. 

This executive 
believes in the 
team approach 
tc) the extent 
of believing 
most problems 
are best solved 
that way. 

This executive 
watches the 
implementation 
of plans by 
individuals and 
gives direct 
assistance and 
guidance where 
needed. 

All inter
departmental 
differences 
in which this 
executive is 
involved are 
solved jointly. 
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2. This executive 
feels it is not 
usually worth 
the effort to 
co-operate with 
staff advisors. 

This executive 
believes that 
proper treatment 
of people is more 
important than 

This executive This executive 
watches implement-seems intere~ted 
ation of plans only in the task 
closely, points at some meetings 
out errors and and only in 

productivity; criticizes where relationships 
necessary. at others. 

Each set of four statements consists either of four different 

more effective styles, bureaucrat, developer, benevolent autocrat 

and executive, or four different less effective styles, deserter, 

missionary, autocrat and compromiser. Each odd numbered set contains 

four more effective styles, and each even numbered set contains four 

less effective styles. The style and element content of the state

ment sets given above, as as follows -

1 • Bureaucrat Developer 

(Staff Advisors) (Teamwork) 

2. Deserter Missionary 

Benevolent Autocrat 

(Implementation) 

Autocrat 

(staff Advisors) (Productivity) (Implementation) 

Execut:i,ve 

(Co-workers) 

Compromiser 

(Meetings) 

The elements used in each set of four were assigned randomly 

over the first forty sets of statements, and -again over the second 

set of forty statements. In answering the questionriai-re, the key 

words of instructions to respondents were: "You are to select two 

statements in each set which best describe what you actually do in 

the job which you now have." 

c' 

The emphasis is therefore on a specific situation. The executive 

is asked to select two out offour statements rather than one out of 

four as a correction for social desirability bias toward the executive 

and compromiser styles. 



MANAGERIAL STYLE RESULTS 
FROM ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY FEMALE MANAGERS IN NEW ZEALAND 

The biographic information of the respondents is further extended 

by analysis of the managerial style used by the same sample of women 

managers. 

A comparison of the mean scores in Table 49 shows that the 

predominant style used by the female managers of this sample is 

the High relationship - low task related style. 

TABLE 49 

Basic style mean scores of respondents 

Style 

Related 

Integrated 

Dedicated 

Separated 

Mean Score 

23.71 

21.87 

19.02 

1 o. 53 

These basic four styles are subdivided by including the 

appropriateness dimension into the eight styles presented in 

Table 50, which indicates the styles used by the sample ranked 

in descending order according to mean score and percentage use 

of predominant style. The high relationship - low task missionary 

style is used by the majority of female managers. 

TABLE 50 

Managerial style mean score and percentage use by sample 

Style Mean Score Percentage using as 
Eredominant style 

Missionary 28.26 44% 

Executive 24.22 19% 

Developer 22.75 17% 

Compromiser 21.92 10% 

Benevolent autocrat 20.32 6% 
Autocrat 18.86 4% 

Deserter 9.57 

Burea1.,:crat 8.86 

100% 
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When looking at the results across managerial function, 

the same High relationship - low task missionary style 

predominates whether the managers' function is personnel, marketing 

and sales, production, finance and accounting· or whether she works 

as a hospital matron, in retail indu.stry,in general office adminstrat

ion or in manufacturing. There is thus no support for the hypothesis 

that women managers in different occupations will exhibit different 

managerial styles, and it seems that the missionary style emerges 

as of prime importance. 

For each occupational grouping in the sample, the High 

relationship-low task missionary style was the most widely used, 

and appeared to be the managerial style of New Zealand women managers. 

But further examination of the data revealed that although for each 

functional category represented by the personnel, marketing and 

sales, general administration, finance and accounting and production 

groupings of respondents, the labour force supervised was either 

predominantly or wholly female, there were in each category some 

women who managed a predominantly or wholly male work force. This 

sub-sample of women managing men occurred in each occupational 

grouping in insufficient numbers to influence an occupational 

differentiation of style, but when abstracted and placed in a 

separate category it is found that a significant task _shift in 

style occurs. The results according to sex supervised are presented 

in Table 51. 

TABLE 51 

Managerial style and sex of staff supervised 

Sex supervised 

Women only 

Some men-mostly women 

50% women-50% men 

Men only -

Mostly men 

Managerial style 

Missionary 

Missionary 

Missionary 

Executive 

Percentage 

27% 
26% 

20% 

27% 

100% 



The style which has predominated across industry holds when 

supervising women, some men but mostly women, and for supervising 

a staff of half men and half women. For all these situations the 

high relationship-Low task missionary style is used. But the out

come changes when it comes to managing men only, or a work staff 

of some women but mostly men. Then the high task-high relationship 

Executive style is used in preference to the low task missionary style. 

Since Female managers scored highest on the missionary style 

across industry and function, and produced the only variation in 

style according to the sex supervised, it is important to know if 

this is indeed a significant difference. 

An F~ test for correlated data between the mean scores of the 

missionary aVJ.d executive styles gave a Z score = 13.46. Since 

this computed Z is greater than 2.58, the null hypothesis of no 

difference is rejected at the 1% level of sj_gnificance. This 

significant difference between the missionary a'1cl the executive 

style gives rise to the speculation that sex as a variable not 

situation has succeeded in chan9ing the style use of female managers. 
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SEX AND MANAGEMENT 

Analysis of sex as a variable influencing managerial style 

has not been encountered in previous literature reviews, Pinder 

and Pinto (1974) pointing out that it is one of the aspects 

neglected by researchers who ha·Je failed to relate specific 

managerial style to specific demographic variables. One reason 

suggested for the neglect and non-awareness that sex could be 

a relevant variable, is that management research has been conducted 

on male samples, by male researchers who interpret their results 

according to a male frame of reference. That there may be style 

change according to whether males manage males, the usual situation 

most frequently reported in previous studies,when males manage 

females, or whether the interaction between females managing 

females and that rarer case, females managing males, will produce_ 

style change does not appear to have been considered. Yet in 

these days of increasing awareness of and concern for the feminine 

case, such neglect requires attention. 

Most managerial te~tbooks deal solely with the male case in 

relation to a predominantly male population, understandably so, 

since the females in the working population have been a minority 

proportion. But with the steadily increasing female work force 

and the push of the ablest and active for the responsibility and 

rewards of administrative positions, · the consideration of sex as· 

a variable influencing managerial style should not remain uninvest

igated. 

Just how important a variable is the sex of the manager, and 

the sex of staff supervised, and what, if any, is the relationship 

with managerial style in terms of task and relationship orientation. 

Sex as a variable is seen as influencing managerial style according 

to the different value systems and treatment expectations held by 

male and female employers and employees. The comparatively more 

aggressive males will expect and respond to a more task oriented 

style and females wiJl·expect and respond to a relationship oriented 

style, especially in New Zealand where the sex role stereotypes of 

active males and passive females tends to be reinforced in schools 

and homes. 
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It could be argued that sex has emerged as a variable 

influencing managerial style because of a large proportion in 

the sample engaged in traditional feminine occupationsof nursing 

or social welfare, but this is not considered the case. 

Management in whatever sphere it is carried out, as an office 

manager, or as a hospital matron, as personnel or marketing 

manager, requires positive direction and must contain some 

elements of administrative planning. Even if carried out in a 

social welfare atmosphere the position itself does not involve 

the social welfare concept of counselling and caring otherwise 

the position would be titled "Social Worker", not manager. 

Analysis of results by industry group, and by grouping within 

function area, still produced the same style use, and the concept 

that this style is produced by the meshing of female - female 

expectations is explored further in the next discussion section. 

It seems that, no matter what the situation, if females manage 

females, the missionary style is predominantly used. 

It was only when respondents were grouped according to the 

gender of staff supervised that a difference in style was significantly 

demonstrated in=the executive style use. Sex supervised appeared 

a~ the underlying variable separating the executive style users from 

the majority of the female managers using the missionary style. 

Sufficient characteristics in common .can be found within this 

grouping of females managing males to indicate the emergence of a 

new breed of managers, an arg~ent further explored in the chapter 

relating to the model of the masculine manager. Although this 

example of females managing males is too small to be considered as 

providing evidence of a causal connection between sex as a variable 

and managerial style change, the idea nevertheless provides an 

indicator worth exploring in the context of the New Zealand manage

ment scene. 
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DISCUSSION -

Female managerial $tyle 

Consistency of results over twenty years of research indicate 

that the high task-high relationship pattern optimizes effectiveness 

criteria, leaders above average in both task and relationship being 

more likely to be most effective, with the least effective leadership 

pattern being low in both task and relationship aspects. Just what 

implications does this have for the Female managers whose predominant 

basic style is a High Relationships - Low task pattern, indicating 

that to move into the category of optimim effectiveness, they will 

have to concentrate more on task aspects? Is the criticism that 

women are too emotional for top management positions indeed valid. 

Before considering this further, look at the concept of task 

orientation. Implicit in task orientation is job knowledge and 

technical skill, used to initiate, organize and direct own and 

subordinates efforts to productive output. Is this what wornen lack? 

What evidence is there for this, why ._should this be so and what can 

be done about it? Does the key to management lie in the task 

orientation? Is the style they are using inappropriate to the 

situations where it is applied? 

Let us look further at the prescription of the characteristics 

of the female managers predominant style - the related manager. 

The manager who uses the related style of management is basically 

oriented to other people,to the demands of the human system, rather 

than to the technical. In a flexible loose structure where 

subordinates know more about some aspects than their superiors and 

as long as directives are not required and personal involvement is 

the key word for staff, then this style is effective. The descript

ion of the missionary substyle of the related basic style reads very 

like the prescription for women's role in society in providing the 

expressive, tender nurturance of the feminine touch, but this time 

creating a happy atmosphere at work instead of in the home by avoid

ing rows and conflict, and keeping the peace with transfers; promot

ions and pay increases. This missionary management ?tyle may be less 

effective if huma"l problems are put first iE si tuati01:s where they !.!ay 

not really demand priority. 
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To make effective use of the human relations qualities 

implicit in the related style, the manager must be able to 

develop the abilities of others, motivating subordinates to 

work commitment through accepting the responsibility of self

direction and self-control. The manager who uses this developer 

style can motivate others to long term peak performance because 

subordinates see themselves as working for and with the manager. 

The developer style of managing can produce a creative atmosphere 

by deliberately weakening the impact of the existing organisation, 

thus allowing individual subordinates more freedom to think of 

new ideas. This style requires skill in human relations, not just 

the concern for people stereotypically ascribed to women as an 

innate intuition, but training in the management skills of 

motivating people to work commitment. 

Effective managers with a related basic style are often 

found in personnel training, research management and managing 

large clerical offices. These are indeed the women situations, 

the areas where women managers are located managing predominantly 

female staff. In the sample under investigation, hospital matrons 

form a distinctive grouping, their work being a blend of personnel, 

training, and managing administrative staff, often well qualified 

and having responsibility in their own area. It could be concluded 

that the related style is a women's style for managing women. 

The expectations of the female staff·for a more personal and less 

structured approach are met in the managerial style of their 

superiors. • Female managers are using ·a style relevant to them

selves and the people they are managing. It is effective in 

the managing of women, who would be expected to have in the main 

the same characteristics and approach as their manager. 

The developer style, with emphasis on motiviation and commit

ment is little used in comparison with the missionary style 

characterised by keeping everyone happy. Seventeen percent (17%) 

of respondents used developer as predominant style, whereas forty

four percent (44%) used the missionary style. The missionary style 

is effective in the situations where•it is used, because it matches 

the expectation of the women staff where everybody wants to be 

happy, and to have a comfortable work situation, especially true 
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of women who often work outside the home for social contact. 

The basic style pred::>minantly used by female managers is 

considered to neglect the critical aspect of using human relations 

skills ir. motivating, an area given much emphasis in the manage

ment training programmes of the last decade. Since women have not 

been receiving such training it is perhaps not surprising to 

conclude that they do not know how to use their ascribed feminine 

qualities to best advantage. It would seem but a small step to 

build on the basic humanitarian aspects of the missionary style 

to provide a greater understanding of human relations in manage

ment. To develop an atmosphere of freedom from existing organisat

ion rules and structure to give the more creat'ive ·atmosphere of 

the developer manager, women need not only managerial training, 

but also more confidence in themselves as managers. Given this, 

they may create new ways of managing, especially productive with 

the better educated work force of today. 

The results show that the related missionary style occurs 

across the managerial job categories, but that variation in style 

occurs in relation to the sex supervised. When women manage women 

only, some men but mostly women, and a staff half of men and half 

of women, the High relationship low task missionary style still 

predominates, but when women supervise men only and a majority of 

men they use the executive style of the integrated managers, 

indicating that the expectations and value~ of male workers 

dictates a different style than does the values and expectations 

of female workers. The woman to woman missionary style is 

replaced by a more directive task oriented style. The integrated 

manager uses a maximum of task and relationship orientation to 

produce effectiveness, the executive style involving either personal 

motivational commitment or the setting of overall aims and ideals 

through a variety of participative techniques. 

The executive manager sets high standards for production and 

performance but recognizes that individual differences mean that 

each person has to be treated somewhat differently. The executive 

manager's use of both task and relationship indicates ability to 

optimize situational elements and maximise personal commitment. 

Improvement in work planning and goal setting in this High task -

High Relationship style builds a cohesive work group. This 
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integrated executive style is close to ~he ideal management style 

proposed by McGregors Theory Y (1960), Blake and Mouton's 9.9 .. 
(1964) and Likert's system 4 (1967). Because of this, and because 

management training programmes often emphasize the advantages of 

using participative methods, the style n1ay be used inappropriately 

because it is believed to be the way to manage effectively always. 

This gives rise to the compromiser manager, who sees advantages 

in using both task and relationships, but being incapable of 

integrating ideas and making sound decisions, attempts to satisfy 

everybody by involving them in discussion, but avoids coming to 

a decision and ensuring that production goals are met. 
I 

There is a significant difference between, the missionary and 

executive mean scores, disproving the hypothesis that there is an 

identifiably unique style of female management. The executive 

style has been identi_fied when looking at the sex supervised and 

this has appeared to be the critical variable in that managing men. 

requires a different style than the managing of women. While the 

style results across industry have not changed when broad groupings 

have been considered, and sex supervised appears t~~ criti~~l 

variable in style chang€, when these respondents are abstracted 

out of their different industries, it is noted that they share a 

function area, as well as other criteria in common. 

Managers .exhibiting the executive style differ from other 

managers in being further removed from top management with more 

autonomy perhaps than the majority who report to the top manager, 

and in having worked for five to eight years in their function 

area, so that they are more experienced as a group than the 

majority who have worked for one to four years. Executive style 

managers are operating in the function areas of finance within 

publishing, broadcasting, hotel management and production, none 

of which can be considered traditional female work situations. 

Since the criterion differentiating mi.s!,;.iOncu·y c:1.nd execuLive 

style is task orientation it is not surprising that these women 

score higher on the task dimension than on relationships. The 

critical question is whether or not they are more task oriented 

personally, or does the situation demand greater use of task 

directives and it is this which produces the shift in style. 
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Tabl~ 51 presents a comparison of the criteria differentiat

ing the related and integrated styles of management, showing 

how the personally related missionary style differs from the 

task structured approach of the executive in specified areas. 

Some area~. are noted as being especially relevant to the 

ascribed management behaviour of women. The related style 

prescriptions for communication, comm:: ttee activities, reaction 

to stress, weakness, subordinate relationship all contain 

elements of the ways in which women stereotypically are 

expected to relate and react in every situation so that the 

expectations of women as employees are reflected in the style 

by which they are managed. Other areas can be related more 

to womens' lac~k of confidence in themselves as managers. 

Communication is upward from subordinates rather than the 

confident two-way exchange of the executive style. This is 

also seen in reaction to error and conflict, for the biographic 

data revealed that the majority of respondents .found their most 

difficult work area to have to tell staff of inadequate perform-

ance. 

TABLE 51 

COMPARISON OF BASIC STYLE 
INDICATORS 

Managerial el~nents 

Interactional style 

Prefers communicating 

Direction of communicat
ion 

Identifies with 

System emphasis 

Judges 
subordinates on 

Committee activity 

Work for which style 
best suited 

Work for which style 
not suited 

Related style 

Accepting 

Conversations 

Upward from 
subordinates 

Subordinates 

Supports social 
system 

their understand
ing of people 

Supporting, coach
ing, harmonizing 

managing profess
ionals, training 
and co-ordination 

low personal 
contact 

Integrated stvle 

Joining 

Meetings 

Two way 

Co-workers 

Inteqrates socio
technical system 

their wanbn9 to 
become part of team 

setting standards, 
testing, motiv~ting 

supervisin:) 
interacticg managers 

High routine 
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TABLE 51 cont'd 

COMPARISON OF BASIC STYLE 
INDICATORS 

Manaoerial elements 

Reaction to error 

Reaction to conflict 

Reaction to stress 

Control - positive 
negative 

Characteristic problem 
of subordinate 

Undervalues 

Punishments used 

Main weakness 

Fears about self 

Fears about ethers 

More effective style 
of this group 

Less effective style 

Related style 

pass over 

Smothers 

becomes dependent 
and depressed 

praise 
rejection 

Lack of direction 

Integrated style 

learn from 

utilizers 

avoids making decisions 

ideals 
compromise 

Lack of independence 

needs of organisat- need for independent 
ion and technology action 

loss of interest by loss of self-respect 
manager by subordinates 

Sentimentality uses participation 
inappropriately 

rejection by others univolvement 

conflict dissatisfaction 

Developer EXECUTIVE 

MISSIONARY Compromiser 

In the managing of professionals, training and co-ordination, 

as for hospital matrons, women are considered as using the 

missionary style effectively, but it is noted that there is a 

tendency to undervalue the needs of the organisation and 

technology. It is the confident ability to integrate these 

needs with personal needs, tl~t makes the difference between 

using the missionary or the executive style. The overall lack 

of task use by the female manager is firstly related to the 

fact that the majority work in the traditional occupation areas, 

supervising women, who relate better to the missionary style 
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atmosphert~ with the characteristics of the missionary manager 

coincidinJ with the female staff expectations. Secondly, and 

of paramount importance for women wishing to work outside the 

traditional areas, is that task use demands production and 

technical knowledge as a basic requirement of structuring goal 

setting d:Lrecti ves and subordinates. Since women are not 

accustomed to working in other than traditional spheres, they 

are unfamiliar w.ith industrial background and this reduces their 

confidence in themselves and their task management ability. 

It is not that any one manager may have been long in that particular 

industry, but that men have always done the job, that gives the 

male manager his confidence and expectations that he can direct 

and structure the process. Women have not such a work tradition 

to reinforce their belief in themselves as managers. 
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MANAGERIAL STYLE AND THE NEW ZEALAND SCENE 

That the majority of respondents are using the missionary 

style raises the question of whether or not this style is 

peculiar to the women managers of New Zealand, or whether it 

would emerge as used by both male and female managers as a 

style singularly suited to the conte t of the New Zealand 

managerial scene. Does the New Zealand economic and business 

climate, with a pattern of full employment, an accepted tradition 

of egalitarianism combined with the widespread laissez faire 

attitude of "she'll be ·right, Jack" encourage the use of a 

particular managerial method, especially the missionary style 

with its lack of emphasis on task directives? 

Such a question can only be answered by further research 

of a male sample, but it is not considered likely that the male 

New Zealand manager will use the high relationship low task 

oriented style of his female counterpart, for both his expectations 

and the expectations of the predominantly male labour force which 

he manages will in all probability differ from the majority of 

th~ sample respondents who as female managers were sensitive to 

the expectations of predominantly female staff. For a character

istic of the female role also significant in work performance 

concerns the demands for non-aggressiveness made of them by 

society. Both during childhood and school years, aggression, 

in the form of adventurous, initiatiDS and vigorous activity. 

is encouraged in males but discouraged in females who are rewarded 

instead for sympathetic, compassionate and dependent behaviour. 

It is thus considered that widespread changes in societal expect

ations of behaviour required of girls and women is needed before 

there can be a widespread use by women of other than a relation

ship orientation, both as leaders and as followers, or as managers 

and staff. 

Such changes are likely to be slow, for both sexes are 

conditioned to accept the situation of differential behavioural 

expectations for males and females. Although the acceptance of 

an egalitarian society pervades the education system, the importance 
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of conf~rmity overrides even the much vaunted egalitarian ethos 

of New Zealand society. Children ar·e taught the importance of 

·rules at school, wear the school uniform to further subdue 

individuality of expression and behaviour, and thus repressed, 

refrain from questioning traditional administration and values. 

The child of course is father to the man, and takes his 

bureaucratic expectations into adulthood. 

That overseas research findings_ regarding the influence 

of top executive management style as a determinant of the 

characteristics of the labour employed by a company can also 

be related to the New Zealand scene, was confirmed by Morine 

(1974). His study of financial planning in manufacturing indust

ries confirmed the importance of top management values systems 

as influencing company decisions. 

This point is further emphasized by Ransom (1973) in his 

comments regarding industrial democracy and management in 

New Zealand. Where management exercises autocratic control, 

there is little consultation or parti'cipation by staff. Such 

organisations are known to retain labour that is dependent and 

lacking initiative and much New Zealand labour is like this. 

The majority of enterprises in New Zealand continue to be 

bureaucratic, determining an organisational climate which fails 

to develop self reliance responsibility or creativity. Since 

these qualities may well be considered to have been successfully 

stifled during the schooling process it is no wonder that the 

same conditions both prevail, and are expected to prevail, at 

work. 

In the synthesis of the expectations of both labour and 

management, it would seem then that a directive management style 

would be most appropriate for managing a male labour force with 

an action oriented aggressive approach to life. The general 

disposition of the New Zealand ethos may well be towards laissez

faire policies, but the bureaucratic structure of decision making 

is more the norm. For New Zealand males, pragmatic rather than 

emotive thinkers, task rather than people oriented, reared in a 
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tradition of rugby and racing rather th,m the arts, it seems 

unlikely indeed that a relationship ori~nted missionary style 

of management would be used. 

It may well be that the missionary style of the female 

managers would provide a vi tally necess2,ry palliative influence 

on the New Zealand management scene. The small size of the 

majority of New Zealand companies and the social equality belief 

allowing for close interpersonal contacts between management 

and staff, so that company goals are m.Jre easily conveyed without 

the need of an elaborate communication structure would have seemed 

to provide conditions likely to foster a missionary style of 

management. Instead it was considered that the cultural condition

ing of the labour force by a lifetime accepLance of rules and 

regulations within the bonds of bureaucracy would indeed breed 

a style of rnanaacment akin to the commonly stated ster·eotype of 

the New Zealand male manager as the benevolent autocrat, whose 

existence was crueried by Hines (1972). A:1d whose existe:ncl: r.1ay 

well indeed be responsible for the declin,=~ in 0verall job 

satisfaction for managers from a very hisJh level i). 197.!.t. 

Hines ( 1976) r,2ports a trend for male nw.n.:i.gers from 1972-1976 

toward the changing of jobs on the basis of frustration more 

often than because of attraction to a new pr<,i tion. These 

managers have 2.lso become less satisfied with their status than 

in 19711, and there have been large decreases among satisfied 

managers in a sense of responsibility, recognition, achievement, 

opportunities for advancement and personal growth. Trd s certainly 

suggests that the New Zealand management scene is neither healthy 

nor haJ.cyon. 

What then are the likely future trends, for management style 

in New Zealand, and what can be contributed from the knowledge 

gained about the missionary style of the female managers under 

study? Sweeping generalizations cannot be made from a small 

sarr.plc to tLe po1,uJ.u.tj_on of New Zea] and managers as a whole, but 

some pertinent observations are offered. Both male and females 

managers would undoubtedly bencfi t from 2J1 understanding of the 
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differing stimulus-response associations of both the task and 

relationships styles of management and the employee response 

likely to be generated by each style. 

Both male and female managers are likely to manage accord

ing to their own fram·es of reference as defined within the 

New Zealand scene and in response to the expectations of their 

subordinates, unless they have access to, and avail themselves 

of, managerial education. A better understanding of task 

orientation would be helpful to females managers working away 

from the traditional areas in production and manufacturing. 

An acceptance of relationship orientation by male managers would 

relax the tendency to abide by the rules, satisfy affiliative 

needs and help arrest the decline in job satisfaction noted 

earlier. 

A noticeable absence of a professional management occupat

ional group, and an overall lack of management education in 

New Zealand means that managers who have gained their experience 

on the job are not always aware of the variety of approaches, 

and consequent differing outcomes, which may be applied to a work 

situation. Management education could help both male and female 

managers be better informed of the enrichening possibi_li ties for 

their own work situation through using techniques usually 

attributable to the opposite sex, but able to be used by people 

managing other peoples' activities to produce the desired results. 

The attributes of the missionary style of the female managers 

could be a moderating influence on the management scene in 

New Zealand so long as flexibility of approach is maintained and 

it is not considered the only, or the ultimate method of manage

ment. 
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CHAPTER 5 

ROLE CONFLICT AND SELF-CONCEPT OF WOMEN 
IN MANAGEMENT 

The idea of self-concept in relation to sex-rple stereotypes 

was explored briefly in the introduction. To enable a better 

understanding of the self-concept of women in relation to the 

demands of their working lives as managers, it is necessary to 

extend the review of literature to look further at the inter

relationships of role conflict and self-concept. 

The concept of role implies a set of expectations of how 

a category of individuals should behave in a given situation. 

Role conflict refers to difficulty in conforming ·to role 

expectations. In the changing role of women, conflict centres 

on the feelings of self, in which the focus is inwards, and 

the women's concept of herself as an effective competent person 

in the life situation (Neville and Damico 1970). To become an 

effectively functioning person presents conflict between the 

role expectation~ of being female, and the concept of being 

successful in the working world. 

The difficulty in achieving a postive self concept, balandng 

the female and work world requirements is shown by Lewis (1968). 

Although his book was titled "Developing women's potential", and 

made the point that many women have been made small by narrow 

vocational r~strictions, the author gave no positive encourage

ment to achievement oriented career women. "The girl who aims 

for a career is likely to be frustrated and dissatisfied with 

herself as a person, with a poor self-concept. She is less well 

adjusted than those content to be housewives. There is the poss

ibility that a career orientation among girls grows out of 

pe_rsonal dissatisfaction, so that the career becomes a frustration 

outlet", (p 33, 34). Such attitudes show the difficulties women 

face in seeking achievement without negating the sex role concept 

of themselves as women, and in accept~ng the successful achieve

ment which contributes greatly to self-esteem. 
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Itis no wonder that Horner (1968, 1970) found an increasing 

motive to avoid success in women. The anticipation of success, 

usually against a male competitor, poses a threat to the sense 

of femininity and self-esteem, wh:ich women find so anxiety 

provoking that they inhibit otherwise positive achievement 

directed motivation and behaviour. It seems that many competent 

and achievement motivated youn~ women, when faced with a conflict 

between their feminine image and expressing their competencies 

or developing their int<;rests, adjust their behaviours to their 

internalised sex role stereotypes, considering it more feminine 

to disguise their abilities and withdraw from the mainstreari, of 

achievement in our society. 

Bardwick (1971) considers that the role conflict of women 

over achievement is not an automatic result o.<: growing up in a 

culture in which individual achievement is h:i.-;hly valuc,d, but is 

the result of the differential cultural values which have been 

internalized by both men and women. So that even for those 

women who achieve career status there is pressure to assume a 

masl<" of traditional female values. Several wi·i ters hc.1ve outlined 

the different societal expectations for male and female behaviour. 

Women are expec-ced to be sympathetic, humanitarian, compassionate, 

dependent and non-aggressive. (Tyler 1965; Hiner 1965; Hi.lgard & 

Atkinson 1967). These general societal expectations regarding 

male and femc1le behaviour, not only influence women's career 

choice, but also more specific occupational role expectations. 

A matter of particular concern is the clash between the prevail

ing expectations regarding the appropriate behaviour for i,:omen 

as females, and expectations regarding the management role. 

Women are judged as less likely to adequately fulfill the manage

ment role requirements, presumably because of this clash. Gilmer 

(1961) found that over 65% of male managers believed that women 

to men ,_ -~-~~----~ ---·~·---.L .1.l uu ... u . .!.U~ '-llL\-J.J. l. !-'u.:, .1. l..L VJ.J.:::>. 

Al.thrnigh the number of studies pertaining to women in manage

ment have been increasing (Bass, Krussell and Alexander 1971; 

Cec:i 1, Paul and OJ.ins 1973; Schein 1973; Rosen & Jerdee 1974) 

sc1Jllples used in most of these studi.es have bet.,n male. As weight 

o.f evidence from these studies indicating discriminatory attitudes 
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toward wom~n in management increases, the use of such samples implies . 
it is the m,~le population that is responsible for the limited number 

or' women in managerial positions. But the results of the few which 

have included women in the sample (Rosen & Jerdee 1973; Schein 1975) 

have shown that male and female managers hold similar, and often 

negative attitudes, toward women in management positions, and are 

influenced. similarly by sex role stereotypes. 

Schein (1975) found that within a sample of female managers, 

the successful middle managers were perceived to possess those 

characteristics, attitudes and temperament more commonly ascribed 

to men in general than to women in general. These results imply 

that female managers are as likely as males to make selection 

promotion and placement decisions in favour of men. So that 

simply increasing the number of women in management may not 

significantly enhance the ease of entry of other women into these 

positions, when women themselves believe that overall, men display 

the preferred characteristics. ;rn an in depth study of 100 success

ful women executives, Hennig (1971) found that the majority of these 

women admitted to identifying with the masculine stereotype of what 

constituted success during their early managerial years. These 

findings suggest that acceptance of stereotypical male character

istics may be necessary for women seeking tc• achieve success as 

managers in the current organisational clima.te. 

·Both historically and cross culturally, masculinity and femininity 

seem to have represented two categories of qualities, conceptualised 

as bipolar ends of a single continum, with a person being either 

masculine of feminine but not both. (Barry, Bacon, & Child 1957; 

Parsons & Bales 1955; Erikson 1961). According to both Kagan (1964) 

and Kolhberg (1966) the highly sex typed person becomes motivated 

during the course of sex role socialization to keep their behaviour 

consiste~t with an internalised sex role standard. That is, they 

become motivated to maintain a self-image as either masculine or 

feminine, a goal presumably accomplished by svppressing any behaviour 

which may be considered as undesirable or inappropriate for the 

particular sex. "This polarisin~ of behaviour into mutually exclusive 

categories can cause conflict, for dynamically, polarities imply 

tension. So in this sense the linkage between opposite qualities 

is active, underlying the motivational issues of choice, inhibition, 
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ambivalence and conflict resolution. Studies by Bezdek & . 
Strodbeck (1970) and Cottle, Edwards & Fleck (1970) have demonstrated 

that different modes of resolving masculine - feminine tendencies 

within the person have different consequences for social attitudes 

and social action. 

For years masculinity has been considered the mark of the 

psychologically healthy male, and femininity the mark of the 

psychologically healthy female. But a high level of sex typing 

may not be desirable. For example, high femininity in females 

has consistently been correlated with high anxiety, low self-esteem 

and low social acceptance. (Webb 1963; Cosentino & Heilbrun 1964; 

Gall 1969; Sears 1970). Although high masculinity in males has 

been correlated with better psychological adjustment in adolescence 

(Mussen 1961), it has been correlated during adulthood with high 

anxiety, high neuroticism and low self-acceptance. (Mussen 1972; 

Harford, Willis & Deabler 1967). In addition, greater intellectual 

development has been correlated quite consistently with cross sex 

typing, that is, with masculinity in girls and femininity in boys. 

Boys an:igirls who are more sex-typed have been found to have lower 

overall intelligence, lower spatial ability and lower creativity 

(Maccoby 1974). 
tJ..-.d<. ~e,k\,;.._ 

Such stereotyping of the masculine and feminine sex role can 

seriously restrict the range of behaviours available to an individual 

as she moves from situation to situation, for a narrowly feminine 

self-concept may inhibit the use of so called masculine behaviour. 

It would seem then that for behavioural adaptability, and from the 

viewpoint of psychological health, an androgynous self-concept 

could well be less restrictive than strong sex identification. 

The most important point is the concept of duality to reduce the 

masculine bias in inquiry noted by May (1966), who comments that 

the female case has often been neglected and too frequently forced 

into inappropriate male categories, of such dimensions that the 

female res1.,1.l ts can orily be interpreted as "not male", leading to a 

persistent tendency to read "different" as "deviant". (p 576). 

The androgynous self-concept thus seems to be a viable alternative 

allowing more behavioural flexibility in the use by one sex of 
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characteri·stics stereotypically considered as more acceptably 

exhibitc6 by the other sex. 

Androgyny is defined as having.both male and female character

istics (Websters New International Dictionary, Second edition) 

but this basic meaning has been extended in psychological research. 

Stoll (1973) views androgyny as the disappearance of sex distinction. 

Heilbrun's (1976) definition encompasses the concept of woman-in-man, 

man-in-woman, and extension of Jung's ·(1953) anima and animus concept 

of co-existing masculinity and femininity within a person. Secor 

(1974) defined androgyny as the capacity of a single person of either 

sex to embody the full range of human character traits, despite 

cultural attempts to render some exclusively feminine and some 

exclusively masculine. 

It is undeniable that people do indeed possess within them

selves the range of characteristics stereotypically differentiated. 

as masculine and feminine, but none of the aforementioned definit

ions of androgyny quite comes to grips with the idea of using the 

knowledge that just being human implie~ possession of all character

istics and consequently that any one characteristic can be a part 

of any person at any time. 

Bern (1975) presents a more operationalised version as a basis 

for the measurement of androgyny. She viewed the individual as 

co-ordinating the male-female dichotomy of characteristics so as 

to become both instrumental and expressive, and both assertive and 

yeilding. This extended the range of behavioural experiences open 

to individuals beyond the characteristics they are viewed as 

possessing within the constraints of stereotypic female behaviour 

or stereotypic male behaviour. As people, women may be aggressive 

and men tender, depending on the situational demand for and 

appropriateness of these behaviours. Because his or her self concept 

excludes neither masculinity or femininity, the androgynous person 

is more likely to use whatever behaviour seems most effective for 

the situation, regardless of the stereotype of behaviour appropriate 

to one sex or the other. This allows a wider range of behaviour 

than would be possible to a strongly sex-typed person. 
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Stereotypically, management requires masculine qualities. 

It has been suggested that women who are working as managers 

doing a so-called man's job in a man's world, that is, engaging 

in sex-typed :nasculine behaviour, will ~,iew themse}ves as using 

masculine ch2racteristics. But for a female to operate in this 

way implies ,, degree of flexibility in behaviour arid a degree 

of coping w:. th the fact of her femininity and achievement demand

ing the use of masculine typed qualities. Thus it is hypothesized 

that women managers will not have a rigidly defined masculine or 

feminine self concept, but will present an androgynous self concept. 

To test this hypothesis it was imp or tan t to select an 

instrument which did not force an either masculine or feminine 

choice. The Bern Sex-Role Inventtlry was selected as suitable, 

providing as it did masculine and feminine scale scores which 

were free to vary independently, thus measuring the extent to 

which a person relates themselves to the characteristics stereo

typically considered appropriate for each sex. 

SELECTION OF BEM SEX ROLE INVENTORY 

The Bern Sex--Rcl e Inventory ( BS IR) contains a number of 

features that di,'.tingu:i.s~. it fr~~-, oth.:r con:monly used masculinity -

femininity scales, firstly, in that it includes both a masculinity 

scale and a femininity scale, each of ·.vhich contains twenty 

personality characteristics which are listed in the first and 

second columns of Table 52 respectively. Secondly, since the BSIR 

was founded on t,ie conception of thesex-typed person as someone who 

has internalized society's sex-typed standards of desirable 

behaviour for men and women, these personality characteristics 

were selected as masculine or feminine on the basis of sex-typed 

social desirability and not on the basis of differential endorsement 

by males and females as most other inventories have done. That is, 

a characteristic qualified as masculine if that characteristic was 

judged to be more desirable in American society for a man than 

for a woman, and it qualified c:is feminine i.J:" it v'c•s judged to be 

more desirable for a woman than for a man. The inventory also 

includes a social desirability scale that is completely neutral with 

respect to sex typing, which serves primar-ily to provide a neutral 

context for the masculinity and femininity scales. The twenty 

characteristics of this scale are given in column three of Table 52. 
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TABLE 52 

ITEMS ON THE MASCULINITY, FEMININITY, AND SOCIAL DESIRABILITY 
SCALES OF THE BSRI 

MascuJine items 

49. Act as a leader 

46. AgS)ressive 

58. Ambitious 

22. Analj'tical 

1 3. Ass er ti ve 

1 0. Athletic 

55. Competitive 

4. Defends own beliefs 

37. Dominant 

19. FOt'Ceful 

25. Has lc~dership 
al>j_]it:i.es 

7. ll,dE:pe11den t 

52. Individualistic 

31. Ma~es decisions 
eas.i.1.y 

40. Mas cul ir,e 

1 • Se l f -1 · c L i ant 

34. Self-sufficient 

1 6. S tron9 person al i ty 

43. Willing to take a 
stand 

28. Willing to take 
ris.kr; 

Feminine i tern~~ 

11. Affectionate 

5. Chee:c'ful 

50. Childlike 

32. Compassionate 

53. Docs not use h~rsh 
language 

35. Eager to soothe hurt 
feelings 

20. Feminine 

14. Flatterah] e 

59. Gentle 

47. Gullible 

56. Loves children 

17. Loyal 

26. Sensitive to the 
needs of otht.•rs 

8. Shy 

30. Soft spoken 

23. Symp::1tltctic 

44. T2nder-

29. Understanding 

41. Warm 

2. Yielding 

Neutral items 

51. Adaptable 

36. Concejted 

9. Con sci en ti ous 

60. Conventional 

45. Friendly 

15. Happy 

3. Helpful 

48. Inefficient 

24. Jealous 

39. Likeable 

6. :Moorl.y 

21. Reliable 

30. Secretive 

33. Sincere 

42. Solemn 

57. Tactful 

12. Theatrical 

27. Truthful 

18. Unpredictable 

Note: The m.tmbr::r pr, ccdinsi each i tern reflect-:; tLe position of each 
adjective a5 it actually appears on the inventory. 
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The B;,RI asks a person to indicate on a 7-point scale how well 

each of -ch·-~ 60 masculine, feminine, and rieutral personality 

characteri:3tics describes himself. The scale ranges from 1 ("Never 

or almost :(ever true") to 7 ("Always or almost always true") and is 

labeTud at each point. On the basis of his responses, each person 

receives t~ree major scores; a Masculinity score, a Femininity score 

and most important, an Androgyny score. In addition, a Social 

Desirability score can also be computed. The Masculinity and 

Femininity scores indjcate the extent to which a person endorses 

masculine and feminine personality charace:cistics as self- descrifi:ive. 

Masculinity equals the mean self-rating for all endorsed masculine 

items, and Femininity equals the mean self-rating for all endorsed 

feminine i terns. Both can range from 1 to 7. It will be recalled 

that these two scores are logically independent. That is, the 

structure of the test does not constrain them in any way, and they 

are free to vary independently. 

Originally, the degree of sex-role stereotyping in the persons 

self-concept on the scale as developed by Bern was defined as 

Student's t-ratio for the difie.;·-::r,c.::,~ between the total points assigned 

to the mascv.l_ine and feminine attrib1,;.tes, respectively. Thus, if a 

person's mascu~inity score was significantly higher than his or her 

masculinity sc:)re, that person was said to rave a feminine sex role. 

In contrast, i'~ a person's masculinity and femin-ini ty scores were 

approxi.mately equal(..:!:_ <1 n.s) that person 1.-;as said to have an 

androgynous sex role. An androgyr1ous sex role thus represented the 

equal endorsem~nt of both masculine and feminine personality character

istics, a balance as it were, between ma~;culinity and. femininity. 

30th Spence, Helmreich and Stapp (1975) and Strahn (1975) have 

pointed out that this definjtion of androgyny obscured what could 

be a potentially important distinction between those individuals 

who score high in both masculinity and femininity, and those 

individuals who score low in both. Accordingly, Spence, Helmreich 

and Stapp ( 19'/5) recorrunend div id ia1g subjects at the median on both 

the masculinity and femininity scales and then deriving a fourfold 

classif:icab on of s1..,1.bjects as either masculine (high masculine - low 

feminine), feminine (high feminine - low ir.asculinc), androgynous 

(high ma~=.culine - high feminine) or undiCferentiatecl (low masculine -

low feminine). After a reanalysis of re~carch studjes with the 
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low - low scorers separated out, Bern (1976) also concludes that a 

distinction is warranted between high - high and low - low scorers, 

in as much as the score reflects the relative amounts of masculinity 

and femininity that a person includes in their self-description, as 

well as the extent to which a person endorses these characteristics 

in their self-concept. Since a high score points to the endorse-

ment of the relevant attributes, and a low score implies non-acceptance, 

then as a consequence, the term "androgynous" ought to be reserved 

for those individuals who s-core high on both masculinity and femininity, 

On the basis of the available evidence, the BSRI in this study 

was scored·to yield four distinct groups of masculine, feminine, and 

androgynous and undifferentiated subject:,. Subjects are divided at 

the median of both the masculinity and femininity scales. Those 

subjects who score above the masculinity med:i.an, and below the 

feminjni.ty median are then classifjed as "mascuJinr", those who 

score above the femininity median and below the masculinity median 

are classified as "feminine", those who scorP. above both medians 

are classifj cd as "androgynous", and tho~;e w!10 score below both medians 

:~~ c]a~sified as undifferentiated. 

Bern ( 1976) has proposed that ideally, these medians should be 

based on eqval numbers of males and females combined into a single 

group. Surely placing both males and females in a combined scoring 

pattern cannot help but ob~:cure the true nature of feminine self 

concept~;. It is considered that this can only coLLfuse the feminine 

case, for once again women 2-r-e being considered with, and relative to, 

males, instead of being treated as a separate entity. The test items 

were selected, and validated, to reflect societal sex-stereotyping. 

Thus if it is desired to consider a person's self-concept relative 

to current social beliefs, then it ic:, surely of parai'T\ount :importance 

that cross sex typing as a possibly contaminating variable be removed. 

Although all studies reported by Bern do :include both male and female 

subjects, she of£ers no evidence that using both sexes is necessary 

to validate:: t:est scores. Indeed, sir,ce the caLeuori zin~1 of subjects 

depends on the placing of each person's test score relative to the 

ir.edicJ.n score of the group under investiqiation, and is not related 

to previous norms, it seems quite appropriate to use a single sex 

group. It has been suggested (Schein 1975) that the acceptance of 
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stereotypic male characteristics as a bas:.s for success in manage

ment may be a necessity for the women seel:ing to achieve in the 

current organisational climate. Thus, f•)r the purpo'.;es of this 

study, it was decided that to include mal= scores would invalidate 

results, and fail to present a true measure of the self-concept 

of women in management. 

Note that in the questionnaire as printed in the appc~dix, 

the 13cm Sex Role Inventory has been re tj tled "self-descriptic~n", 

so that subjects would be more likely to attri butc the ch;:;r·acter

istics perceived to thcmsel ves, tha1, if they were influenced by 

the phra!",e "Sex Role" Inventory. 
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SEX-ROLE INVENTORY RESULTS. 
FROM ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY FEMALE MANAGERS IN 

NEW ZEALAND 

The biographic data and managerial style results for this 

sample of respondents have been presented in previous chapters. 

From the same sample of women, the results from the Bern sex-role 

Inventory are presented in the left hand column of Table ':53 1 which 

also presents a comparison of the percentages scoring in each 

category of a sample of Amercian female unclergra(};;_ates, (mj ddle 

column), as well as for a sample of non-managerial Ne,J Zealand 

women (right hand column). 

TABLE 53 

Compariso;-: of percentage scoring in each catc,gory of the Sex-role 

Inventory of women managers, unde1'graduates and non-managerial 

wonle11. 

Category New Zecaland 
Mana~Jcr~; 

Androgynous 

Masculine 

Feminine 

Undifferentiat~d 

49% 

22% 

16% 

13% 

U.S.A. 
Underg1·adu.ates 

29% 

16% 

35% 

20% 

100% 

New Zealand 
N on-ma.naq ers 

10% 

45% 

1 5¼ 

1007lo 

From Table 53 it is seen that for this sample of New Zealand 

women m:.,nagers, 49~~ of the :cespondents are clas~;j_fiecl as androgynous, 

22% as ma.sculine, 16% as feminine, w~th 13% in the undifferentiated 

cateqory. .Since: it was hypoUiesi_;:cc1 that female rncma9ers in 

New Zealand ,1ould pre'.-,cnt an andrc.,q_vnOLl'.,: self-conce1>t. rather than 

the re))Ortcd diff2re"·1ccs. For a Chi sr~1,are one sample test, with 
~· I <. 
X = 32 . .3(, (J . .f.3), there ic, a signLfi,.::ant dif{'c~ru1ce at ,.;__ == 0.001 

between the propc,1·tions in each category. 

To enable further explora.t:i on of any poc;':~:i. ble di ff<:N.:nCt.'" :in the 
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self-concept categorizing of women managers in relation to other 

women, a comparison is made between the New Zealand sample results, 

and results from a sample of two hunq.red and ninety female American 

undergraduates, given by Bern (1976) and shown in Table 53. For 

this sample of undergraduates, 29% of the respondents are classified 

as androgynous, in contrast to the 49% of women managers so classjfied. 

The feminine scoring percentages also alter, from 16% of managers 

to 35% of undergraduates scoring feminine. For a Chi square two 

sample test, with X 2 = 1f'.l.62 (d.f.3) there is a significant 

difference beyond the 0.01 level between the proportions in each 

category for New Zealand women managers and American female under

graduates. 

Since the pitfall of cross cultural comparison are many and in 

this instc?,nce were considered only as providing an indicator of 

differences in hitherto little explored terrjtory, it was deemed 

important to anchor the results further into the New Zealand context. 

To do this a sa.mpl:i.ng of one hundred New Zealand women between twenty 

and fifty-five years of age was administered the sex-role inventory. 

ThP~P women were not differentiated accordin9 to any specified 

categories or occupationally except within the stipulation that they 

be not working in a managerial or administrative capacity, but were 

con.:'.idered a'; prcvidi ng comparative female data. That i c;, sex was 

the only va:r·ia.'Jle matched specifically to the sample of women managers. 

The percenta~Jes scoring in each category of thj s sample of non-manage:::'

ial women js presented in comparison with other results in T?hle 53. 

The noteworthy differenu~ occurs with the much higher proportion of 

non-mariagerial women who present a femi1Jine self-concept. 

In th,:- New Zealand non-manageri aJ. sample of women, 30% were 

classified as androgynous, ten perc2nt (10%) masculine, 151~ as 

undifferentiated but with 45% classified as feminine, in contrast 

to the 16% of female managers who presented a feminine self-concept. 
·v~· 2 _ Fn'Y" :::a rv,; Crn, :_-,,.-.,o, +,..,n C":::.mnl n +r.t....-. ... ,.ri 1-n /\ L1h. ~(~ ( rl. f-' ~ '\ +Vl~Y'IP ~ ~ 

• ,.._ ......_ .._,.,_._,._ "-'"1,1.•l'--""-"- '-VV'"' _.,,.._..,,l•J:"..__ \..-...JL ••---•• ,...,. • .,_,...,. ,-•""'"--.JJ .._.,,._,. - --

a signific:1x1t difference beyond the 0.001 level, between the 

proportions in each category for worncn mana9ers co!11pared with a 

non--m;,;nageri,~l female sample. 

It is notc:cl th.::i.t a significant majorj_ ty ol' women ll"ani:l.gers 

endorse an androgynous self-concept, and in both instances of 
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comparison with non-mana:;-erial female samples, there is a significantly 

higher proportion of female managers endorsing an androgynous self

concept, supporting the hypothesis that the self-concept of the 

New Zealand women manager, will be androgynous, rather than masculine 

or feminine. 

In order to examine just what characteristics are endorsed by 

feminine, masculine and androgynous scorers, Tables 54 and55present 

profiles for the three categories of scorers on the feminine and 

masculine scaJ es. On the social desirability scale, the majority 

of respondents clustered on the same items, without any differentiat

ion into feminine, masculine or androgynous categories. 

The 13% of respondents who failed to be categorised as other 

than undifferentiated did not cluster on any one of the seven scale 

levels, but were dispersed across the scale, with a tendency to see 

themselves as occasionally po3sessing a char2:cter:i stic. They did 

not strongly perceive themselves in any area, and could be said to 

have somewhat of a ne:gati ve self-concept. 
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TABLE 55 

PROFILES OF MASCULINE SCALE SCORES 
Almost 

:--,--·-··• 
; or 

Nev~r or 
almost never 

true 

Usually Some- Occassion- almost 

t not 
rue fimes tMi 

Often Usually always 
,___,. ...... . 

1Self-
, reliant 1 

I 

rue true true tru~ - ·---·. ·-· --
I \ 

··-- I " 
I 

·1 ' ' ' ~ 

-
pefends own 
;beliefs 

----t-- - I 
\"""···· 
Indeperident I 

Athletic 
I 
I 

! -·-~ 
- --i -./ --- .,JI 

1-

- -- - - - ~ -· --- .. ---
- - - - - -- -

i - - - - i...... : :--_ ,____ I • 
! --- ~--- I "'-._; 

IIF~;...••·-· ----f--+------+----+r---. _ __:=-,__.:-----=-:::...·..-../...::-----~-:..-----+--·-
·Strong ~-,,.... :•......__ 

.._ I • 

Personality , 1 ' ,. 
fi------'--·1-----+------.,_-----t------t--- ------- ,----- · .. ·-··•·•) ..... 

Forceful I I ~ _,,. :, 
I 4 ....... ~ -----+,------;------iffio:.::..:_::.·---------1~· , ..... - .... -------
i. If . .... ... 

.... ----------,~--!-- ·----------------------1--------1----
·llas leader- I • ,... ,. 1 

~hin .:ihi l llY-''-+-----i--------.... ' ____ _,_ ___ ---J.------+---... J· .... "' _~ ... · 
- •• '1 

Milling to ::::--f ~ 
1t'ake ri sks--+-----1 ·-----------------~ • I 4 . I ~~. Makes deci s- "~ 
lions easily----·--·- - ------'------+------+------~,-.=------1------·--·· ---

!~~!icient-+-----1-------"t"'------1~----------- '~ • _ -=->'.:: 
••4••- --.. -- --

p __ i-,or 

,Assertive 

-.--·· 
Analytical 

·r---

Dominant 

Masculine 

Masculine Scorers Androgynous scorers ----~---
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TABLE 54 

PROFILES OF FEMININE SCALE SCORES 
-· i; 

1i •:: 

\·i • ·1· 
;k-··· 
' --! ; 

·:! 
:,1 ' 
·1 
~---

'Yeilding 

I 
Never- ' Usually 

1 Alway~. 
Some- Occ~ssj_on- almost 

almc)st never not times ally Often Usually alwar; 
-~t:.:.r...::u~e ____ t~r1,..ul;<!1~ F ___ .1,t·..u.r1·11~<>~--true _ ... ___ tr:u._,_<> ___ ~t-~r'"~""~------ _ tru~ 

•--------~---+------4------1------¼.c-------4~~----+------➔-----
tCheerful 

-- .. 
-· -I,-,-· -- ·•· _., -

-Shy n:......::------+---· -----~ -·- ---,-- ' 
[af'fectio_n.§.!~-- u - .... ;;::- :-_::.......:.--:=-,_ ........ ~-------,f--

f, atre,=a=b_..,l~ea...· --,i------1------~----ea-. ....:-;;.. __ :__._=-~ = ~ ~ ;f ~::_ .. -~~--------I,·-· 
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--------t---•··--+------1-------f------f·------+------1----...:.:-=-.,,:,i1;::'.>'!'•1-r ·· · ~,, ... 'I: 
Feminine ,. lh --~-:·zr. ~ -
~ ' / 
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- 'II!~._.__ 
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I 
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,. I 
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• a_t_e _____ ...___--i~-- _, ____ I : t ____________ _ 
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Soothing .,. . ......_ · 
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...;_ 
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.... 
' . .. 
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,, ,. , .... ,..,.,. ,, 
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,.e ... ,e_n_t_l_e _____ tL.-__ _;. _____ __,'-__________ _,_ ___ .... _ .... __ ... .._ ____ ,_.,, ______ .;,_I_ 

~EY: Feminine scorers Masculjne scorers Androgynous scopers 
---------
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DISCUSSION 

Those feminine qualities which are shared by the Masculine, 

Feminine anc Androgynous scorers - cheerfvl, loyal, sympathetic, 

sensitive tc, the needs of others and eager to soothe hurt feelings, 

are the onl~r Feminine characteristics checked by the High Masculine 

scorers, although all groups agree that they are neither childlike 

nor gulli b~_e. 

This means that those women who see thems<::lves as strongly 

feminine endorse tlw quali tics of warmth, tenderne~;s, gentleness, 

compassion and love of children, attributes rejected by the high 

Masculine scorers. 

The mascu1:i.ne qualities which the masculine, feminine and 

androgynous gro"'.lps check in common are self-reliance, having leader-· 

ship ability, sdf-suf.fj ci ency and being analyticc:tL All groups 

see themselves as HOT mascv.lir~ although it is interesting to note 

that it is only in the androgynous group that some respondents 

check that t)!ey are occasional1y or somet:iines, masculine, where2.s 

high feminine or high masculine scorers are never, or almost never, 

percejving of themselves as masculine. It is suggested that only 

the andro~ync,us scorers possess the flexibility to accept the 

masculine quc:.lities in themselves and thus pE,rcc5ve themselves to 

be some·,.,hat: masc:'...lline, whereas the. stron~J1y _;ex-typed masculine 

and feminine scorers reject any hint of ma'.;culi:1e suscept:ibilj ty. 

The hi9h feminine scorers are the only gr-oup which views themselves 

as never athletic. 

The masculine ~ialities which the High feminine group rejects 

and which a.re shared by the High 1'-Iasculinc and Androsiynous are 

defends own belief~., strong personality, forcefu1, willing to take 

a stand, acts as a leader, individualistic, competitive and a."!lb:i.tious. 

All women see themselves as analytical, strongly so, a quality which 

is stereotypjcally denied females. One of the main cri t:icisms 

levelled at women being managers, is that they are tc,o illogical, 

but certuinly women as man.::igers do not eudorsc this '3tereotype in 

themscJvcs. 

The high fcmi nine scorers form a smal1 percentage of the womcri 

managers :i.n this study. Quite possibly the qual:itiC"s which they 
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stress are not especially useful in management. Cheerful, 

sympatheci•:, loyal, warm and tender people are pleasant company, 

but these qualities are of only marginal utility in the competitive 

business wcrld. It is noted that the high feminine scorers see 

themselves with leadership ability, but the masculine and androgynous 

groups translate this into action. They view themselves as not only 

having leadership ability but also as acting as a leader. 

It is this action oriented difference which char~cterises the 

majority of women managers. The women who score High masculine 

see themselves as willing to take risks and as malcin~J decisio::-1s 

easily, qualities e.ssential in business management which nevertheless 

were not checked by either feminine or androgynous scorers. They are 

also the only group who sometimes sees themselves using harsh language, 

not surprising perhaps if they do not see themselves as softspoken, 

tender and gentle. 

The Androgynous scor:ers endorse the feminine qualities of the 

High feminine scorers, plus not being shy. They check the same 

masculine qualities as the High masculine scorers, except for an 

important difference. fhcy reyl.:...cc: risktaking and decision making 

with asserti·Je 1 aggressive and independence. Being assertive and 

aggressive are stereotypically mascuiinc beh-::i.vioural characteristics, 

more observabl'.: than many of the more interl"lalized masculine attributes, 

and more log:ic;1lly associated with the hi9h mascuJ,.ine scorers. 

Perhaps it is necessary to have also a hi~Jh .feminine self-concept 

to be able to accept that one possesses those mascu1ine qualities 

of assertion and aggression which are considered by both men and 

women, to be undesirable attributes in women. 

The self-concept of the androgynous scorer was defined as 

containing a balance of masculine and feminine characteristics. 

Included are the warm and expressive feminine qualities rejected 

by the masculine scorer, and the assertive aggressive independent 

characteristics rejected by the feminine scorer. This acceptn.nce 

of stereotypically masculine qualities is contrary to the role expect

u.tions for women's behaviour stressed in the home, at school and 

by society, so the quec;tion of Hhy such a large percentage of th:i~; 

sample endc,rse a self-concept other than the so:::ially acceptable 
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feminine norm is explored in subsequent chapters, through the idea 

of the c•-'rr:::.2tency self-concept, and the utility of such a self-concept 

in the management sphere. 

The rr:sults of the present study involving women in management 

and the Bern Sex-Role Inventory, indicate that the inventory does 

provide a discriminatory measure. The social desirability scale 

does not ~ifferentiate into three separate patterns for masculine, 

feminine and androgynous scorers, but produces a scoring pattern in 

which the majo1°i ty o.f respondents cluster on the same characteristic 

at the same strength. :i:t is also noted that the undifferentic,ted 

scorers, that is, the Jow masculine and low feminine scorers do not 

present a clear cut ma.scuJine or feminine profile, but rather their 

responses are randomly scattered across the categories, with a slight 

tendency to cling to the negative centre of the scale. It does seem 

clear that the scale distinuuishes those people who have a strongly 

defined self-c(g1cept, ei tiler masculine or fer1ini:r1e, in terms of the 

instrument r,~sponses. The high scorers in bo~:h categories are 

cl:i f/.'erentiat,=d from the lo•.v scorers to provide a measure o.f androgyny 

as defined bj Lu;,. 

Bern (1974) concluded that there is a distinct class of people who 

can be appropriately termed anclrogyi10us whos,2 sex role adaptability 

enables them to engage in situationally effective behaviour without 

regard for the related masculine or femininE stereotype. If a woman 

move~; into a sj tuation which requi:res leadership and assertiveness, 

she is, accoi0 ding to Bern ( 1975) classified as androgynous if she 

situationally adjusts and shows masculine traits in that setting. 

But situationally dictated use of behaviour cannot imply the 

internalization and acceptance of such traits implicit in a measure 

of m1drogyny, and it is di f fi cult to see how such a conclusion can be 

drawn from tl,e Bern Sex Role Inventory responses. 

The selected scale items are instrumentally biased towards the 

male characteristics which are active anQ positive in cont:rast to 

the neg2tively neoulous qualities presented as feminine. It is 

considered that a useful mea::;ure of anuc"ogyny cannot be obtained 

from such polarjzert sets of q1ialities, for the division in the 

instrument is merely acting as a reinforcer of stereotypic male and 
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female classification of qualities.Sex-role bias is impossible 

to escape, since it is inbuilt into the scale structure. It is 

considered thc1t the chv.racteristics embodied in the androgyny 

self-concept are a competency cluster and a warmth expressive 

cluster, and that to remove stereotypic sex-role bias, the select

ion of scale items, should have been made in regard to the character

istics of a competent person and to the characteristics of a warm 

expressive person, without any reference that these qualities be 

judged as socially desirab~e for either one sex or the other. Only 

then could a valid measure be obtained of androgyny freed .from 

stereotypically attributed sexuality. Instead of the external 

judgement by the respondent in response to the scale items of the 

Bem Sex-Role Inventory, a more useful measure towards the under

stai-Jding of and:cogyny would be provided by using the concept of 

internal or external locus of control as f~rceived by the respond~nt. 

DEVEUJPi·'iENT OF' TIJE COMPETENCY SELF-CONCEPT --·--·------··---------------
Since self-related sex stereotypes are ~1ot innate, but are 

culturally determined (Me<Jd 1962, Albert 1963), to explain such 

results it is necessary to look at environm,~~r:.tal influences operat

ing durir..g chi::.dhood and adolescence, especi 3.lly as pertaining to 

achievement ar.d career choice. 

In the development of the young child's appropriate sex typing, 

the girls' fam~ly appears to have a forceful and direct influence 

as teachers and socializers (Mussen and Rutherford, 1966). There 

arP several reasons for this state of affairs. Maleness, that is, 

being a male and acting according to the male stereotypes of strength 

a,,1d achiever.tent is highly valued, while being a female and bc:having 

according to a passive and dependent feminine stereotype is relatively 

less valued and rewarded (Lynn 1959). Masculine characteristics are 

rated as more desjrable hy children and adults of both sexes (McKee 

and ~;hcrriffs 1957), and masculinity is the norm fo1' cultural soci ali

zation and mr~ntal health (Braverman et al 1970). Thus it is not 

surpr.i sing that both at home and at school 9irls absorb the under

valuation of being female. 

Parents tend to encourage different skills, charactcrisb cs and 

abil:i ties for tl1eir male and female children wj th the provision of 

"masculine" toys for the boys, and "fem.inine" toys for the girls. 
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Boys are encouraged to be independer. t and competitive, to 

explore the outside environment and to go out and about with their 

fathers, whereas girls are preferred to k~ep nice and tidy and stay 

home helping mothers. Thus at an early ~ge the competence motive 

is fostered in males and stifled in females. A state of affairs 

which culminates in a schooling system providing cookery classes 

for girls and woodwork for the boys, at which stage it caYJ. surely 

be said that cultural expectations for girls have been so reinforced 

that it is no wonder that so many choose a traditional feminine 

occupation. 

M4ccoby (1974) reports that girls in junior high school have 
~'l..c.\:::I.;,._ 

a career drive significantly more often than they do in senior 

high school, by which time they have internalized the inferior 

status of women, as well as men's reactions to women who use 

their intelligence in a career. 

But some hardy souls do not succumb to the pervasive reinforcers 

of home, school and the mass media of women fulfilled in the feminine 

role, and plan to extend their abilities through career achievement. 

When studied at undergraduate college level U,•~se ,.,,.,->meu .;2en 

to have absorbed the masculine competency cluster of characteristics 

into their self concept and are making posti ve plans towards care,2r 

commitment. The data suggests that the more purposive resourceful 

women are less traditional in their sex role orientation. Gump (1972) 

notes that they are less interested in finding a spouse as a goal 

while Elman (1970) found that college women with a relatively high 

competency self concept planned to both work and rear children should 

they marry. 

It is noted that it is this competency self-concept which 

distinguishes the masculine and androgynous scorers from the feminine 

scorers in the sample of women managers. 

Since such a self-concept is against traditional female sex 

role socialization, for as Braverman et al (1972,) point out, it is 

the relative absence of this cluster which characterises the stereo

typic perception of women, and since sex roles are learr1ed, there 

must be some discernible environmental influences shaping the 

formulation of a competency self-concept. It is necessary to look 
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at childhood ex;)erience to understand w~:' some girls endorse and 

internalise masculine characteristics. 

In this sample two themes emerge as influential, father-achieve

ment identification and the development of a sense of environmental 

control. Since respondents, in the main, did not have mothers 

employed outside the home, their most constant feminine model is 

considered to be home oriented rather than career oriented. The 

fathers who were perceived by their dau9hters as successful were 

largely self-employed mainly on their o·,m farms but some with their 

own businesses. 

It is noted particularly that the masculine scorers came from 

a farming background. Ritchie and Ritchie (1970) point out that 

it was a common occurrence for farming fathe~s to take their four 

year old children of either sex, out on the farm with them, "helping" 

with the farming chores. Thus masculine achievement was shared 

at an early age, before school days reduced such opportunities and 

before the girl could be channelled to helping Mother in the house 

and really identifying strongly with the feminine role. 

It is envisaged that a similar situation would c-cc11.,... fry,-, the 

daughters of the non-farming self-employed i~ the sample, for they 

also have flexibility in their work situation which would enable 

them to take a child with them as a respite from child minding for 

the mother. The important criterion is not so much the background 

of farm or city, but self-employment as a model of competence and 

achievement through the self-control of the working environment. 

New Zealand mothers also encourage a lot of outside activity, 

and both boys and girls, especially pre-school, are quite often 

thrust from the house to entertain themselves, thus it could be 

said that independence and environmental mastery is forced to begin 

early, but since only some girls move firmly away from the feminine 

stereotypes, this outside activity needs the working father model 

to develop the competeticy concept. 

Ritchie and Ritchie (1970) found that for New Zealand families 

they surveyed, the father is a more positive figure than the mother. 

When this is coupled with the way he controls his own work life and 

achievement as self-employed, there emerges the influence which d~elops 

and nurtures the effectance motive to achieve which produces the compet

ency self-concept cluster of the masculine and androgynous women in 

management. 
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CHAPTER 6 

THE UTILITY OF' THE ANDROGYNOUS SELF-CONCEPT 

Heilb~~un ( 1973) found that androgynous late adolescents are 

better adj1:.st;::d than their peers who presented other sex role 

identities. A study by Deutsch and Gilbert (1976) which showed 

that good adjustmcht and androgyny were related for females, but 

not for males, confirir:ed previous studies which suggested that 

masculinity may be psychologically healthy for both sexes and 

femininity unhealthy (Carlson 1972). The implications for women 

are that it is preferable to minimize role determined beho.viour 

and set androm ny as a potential goal, for these rcsul ts suggest 

that an androgynous selt-concept relates mm e positively to the 

psychological wellbeing of the female than does acceptance of the

stereotypic fLl~inine sex role. 

Throughout her education and deve:lopment of vocati anal expectancy, 

the girl is 1'aced with the dilemma that she must display eiiough 

of her abili :::i.es to be successfi.~7-; h1J.t not too s-....i.ccessful; enough 

abi.Ji ty to get and keep a job, but wi·chout the commitment that would 

make her unw:~ll:i.ng to give up the jot· for ma.rriage. Should she 

follow the competitive occupational route of the men successfully 

in preference 1_0 chi 1 d rearing within the ho;ne confines, then she 

finds that a wcman who succeeds better than a man has done something 

hostile and de~:tructive, and the more f-=minine she appears, the less 

she is forgiven by both men and women. For girls and women there 

is thus an ongoing feminil.lity versus competency conflict in a world 

where Mead (1962) maintains that an essential element of the maleness 

concept is to do better than females in every game which both sexes 

play, and the accepted feminine response is for the nale to win. 

The only tenable solution forthe psychological well being of women 

concept c1s b,,th r,er~.,,ssary a.no desi :rabl.P. The concept of androgyny 

implies that the person is not constrained by either a highly masculine 

or a i1ighly fe1Hi21ine self-in,c=,ge, but utilizes either masculine or 

feminine quD1ities according to the demands of the situation. This 

should help resolve the conflict between being an effectively 
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fu:ri:ctionin~1 person and thus competent in the business world, and 

in the accejtance of being female. Not in the acceptance of 

femininity, which is viewed as defined by societal expectations, 

but acceptance of certain personality and ability characteristics 

housed in a body anatomically designated female. S.i.nce the 

individual would not be bound by sex typE:d behaviour, the androgynous 

person should be better adjusted and more self-actualizing than 

either the strongly ma.sculine or feminine person. 

It i:3 doubtful if the concept of androgyny as measured by tbe 

Bern sex-role inventory contaj ns also a mei.l~;ure of self-actualization. 

Ginn (1975) found no correlation between the scores on the Bem 

inventory and a self-actualization measure from the Perso~1al 

Orientation Inventory of seventy-five female undergra.duates. I-le 

concluded thatthe validity of the Bem scale as a measure of 

psycholog i C,-'11 androgyny was not supported. This m,\{ be an 

erroneous conc::.usi on, because unde1:graduate girls have not necessar

ily set t;ieir c."lreer goals and thus ma_; net measure high on sel.f-

actual:i.z:;.tj on. It j s suggested that post--graduate students, or 

better still 1 people ~n,loyed ro~ 30~~ ye~rs, would have a greater 

degree nf ca:,'er: cornmi tment and that thi:, type of a sa:11ple wo1J_ld 

mo;·e likely Drc,Juce a correlation between androgyny as measured 

by the Bern sea] e and self-actu2.lization. Su,:h findings do point, 

however, to ser1.ous shortcomin~ of the Sex-role inventory, for the 

concept of and1-c;gyny as defined by Bern ( 1975) has not includ<=:d a 

self-actuali:z.irJJ dimension, but solely scx--role dE.:fi.ni tions, that 

is, in relation to the characteristics reE,j::Ondents see themselves 

as possessing in terms of the mascul:i.ne and feminine scales of the 

instrument. It may well be that androgynoJs women are more self-

actualizjn9 but this is not a conclusion that can be drawn from the 

Bern scale. It is true that the Dem sex-role :inventory does not 

purport lo measur,~ self-actualization, but androgyny. However 

tl1c broadb· C.<:'L.i.i1i t:i.ow, CJf c1m1ru\.Jyny .in i.he psychoJ.osical context 

imply that U:1e notion of [;elf--2.ct.w.1.li:z.ation is conta:in2d within 

the concept of ax1drogyny. The 13cm sex-roJe scale cannot provide: 

n Jileasur'e of androgyny as i:nclud:i.ng se] f-actual:i. zation bcc;,use the 

instrur:1enL1l orientation of the selected ~;cale cl1arac:ter:i.stics 

makeia; no pr»vi si on for measur.ing internal i '.i.c<.1 3c;ccpt2mcc as a 
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dimension of sex-role self-concept. Instead the Bern scale may be 

considered as a measure of sex-role self-perception which fails 

to contain the crucial element of the androgynous self concept, 

that is, the overall acceptance and internalization of oneself as 

possessing a range of characteristics. Bern replaces acceptc1.nce 

of qualities, with the idea of use of these characteristics 

according to situational demand and because of this the measure 

of androgyny as presented by the Bern Sex-role inventory is of 

doubtful utility. 

The concept of androgyny implies the use of a full range of 

characteristics beyond the traditionally sex as~;ociated behaviours. 

To do this a person has to be comfortable in accepting the v5e of 

such behaviour. But it is one thing to possess both mascu 1. ine and 

feminine qualities, as most people do Jn varying degrees a>1cl 

intensity, a further issue indeed to U'.;c all the!3e bel:aviou:cs as 

appropriate, and the ultimate transcendence of the sex-1°ole anchored 

self-concept to be able to accE.:pt one~;clf as possessing and using 

any useful characteristic as required without conceding that some 

used by males only. 

M:-,,·.low (1971) has suggested that relatic·ns betv:een the sexe:; 

are very largely determined by the relatioDship between mac,culin:i ty 

and fem:inini t::- within each person, male and female, and that 

transcendence 0f the male - female dichotomy is a vital pre-co:nd::1-;on 

of self-actual:i za ti on. The fully evolved human, the fully mature~ 

per·son must be available to herself at both the masculine and 

feminine levels simultaneously. Some support that this is indeed 

occurring is pr·ovided by the androgynow, scorers of this sample who 

identify themselvc'; as possessing aggressive quali U es. This finding 

contrasts with that of Ginn ( 1975) who .fou:1d that the only significant 

difference between the masculine, feminine al1d ancfrogynous scorcr·s 

of his sample was on the acceptance of aggression sea.le, where the 

moscul1nc scor.::rs were the only group to show acct::pUmce of an8er 

and aggrcssj on within themselve~,. It is suggested thct the better 

psyclir_1"t og:i.cal adju~;hncnt of the andrc,qynous sco .rcr~, allows the 

acceptance of ag9ression in women who are al::;o ,'.ccc:pting of the 
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feminjnity, and it is this finding which suggests that these 

women are presenting an internalized self-concept, rather than 

a measure of self-perception. Further e·;;idence of a movement 

among women to accept the andro0ynous cone ept is presented by 

Moffett (1975) who reports a study where the ideal s~lf of the 

female respondents incorporated both mal= and female character

istics in an androgynous self-concept. The males of this study 

made no such two way acceptance, endorsing the masculine 

characteristics only, reflecting the cultural valuation of male

ness. 

If it is considered that the sex-role stereotypr~::; originated 

in times when survival was·· largely dependent on physical strength 

and since males were stronger and unhampered by presn2..r1cy, it is 

possible to see how the male cha1°acteristics of strcn0th came to 

be valued. But this should be changing in today's society, wher-e 

the economic structure requires for everyone the abilities of 

competent wage earnin0, rather than specialize.d male and female 

characteristics. The sex-role seJ:'f-concept has provided pervasively 

widespread constraints for determinj ng app:copriate ?r.d. expect-'"'j 

behaviour. If women view themselves as needing to possess feminine 

characteristics only, and can perceive from a:·t early age that the::.P 

are not only undervalued but also devalued, t:y society, then they 

will continue tn lack self-confidence and fail to accept that they 

can even possess those characteristics which ure vital to success 

in management. For it is self-defeating to define oneself in 

terms of male constructs, and al though female::. in mana.gernent are 

accepting of an androgynous self-concept there still rernains the 

vexing fact that the competency cluster of attributes accepted 

within this self-concept is still viewed as being ma~;culine by 

society, with the result that the qualities essential for success 

in business and management are still defined as masculine. It is 

concludecl t:hat since the majority of women managers in this sample 

under study p1··e5ent ,m 2r,d1·ogynous self-concept, and since behaviour' 

is related to internalized self-concept, that they have resolved the 

competency - femininity conflict for themselves. It cannot be 

said that society in general, and male ma.nc1gcrs in particuJ.ar, have 
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have understood that the competency cluster for achievement 

characterises some people and may be pre~ented in a ferni.nine 

frame or a masculine model, with the raticnale of the androgyny 

self-concept implying that either presentcltion is equally 

acceptable. 

De BeauVl)ir ( 1952) considered that t"iis m:i uht be so if 9irls 

were brou~Jht up with tLe same demands and reuards as boys, 

surrounded by men and ,,1omen as equal status adults ,,-; th both 

parents sharing material and moral respcnsibility, so that the 

child perceived an androgynous world instead of a ma3cnli;:,e 

oriented world. If th:if_; were indeed so, males would 2:lso accept 

female values, but absence of equal status bet1-1een males and 

females and the prevaj_J ing preponderance of m?csculine achievement 

models makes the androgynous world a future::: concept, but neverthe

less a goo.l wor·::.h pursuing. In a soc:i.ety where rigid sex r0lc 

differentiati,.m has already outlived its 1Eef1..,~ ness, the anc.r-ogynou'.:'

person will come to def:ine a more human stc1.nchrd of p~;ychological 

health. 

If women Ci:-'.n accept that they may posc.es'"c. certajn ahili ties 

necessary and useful for ma...11.agcment, and tl-:at these are lmma::1 

strengths, not masculine characteristics car.fl i.cting with their 

femaleness, if men in 90neral accept that the qualities designated 

traditionally as masculine are human qual:i. tie,;, and their possess-

ion is not the prerogative of males only; and if men already workjng 

in management can accept such qualities in wor.1cn as human strengths 

without being prejudiced by long held sex stereotypes, then people 

with the requisite ability will become managers, freed fror11 ti-H"c idea 

that women who do so are breaking society's rules and entering a m2-n's 

world. And a state of sex-role transcendence will have been achieved 

to provide the ultimate extension of the utility of the androgynous 

self-concept. 
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CHAPTER 7 

THE MODEL OF THE MASCULINE MANAC:~R 

It has been shown that acceptance of the androgynous self-concept 

is psychologically beneficial for women in that conflict between 

stereotypic feminine expectation<; and career· competency is minimized 

thus freeing women to operate in hitherto unentered occup.1.tions. 

But the androgynous wc1rld, th2t is with acceptance of this duali tY 

of characteristics by both men and women h2s yet to be aci:j_eved, 

and it is noticeable that those managers who are the androgynous 

scorers in this sample have, in the main', positions cf responsibility 

in tracli tional femh1ine occupations \Jhere it is conceivable that 

the degree of femininity - competence conflict would be J.e:'.s tha1s 

for those women who ente:c masculine dom:i.na·:.:ccs occ:npation. 

Al though these wcmcn are rnanascr.s and ad.rnini s tra tors, in 

themselves noi'l-tradi tional occnpatior1s, neve1· :.:heless it cannot be 

said that they have wbol ly broken with trc'di t j on For many :,ave 

entered such femjnine areas as nursing, and at a later stase in 

life, frequently fc1llowin9 a comeback 2'.fter c., chiJ.d rearins ~JY'E•al,'., 

or by virtue of stayin9 power as a single ':1on,:1.1.1 in the \!,°Jrk arer:1, 

have come to hold senior positions, for ex.:vnp~c, as huspi tal m.::i.trons. 

They did not ch0ose :initially, a di ff P.rent P<'.t;-: than t}1ei r s:i.:; te:rs. 

It does ap1)ear, hO\•1ever, that some wor,~en do decide ;;ot to enter 

traditionally feminine fields and come to the.. mar.agement po.si tior:s 

by quite different !'Outes, so it is important to look at the quali tie'.; 

which they possess which enabJ.c:d them consciously or unccmsciously, 

to break with tradition. 

Current research re9ardir1g the career clD:~ce of women places 

emphasis on those characteristics distinguish:-.ng women who enter 

ma.le dominated occupat:i.ons from those selP.cti11g female dominated 

occupatioJ".,. Women in male dominated occv.pat:~ons have a ".ignificc1.11t1y 

stronger desire to work and valued mci.s ter-y ctw.1 j_ndcpenderice more 

than either homemakers or women in tr:1dj h.on;,l occup2ti m:s (i·lolkon 

1972). They are also more autorwmous, indiviuaJ.ist:ic and motivated 

to pi:;.cfonn at cctpac:i Ly level (Tann1·:i 1972). St:r.·or1g commi t:nent to 

a career is a work value that distinguishes most clearly the women 
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who choose non-traditional occupations. (Almquist 1974). Such 

women also are more likely to set for ~hAtselves long term career 

goals (Richardson 1974). These character:stics, which make of 

these women role innovators as they depar: from the traditional, 

can also be seen in a sub-grouping of the female managers of the 

sample under study. 

There is a clear pattern throughout this study of a group 

of women who dj_ffer from other women mar.agers in leadership style, 

self-concept, biographical and orgar1isational characteri::.; tics. 

These women are not managers in the traditional female occupations 

but are breaking new gr·ound in different occupations. 

They are the masculine scorers on the self-concept test and 

are task-oriented mw1agers in the leadership style they use. They 

supe!'vise men and they work in a variety of cccupations, which are 

not the norm for feminine work choice. Those biograp:1ic.:,1-,_ a.nd 

organisation details for which there is a difference between the 

maroculj ne self-concept - task oriented manage1'S and the r·er:ia·inder 

of the sample are listed in TabJe 56, 

TABLE 56 

Biographic i terns cliffentiati11g HascuJi;1e Concept 1-l;-12~a;er 

Item 

+ Age learnt to drive car 

+ Father's occupation 

Where lived in youth 

+ Class leader at school 

+ Family mobility in youth 

+ Age 

Age first manager.tent position 

+ Education 

+ Years with company 

+ Years in ~1nction area 

+ Industry 

+ Compared cccision making 

+ Organisation parti~lpation 

++ Leader'.,llip style 

+ Significant at 0.05 level 

++ SJgnificant at 0,001 

Comparative Response 

Younger 

Self employed 

Farm, or large city 

Yes 

Moved more often 

Y01mger 

Younger 

University Degree 

Shorter 

Longer 

Non-trad:i tiona1 

Better tha.n others 

Held more offices 

Task oriented 
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Females who have adopted a more mas~uline identity endorse a 

more contemporary set of attitudes towards the role of women. 

(Spence et al 1975, Heilbrun 1976). And:::-ogynous women also share 

more liberal views towards the female role, despite the presence 

of a strong feminine identification in their self concept. It is 

noticeable that the masculh1e concept managers are significantly 

younger than the other man,,qers, aged 20-29, an age where ideology 

of the current women's liberation movem•~nt is more likely to be 

accepted, and, since they are unmarried and without familjes, be 

appl j_ ed to career commitment. They have not only rejected the 

negative non-achieving feminine stereotype but have also reached 

out into a competitive achieving world actively vsing their 

abilities and skills. 

As girls the masculine-concept managers lived on farms, i:n 

large ci tie», came fr-om more mob:i.le f2Jnilies who shifted several 

times during the:i.r youth, had self-employed fathers and learnt 

to drive a car at an earlier age, 15-16 yea.rs old. All of tl1ese 

experiences contribute to the development of environmental mastery. 

A prime significant difference is the age of' learr.iJ_g t') d:""ve ;:, 

car, and it is suggested that this may have indicdted technical 

abiL ty which would tend to develop task mastery and be a11. ecJ.rly 

indicator of the task orientation aspect of the leadership style 

of these women. 

These girls were not leaders of yolmg p:::'oples group; bi.;.t 1:ad 

been class leaders at school, their f~ninine concept counterparts 

bein~ the girls who conf,)rmed somewhat more to social norms of 

respons:ibility and youth le2.dership. The masculine concept girls 

are abJ.e to free themselves from the conventions o.f social desirability 

which emphasize t!1e rewards to be gained in accepting such respons-

ibility, that is praise and recognition by adults. Once again, 

independence in not .following social expectations is the mark of the 

mu.:;culi11c..-ccJ1cept .fejnale. 

Safilos - P..othschild ( 1972) poiEt~: out that feminine stereo

typic tra.i ts are encouraged and rewarded by parents and school!~. 

RoJ.e models of leadership at school are likely to be male. The 

teaching staff rnay be predomina11.tly female, but the principal 

will be most ljkely to be male. Furthermore, she notes that in 

85% of schooJ.s and c~~mpu~~es, the class and student le,_;;j:'!rs are 

male. 
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So thc•t it is very interesting to note that the masculine 

concept siI'ls have been class leaders, positions which are 

likely to be related to ability, but have not carried what must 

have been perceptible ability into a non-competitive leadership 

position, as a leader in a church group. 

But the position changes somewhat, for as women the masculine 

concept m2,nagers hold office in organisations more often than other 

women ma.nasers. Possibly as single women they feel more need to 

maintain social and professional contacts, and as competent women 

are more likely to be office bearers than not. It is also fulfilling 

the etho~; of community involvement through service organisations 

strongly endorsed by male managers, so that in this respect the 

women are behaving according to the societal prescription for male 

managerial behaviour. 

Educationally, there are differences also. Uni vei'Si ty educ at-

ion as a prc~:equisi te for management is not usual in New Zealand, 

and women in older age groups are evei, less like1y to have had a 

university educat:ion, for there have alway~; been fewer ferna1es tha11. 

males in eve·ry level :i..11 the New Zealand ed1,;.co1.tion system from age 

fifteen dYHl the fifth form through to post-graduate tertiary 

qualific2,ti 0,1s. It is the women aged 20-40 who have un:i.versity 

erlucation ar.d the majority of these hold an arts degree. The 

greatest perccLtage of degrees are held by the masculine concept 

managers, who j_n the main have degrees in cc:runerce or an econom:i cs 

major indicating a greater degree of career preparation than for 

the rest of the sample. It would appear that the younrJer women 

have given some thought to career planning and chosen a degree 

course pertaining more to their business expectations than the 

ubiquitous arts degree of the femnle graduate. 

The 11% of respondents holding a university degree is a high 

proportion, ,-,hen compared with the 6. 7% Hines ( 1973) reported in 

his sample o.f male managers, and the 4,2% in the total managerial 

population. These figures may uphold the popular belief of women, 

that to succeed in a rnill'l Is world they must be better qua.1:i.fied than 

the men Hi.th whom they are forced to compete. It is more likely 

that tl1ose commerce degrees are bcir,g used in the f:i.nancc and 
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accounting management positions, of the largest 

grouping in the sample, where such qualifications would be a 

necessity for both males and females. Another explanation for 

the high percentage is that these women are very v:isible. They 

stand out because of their being women in male occupations, and 

their success in an unusual field has gained them publicity through 

the news media and thus brousht them to the attention of the 

researcher for inclu..~ion in the sample of New Zealand women :i.n 

management. It is still C?nsidered sufficiently newsworthy that 

a wom2m in finance handles investment portfolios involving lar~c 

sums of money. Such publicity should undoubtedly be encouraged 

and preferably circulated to schools ca.1·eers acvi~;o1·s to serve 

as role models for the girls they are counselling reuarding 

vocational choice. 

The applicc1tio11 of this research is seen to be prcscntatiou 

and use of data wh:ich will encourage girls to widi:::n their car2er 

options and to make fullest use of the:i.r abilities 2,s womet1 at 

work. 

The rew2rds in terms of career path can be seen in these 

masc1.ilir: .. e concept managers who were able to choose degree preparat

ion more relev.snt to the bus.iness world. Tht~y then found occupatic.,ns 

in areas innovative and challenging for wo:nen - in finance, j_ir:est

ment, marketin;, sales management, in publis~ing, broadcasting, 

hotel manageme:1t, a.11d in production management. Their years with 

the company, a;·1d a9e at first management position, were all 

sj g·nificantly less than for· other women, ind:i eating that the 

competence cluster embodied in the mascul:i.ne self-concept served 

them well indeed. Their time; in their function area was significantly 

longer, and this was exprcssc,d in a grea-::er degree of expressed 

confidence in decisi0n making. 

But perhaps the most critical implication for considering the 

masc~linc-concept group as the criter1on for sPlPrtinn nf girls 

likely to succeed in innovative occupations come::; in the high tasl-:. 

orient~tion of their leadership style. 

In a sttirly of male and female supcrvi sor req.:1rd.i.119 rist--taking, 

Fleishman a.'1d Hunt (1973) f'ound that men and women scoring hii:Jll on 
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both task and relationship appeared to b1~ the group influencers 

leading to a shift in the risky direction. This sounds as though 

the androgynous managers, whose self-concept embraces both these 

dimensions should be the innovators. Eut the females scoring 

highest on task tended to take higher initial risks than their 

colleagues. So it is these women, task oriented, with masculine 

self-concept, who are viewed as the role innovators, and w110 will 

competently break with feminine tradition. 

Safilos - Rothschild ( 1972) in a s tv.dy of female cnginee~ing 

students, found that the female students who obtained the best 

grades, who actually graduated and worked as engineers, were the 

females who scored a high masculine self-conct:pt. Those females 

who scored fer;iinine, ini t:ially had good grades, but dropped 

courses before graduation. They had the pot,2ntial intellectual 

ab:i.li ty to sLJ.ccced in engineering, but 1.ac!<:c'.i something, pe1°haps 

the stam:ina, reqv.ired to be different from so many other females 

in breaking with tradition, to actua.11.y becor:1c engineers. 

It is considered that these women with the masculine self

concept are ttc "high fliers", of women in rnc:nageme.1t, t;1e .,..;:;-i?r: 

tvho will succeed in top 1.cveJ. admjnistrat.ive pos:i tions. Tr..e 

qualities which these women possess are the ~ualities which must 

be used for early identification of female ~dnagerial tale~t, 

preferably at high school. For if identifi ,c:d early, anj given 

every encouragement to follow an educational course wo:nen wilJ. 

prove competent and confident in management. 

Since a level of aspiration set in high school and altained 

educati.on2l level are the most significant predicto!"'s of wcrnen' s 

career patterns, it is important that both parents and scl-:ooJ.s 

be able to recognise the independent intellectually abJ.e girl and 

encouras;e her to set such goals. 

Such a 9irl will have exhibited irnlepenclence, from an early 

age, certainly pre-school, which ha~ increased durinu sctool years 

so that she confideui:ly copes w.i. l:h dwngins environments, learns 

to lcok after herself, makes decisions and gets herself where she 

wants to go. She wiJ.l be more a reader than d)~1 athJ ete, probably 

with little orientation to a home mald.ng only f'uture, but most 

probably with no clear idea of where she :is to so in terms of 

career co~nitrncnt. 
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Precise biographic predictors apart from class leadership 

and early driving ability are disappointedly few, but parental 

background appears somewhat of an indicator. There is a tendency 

to consider the offspring of professional parents as likely 

candidates alc,o for the professions. Similarly, it appears that 

such a pattern may exist for the children of the self-employed. 

The self-employed pattern of work independence serves as a strong 

model for their daughters, and these are the girls who are most 

likely to succeed as innovators in career choice, so long as they 

are encouraged to think beyond the traditional feminine career 

modes. These are the girls who are likely to already have a 

strongly developed sense of environmental control, and \•;ill be 

exceedingly successful in a career whose total co;nm~tment is to 

managing the business environment. 

It is susgested that to identify such girls, the quickest 

and easiest predictor would be a measure of se:x role self-concept 

incorporating a locus of control dimension. This shoul~ be done 

in the ea.rly high school years, before the xx--ste:,.·eotype patten1s 

c:~:..: .csi .i:irmly fo1' both sexes, which appears to happen about mid 

teens. A measure in the first year of high ,;chool would b•.: of 

value :;n cons:icerinci educational choices in relation to the demancb 

of desired career choice. 

It is fur·:her suggested that discussion of sex-role stereotypes 

at this age level would be of great importance in making both uoys 

and girls aware of lhe implications of such ~;tereotypin~ in both 

career choice ru1d life styles for them both. If left until the 

liberal studies of the sixth form it may well be too late for the 

girl who has accepted unthinkingly the traditional feminine concept 

of non-achievement. 
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSION 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the position of 

women in management, to look at objections and prejudice towards 

their being there, to find some evidence to support or refute such 

prejudice and to suggest some way of encourag.ing girls to consider 

a car·eer in management and business administration. 

Studies of managerial ability have shown the significant role 

of such factors as dominance, self-confidence, intelligence, good 

verbal skills, facility in interpersonal relationships, risk-taking, 

orsanisab onal skill and decision making. 

Campbell et al (1970) in reviewing research results suggest 

that from 30-50¼ of the variance in managemert effectiveness can 

be expressed in terms of these personal qualities, measurable by 

seJ.f-r2sponse tests. Furthermore it is reported that men rating 

high in overall success as managers, report backgrounds of a 

s·.;cces.s--oricnted life style, ericompassing academic achievement 

g.;_:,.-:. lc:,..,Gership at school and university, accepting responsibility 

early in life, and high ambition. 

I:: is the mc:..nagers with a task-oriented style of leadership, 

with <1 !Jlasculine or an aYJ.drogynous self-concept, who provide a 

base for reb'vit~ina the commonly expressed prejudice against t:he 

suitability of women for management positions. 

P:r·ejudice agajnst women in management has centred around the 

idea tha. t: they are too emotional, they ar·e illogical, and are more 

capable at organising details than an overall construct, qualities 

which ma]ces women's plc.1ce, if she must be in management, in the 

pers01rncl de.par tment. The results of the Managerial style test 

show that the style used by the majority of women is indeed of a 

high relati0n~,hip orientation. But a comparison with a male 

sample res•1l ts of Reddin ( 1975) reveals that they too score high 

on relationship, so that sex differences occur with the task 

orientation aspect. Fro:u such results it could be inferred that 

males are too c;notional to sucn'Pd in ma:nagemclt, but apart from 

the refutation that only females score high on relationships, 
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this is no1· an examination of male/female differences but instead 

a statemPnt of the feminine case. 

In rcs,'l.rd to the belief that women are illogical, it is 

interestin~J to note that women managers see themsel\ es as being 

very analytical. This is of course, no proof that they are 

ne\.·er illo~ i cal, and hds no bearing on whether overall the manager 

holds a femj nine, masculine or androgynous self-concept. But 

that all wo;aen mc:nagcrs view the,·nselves as analytical implies that 

they must see these qttalities cJ5 necessary in the management 

decisio.!."1 raa'cing process and consider that they are themselves 

ma1~in9 such decisions :i.n a logical manner. Thus they see them-

selves as confidently responding to the demanis of their manage

ment posi tir,YJ.. 

The hypc,thc~;is that wom,:n mar~agcrs in different occupations 

will exhjhit different managerial styles was not upheld, indicatin9 

that there is a tendency for women to use th~ High relationship-Low 

task style c",C~'C·SS si tuc.l:i.ons. But when the manctJeri2.l style was 

investigatert accordin~ to the sex of those supervised, a ~igh 

relationshiF--Hj :Jh tas1( ,,tyl e P111~~''.;ecl. 1-rhen woi:,cn s1i;::ervised men. 

Further inve~~ ti ~,ration eL cited the informa t.i on that these women 

were ,rnrkin~ in areas non-tradi ti ona] for woi:1en, leadin9 tc, the 

model of tile m,, ;culine-concept manager as a role innovator am; 

tradition breaJ •~r. Here is the wonK'n manas1er v1!10 cxhi bi ts 

flexibility ;:_n·:nal1a9erial style by integrati.,1g emotional a.sp1=cts 

of managemcnT; with the technical kr1c,1.-.1ledse requ.ired Por a more:: 

directive task oriented approach. So it cannot be concluded that 

there is one unique style of fe~aJc management and that is the 

only w::J.y that women managers will always 1!1anagc. Women in this 

sa.mple were considered to mr:.11age in a style which suited the expect-

ations of their subo:,dinates, and this varied in a.ccordancc 

with the sex supr.rvised, with a relationships orientation to the 

r., .. . . -'- 1. ~ - .. 
l'I...J.i" LHl.J'.':>t:: 

women who ~rp tas~ oriented in rnan~gerial style i~ could be said 

thar they re~;pol1d accorclin9 to the demanrls of thr:,r par·tic:u.lar 

mcma(Jeria1 si1:u,1tioJ1, but they are considered Lo 1.>e pr:1'snnally 

mo1'f: clirecti\'C in that they al:.~o endorse the ac1.Ion or·iented 

con,pct,,nc:y clu:;tcr in their ~;elf-concept. 
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The hypothesis that female managers would present an androgynous 

self concer·t was upheld, with only a small percentage of women wholly 

endorsing ~tereotypic feminine characteristics. The self concept of 

the majority of wome:.n in management of this sample embodies the 

characteri~tics listed as vitally necessary prerequisites for male 

managerial success, so it cannot be said that women view themselves 

as lacking in the qualities listed by most researchers as promoting 

managerial ability. These mana9ers see themselves as quite capable 

of risk taking and as possessing the assertive decision making 

qualities usually attributed to m<',n. Their task or:i entation mana9er

ial style score indicates that they are indeed using these abilities 

in the mar.:-,9ement situation, so it may be !::;a:id of these women, thcJ.t 

they Hdnk and act as mar..agers, rather than as v:omen in a managernent 

situation. 

Business leadership in the past 112.s been almost an exclusively 

male calling, and even then not forall men, but only for the most 

aggressive, talented and achievement oriei1ted few wh,) could make 

it to the tcp. Undoubtedly, thjs does not seem the place for the 

But it is also no 

longer the place for the aggressive dominating male, who is as 

J.j kely to be h,effecti ve in manasring the better educated more 

participati.ve ,jriented work force of the p:cesent. The crux of U1e 

whole argnrnc,nt is not that some women are 1msui ted to ma2iagement 

nor that some 1:1en are equally unsuitable, ht, t that milnagers are 

people who reqnire specific characteristics and abilities to be 

effective, and that people includes both females and males. 

So managerial selection and training procedures sho1,1ld not 

be sex restricted. Women have frequently fourid that promotion 

is slow, and that their junior males are sent on training courses 

while they are overlooked. People who are already intelligent 

and respon'c;ible, and who can present a record of achievP.ment when 

and both ma.1~~ an..d females v!il1 respc:nd bc~nc.ficic:.lly to challenging 

organisc1tional P.nviromnents. Women do make career commitments which 

will allow them to make use of their training and will be as likely 

as yow19 men to repay the orgc.tnisation's jnve';trnent in tlw:ir trainino 
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and experience, as long as they do not find that they encounter 

the invisible ceiling of opposition to female advancement. 

Most employers have been getting along alright without female 

managerial personnel. They may just be negative and unthinking 

until forced to do so by anti-discrimination laws, or be strongly 

antagonistic and prejudiced. It is still dif.ficul t for female 

managers to be accepted as person,., to be accfc•pted as possessing 

the strengths and weaknesses which all people possess in some 

degree and to have the chance to develop these according to 

environmental and work needs, rather than in according to the 

mi1.le-female dichotomy of prescribed sex-role definitions. 

From an employers point of view the stron9cst argument f••r 

the acceptance of women in man9gemcnt positions is that the 

characteristics of ad:ninistrative and leader::;hip ability are a 

scarce resource, and society cannot afford tlle ui1der-v.til:i zation 

of ability which occurs :i..f opportuni ties are denied to some human 

beings on the basis that they are the wrong sex. 

There are ongoj ng changes :i.n the social attitudes re\·,a:cding 

~•x;__ t:·.b7_r:: and proper women's work, as well as cc;-1tinuing a,1d 

growing acceptance that w~nen also gain in self-actualization 

thro1.1sil, carc-:.r commitment. And women who have made such a career 

co,rtmjtment are unlikely to leave it behind ar.d enter full time home 

makinsi if they marry. There is a grow:ing trend for childle~,s 

marriages bctw~en career oriented people, or for a one or two child 

fa'l1ily. Women who already posse~;s and use the competent abilities 

required of management po~;i tions, shou.ld ha\·e no difficv.l ty in 

using their ability t0 or9anise a life style combining work and 

family c01mni tmcL, s. The prejudice that it is u:;eless to train a 

womcm because she will leave and murry is perhc1.p.3 one of the most 

dc,~p rooted anti-female attitudes held by those male members of 

the upper echelons of an organisation selecting partid pants for 

............ : .... : .,.., , ... - .... .-..~·· ..... -..... ,, 
\..1 Cl.L.11.Lll~ }'-1- V~J. CJ.J\L:.:>e 

abil.i. ty rn1_1:;t he sel.ected. and enco,_,~raged to develop the; r potl'nt:i al 

to tl!e fulJ.. The young man selected may lec1.ve for another company 

wi1:i.cl1 he: consi dcrs offers better pro-:.:pccts but so :nay a young wo.:1an, 

and while it is true that on]y wo;ncr: w:i.11 require mc:tie:!·'nity leave, 

thi'~ is likely to be .fo:r as short a pcx·:iod a~; po'._;,;ihle for the wc:nan 
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who is receiving satisfaction in her car,~=r commitment. Such a 

woman who has demonstrated responsibility in her work is unlikely 

to heedlessly become pregnant without co~sidering all the implicat

ions of her work, promc,tion, career pattE:rn and a combined family 

life. 

There is unlikely to be an overwbelming rush of women into 

management positions. There j s no real tr2,d:i tion of women in 

leadership in business, an- even in such feminine dominated 

occupations as school teachin~;, the executive positions are held 

largely by mcn. The changing attitudes and aspirations of women 

is producing an increasing ~~upply of potential feinale rnanasers, 

but j t is questionable tlJ2t more wor:1en will i1ctually move towcffd 

managerial careers without special encourc1ge,;1~nt and support. 

One reason for so few worr.en in management i", their lcJ.ck c,f cc0:uca.1. -

icm. \.'ery ft'W \<'C%f:n c.'..o ei:,ter Busi:1cc'-, A<.'.:,1inj_straUon courses, 

and they just can,,ot expect to be l1ircd for jobs without the 

necessary educ2,U on and f":xpertisc. Law enf·:."!\'Cement for e,~;;;_.,J i ty 

for \•:omen, will me2m that ccw1panies v•i1J. be ";ooking for ancl ,.':i i_liHS 

to accept wome:1, so that opportunities will be there~ for the won1 an 

who h<1s prep2cred hu-:;elf. 

The biggest obstacle to women entering management lies within 

themselves. They need to overco;ne their ind:,ctrination of cL:'valu

ation bcccu,,se they are female, their inten1a~_izaticn of a sex-role 

stereotype that limits their options for self-developments, and a 

lack of self-esteem which sinks to its lowest ebb between eighteen 

to twcnty--tw,J yeai'S of a0e, when career plans should be bi'Ought to 

frui hon, all of which leadc, to a lack of self-conf::.(1ence, rein.fo::--·n.·cJ 

by the lifelong spectre of the model of the succcssfu1 person as 

masculine. That som12 women e:rc 1~ot cppi·essed by all · thi::·se pr-ec~svres 

and do not S'J.ccumb, sinkin0 forever :i.nto the wj fe and mother routine 

of subLi:·b:ia, is the 011ly hope of providing role mc.dels of female 

achiPvement anct self-actualization i11 tile: economic climate of OHr 

worl:-orj en ted, wagc earning culture. 

Thc,;e \v,:,r,1el'J h.:civc rnaria~J t'.'-7. fo1· Lhcrnselvc:; the h1'eak thn;'.<;h in 

the competency achievement veJ''',US the fem:inine clcpcnclcncy cuni i:ict, 

throu~1h the development of a ~;ense of sclf-idcnti ty o.nd CLVJ rrm:1ccnti:il. 
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control. This sense of mastery begins early in childhood and is 

the crucial factor which makes of a girl a career achiever or 

home oriented. Attitudes are shaped early in life, and when 

girls learn that greatest recognition and rewards are given to 

men's· work and life style they plan their actions accordingly. 

Many see no other way but to ally themselves to a male and gain 

their identity throug:1 him. Others, far fewer in number, take 

the masculine competency cluster into their own self-concept. 

In this study the masculine· concept manager is the m,:.>del of 

competency, achievement and career innovation araongst the fer:1ale 

managers in the sample. She is also significantly younu_er and 

better edvcc:.ted for her managerial role. 

It has been suggested that women in managL~mE:nt who endorse a 

masculine sc::lf-concept may well face an identity crisis later in 

their career with the realization thi:lt competency has smothered 

their femininity, so that although they have achieved innovatively, 

they have not yet resolved the compctency-feli:inini ty conf.Lict to 

become c1 fully functioning person accepting both male and f,-raal e 

:::~·;=• . .r·n 1.:i:cristics within themselves. 

If this is indeed so, it may be considered that it is the 

androc;~rnous women who arc more at peace wi r.h ti1eir concept of 

their:selves, and it is these women in this sample who have 

combined famil·; and \•.rork responsibilities. It is sugge~.ted that 

such conflict ~hat is likely to aris~ for the masculine concept 

wc;,net1. has to do, not so much with marriage, but with children .• 

All women reported a love of children, surpd !:'ingly so for one 

of the cries of the liberationists is, that being female does 

not irnply being maternal. But there are emotional rewards from 

a farnily, and i-t may well be that at a later st~1 ue in their lives, 

the women who h~we achieved so much in their careers, may well 

feel tha.t thic, has cost them something regarded as the essence of 

¥eminin1ty. Doubtless this conflict could be lessened if there 

was nl) suygi::~;l:i.CJ!l Lhat a woman ought to r-etire from a promising 

career fo1· child rearing, if maternity leave did not co::;t her 

her job, and if child care centres or the employment of home 

help was more read_i_J.y acceptable in New Zec.tland. For such 
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ind:ividual1 stic self-determining women,much of the conf1.ict could 

rather r,l~te to being transformed into part of the wife and 

mother syndrome implicit in marriage. For such women, mother-

hood as so::_o parents may well satisfy their femininity without 

sacrifice cf a career orientation. There is a sljght movement 

in this direction, but very little acceptance by ~.ociety. 

It is suggested that for the majority of women managers, 

work competency reinforcement would provide rewards beyond 

conflict, and that in fact, for the masculirie concept women 

such conflict was resolved long ago. Their life hi.-~tory is of 

mastery and independence, leading while yov.ng to identification 

with the masculine co:npetency cluster. But for the maYly other 

women who do fc.tCP. co.nflict between competency and fe!nj nini ty, the 

resolution process should have begun long before, to enabJe them 

to accept the idea, that as a woman, they could also be an 

achievi11g person. 

This re1earch has presented some jdeas for identifying tte 

girls likely to f::.nd in manage:nent a chcJ.'J engin~J and rewarc.1in_; 

career. For those ui:,:1.s \,l10 ':2j-3'o.'l c,arJ.y a self-fulfiJl:ing 

pro0ra1TI o::'m3.stcrin\1 their environment, then managins lhe basiness 

environment becomes a logical career prosJression. But it is 

feared that schooJ.s do not encourage such ractical departures for 

.fe:nale pupils, therefore it is important tbc,.L men a.;'ld women are 

themse1ves aware of the possible option'; fen- their daughters for 

unle~;s they al~,o p:covide support and encol1.rctgement, it is unrec:oscm

able to cri tici.se ~;chool ca.rec::· advisors as being sex-typed j n their 

reccn.mf:nda ti on s. 

There is a1so a need for exploratioa of sex-role stereotype-:: 

and !;elf-concept in the school curricuh:rn, fo1· the ~;irl with 

notior,,; of career orientation, can be r.o ca~iJ )' c',efec:,tcc1 by her 

peers, maJ.e and female, who accept unquestioning]y t!-Je:i.r parents 

views of llo!ne-mothcrs and working father,,. It is thus impe1'u.tive 

that bot.h sexes ~u.vc opporlLmit:ies to discus!:, a11d cxplort~ throtisih 

liberal studies courses, career options, role expectations, marriage 

and life styles which will affect them both. There ncerts to be 

emph,i•;:i.5; on persona.I fulfil lmcnt and und ··rsta.11di119 u.f the rei,a1-d•; 

of career commitment, the feclinss of 1,ir]s expP.c-tcd to dc:11y 
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themselves such rewards when they marry, and the narrowness of 

the female expectation of a short working life, frequently in 

low status Nork, and then motherhood as the ultimate goal. 

Education :cegarding family life, as a joint commitment, is 

important to help both young men and young women make informed 

choices re9arding career commitment for both which will continne 

through marriage and family life. 

Research shows that women do possess the competence clu::,t,:r 

of characteristics necessary to succeed as a manager, untrammelled 

by excess emotionality, but thr:y must take advantage cf the 

opportuni tie,.; of.feri:ocJ for management education. Nev! Zealand 

has long had a tradition of on the job experience as preferable 

to tllcorelic3.l manc,.Jement trai_n.iniJ, but thjs reguirew~nt is 

gradually chanqi110 as compani_e:; become bigger and have more 

scope fOi' qradt,atc~:, and as they become 1:1ore complex and of 

necessity require more specialised skills. Women wto llave :r,o 

tradition of experience to offer must present themselves with the 

requi_,;j tc a11 d pertinent trainin'.J in bus.irn~ss admin:i st:ration. A 

scarce 1-:3.ler.~ vill not l_ie rejP(·t"•d b':'C'aus2 of its biological 

pa_ckaq i 1.1'.J 2L·1 ~ r. a C0'.!.!1 try sho•·t of tra1-ned personnel, tl1Ci.'e j s a 

place for w~ner. 1n management in New Zealand. 
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APPENDIX 1 

EXECUTIVE ANALYSIS QUESTIONNAIRE 



SECTION 1: 

146 

EXECUTIVE POSITION ANAL VSIS 

DIRECTIONS 

The executive Positions Analvsis Test Ouestionaire contains eighty sets of four statements labelled A, B, C, 
and D. 

You are asked to select two statements in each set which best describe WHAT YOU ACTUALLY DO IN THE 
JOB YOU NOW HAVE. This is very important. 

All those who complete the test are 
the statements apply exactly to you. 
seem less effective or undesirable. 

fac!?d with the same sets of choices. Sometimes vou know that none of 
However, for each set pick the tvvo statements that fit best, even if all 

As an example, a manager being tested thought that statements B and D in set 1 were an accurate self. 
description. The statements B and D beside set 1 are then circled. 

I:, this manner, proceed to select two from all eighty set of statements, circling your choices for each item. 

A 

This executive fc!lows company 
Policy and procedures vvhen deal· 
ir.g with ,taff advisors. 

This executive feuls it is not 
usually worth the effort to 
co-operate with stsff advisors. 

This executive bc!i(?vcs in encou
raging ali concinned to present the 
company to the pub I ic in a good 
light. 

-· 
This e.><ecutive beli!:?ves in main• 
ta!ning good cust.::)mer rel~~tion~ 
sh,ps even at hic,h cost to the 
colTl(;any. • 

B 

This executive believes in the team 
approach to the extent of bel!eving 
mo,t problems are best solved that 

1 

This executive believes that proper 
treatrr.ent of people is more 11nportan 
than productivity. 

2 

This executive thinks good control 
techniCtue:; an:.: i1n1u:i9 th!.! iT1ost im
portent keys to high productivi(V. 

This executive tends to dominate at 
meetings. 

4 ____________ ...._ ________ -

C 

This executive watches the irnplernent
ation of plans by individu;,ls and gives 
direct assistance and guidance where 
needed. 

D 

All inter·rlepartmental differences in 
which this executive is involved are 
solved jointly. 

Thisexecutive v,:atches imple,,,ent;:;tion This executive seems i;nerestad only 
of plans closely, points out errors and in the task at some meeting:; and oniy 
criticizes where necessary. in relationships at others. 

This executive believe~ a fundamental This executive emphasizes re.3ular evalt 
gcal of 1hc fit r., is ~v Lrt:c:.tc cust,)ffill!rS. r-tion, mzasurelnsnt ond r&".dcv·,: of per~ 

fl-)rmance. 

This executive keeps an eve on the imple- 1 his executive avoids cor.flict even ~+1 

mentation of plilnS but does not i,lway$ acing it could bo useful. 
take action wh;;n i l is most needed. 



A 

lfhi5 executive personally sets high 
butput standards for self and others 
~nd works hard to see that they 
are rnet. 

------
This cxccut 0ve directs the work of 
sub\.Ordin3tc;,; enc..: discourages devia-
(ions from p!ans, 

i.-----

1his executive uses meetings to 
arrive at the best possible deci~ions 
to ·uhic:1 everyone is comrTilttecl. 

VVhile o~Jj:?.ctives are usual!v very 
clear. t'.·1 :s executive al!ov•Js them 
to be quite too~c so that they are 
net always a good guide. 

- ------··---

This <executive believes formal meet 
ings ar(! the best one~ 

._ _______ 
--

This e,ecutiv2 has no opinion, one 
lfl:e',' or thG other, about the learn 
apprcac:·1 to rnunagcrnent. 
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B 

This executive treats errors primarily 
as opportunities for everyone to learn 
and is prepared to look openly at own 
errors. 

-5 

_ This executive sometimes encourages 
new ide,,s but does not always follow 
up too many of them. 

6 

Th is executive believes the best way 
to maintain good union realtions is 
for both sides to follow the ogreement 
just as it is written. 

7 
--·--·----·--·-.. --

This ex,~cutive does not seem interested 
in ni~etin~JS even when they might be 
useful. 

8 

C D 

This execuii;e believes in si mply follow When this executive is res;Jonsible fo, 
ing with the pianning many others are invo!ved 

also. 
ing past pra•;tice when deal 
19encral pub' ic. 

-------,f----------------
This executive does not see m interested This executive communicates with 
in ariy ki11d of control proc edures. oth,)rs so as to maintain good relation

ships above all else. 

This executive is respomiv 
proposals for modifying pl 

e to sound l his executive personaliy set clear obio 
ans, is open tives that are understood by all thos/ 0 

to suggestions, end is alwa ys willing involved. 
to hf:lp. 

-- -------,~------------------. 
This executive goes out of 
co-operate with staff adv;s 

the way to When disagre~ment arises this exect•:
ors, to make ive ta:,~s u firm stand. 

them feel that t~cy are ne eded. 

---·---·- ---

Th is ext~cut ive successfully motivates 
others to set their own clPar objectives 

9 
. 

This executive bel;eves that the general 
public must be kept content at all timei 
ev~n though productivity might fall. 

10 

This executi,·e is open to s uggestions 
from other departments on d uses what 

the best is personally believed to be 
ideas. 

This executive thinks the! Jest way to 
,e an introduce cl,ange is to mal 

announcern•:nt and then I et people get 
on with it. 

This executive has both methods an:J 
output under const~~nt review and 
changes in them Bre rc,guiarly implem- _ 
ented as needed. -' 

This executive: ~iay~ thJt. good relatio.-,. 
ships with the custor,wr should ex,,t 
but does not clvvays do .::!s r.1uch .;1s 
could be done lo help matters. - ------- - --------!'-----------------·~•-r 

This executiv~ understands and co-
operat~s well vvith staff advisor~. 

~---
This exec1.!tive tolerates dl~viotions 
in itnr>lcn·ieiHii\g plans if this \.Viii 
ave;· t u i'1plea~Dii t ,-;<~!'S. 

This ex~~cut i'.,1t~ resptcts unions and 
ha5 their rcsptic:t. lhough1s on 
union-nianagcinent re:ations arc 
Put over eff~ctively. 

1"::is c;-;:ecutivc beiicve~ in '1 011e 
Person. Ono Job, V'l~!t Don~" 

Thi~ e:xe•.::utives' actual relation-
ship!l ,._;:,1ith union repre~•~•n\;•!tives 
den1on!:.irato 'l comrnitin":f!rH to 

~~.'t1S.~..ilr,s,~ k:~~lfY-1 _::1.rJ~.:__ 

This e.,:ecutive works well with higher 
level 1nanagernent and ensures that 
they know exactly what the job 1s 
at1out. 11 

This ex11cutive tends to avoic1 c-r to ar-
gue w11h staff acivi::;ors thinking they 
oiten kriow little of the practical side 
of things. 

12 

This executive informs all concerned 

When this e>:ecutive is 1nv 
plans made reprr;,;ent the 
of all conce, ned. 

olved the 
best thinking 

This executive h3s some in t.erest in 
not always 
ivity some-

high proclL1ctivity but it is 
appa,ent ancl thus product 
times suffers. 

--· 

This executive believes th at errors 

'"" "''"""" o< ""' ""~''-'" rnacg,

1 
~o>d be mmom,, ,, ''°' 

?,nd gives them an opportun1iy to in- follovvc)d established rules 
f!ue,1ce the proposed change. ures. 

13 

1le sirnp1y 
and proced-

This executive responds t-' disagrEe
ment and conflict by rcfe,ring to rul:;
and procedures. 

This executive shows little conce1·n 
about errors and usually does little to 
correct or reduce them. 

This executive keeps everyone info:-ir.~ 
ed of wtlilt is thouriht they need to 
know in order to do th,,i, job better. 

This executive wants to co-operate This executive makes man 
with uni0p r-cpresent;_:~tivpc; but some•- at n1retin9s :::nd f!nt:ourage 

y suggestions When conflict arises this executive 

tm,es puts little effort into doing so. 
. 1)1-

-----
1·his ex<:>CU t ive int roduccs cha11ges 
formally and follo,•1s closely any est-
ablishccl procedures. 15 

do the s<1mc. 
s others to helps those gr?-ch.t?. 11y ~o no on~ wi!! 1 

This executive does not sh ow too 
ng good 

)C>VC. 

much interest in maintaini 
relationships with thme at 

b,:,come upset. 

Thi~ executive thin¥s that union renrt 
sentatives are a nu1~ance and prAfer·~: 
have little to do with them. 



A 

his executive personally sets high 
utput standards for self and others 

and works hard to see that they 
re met. 

This execut ive directs the work of 
sub\.d:rdi:,atr.~ anrJ discourages devia~ 
tior.s from plans. 

This executive uses meetings to 
arrive a~ the best possible deci~ions 
to ·Nhich everyone is comrnitted. 
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B 

This executive treats errors primarily 
as opportunities for everyone to learn 
and is prepared to look openly at own 
errors. 

5 

This executive sometimes encourages 
new ide,,s but does not ~lways follow 
up too many of them. 

Th is executive believes the best way 
to maintain good union realtions is 

6 

for both sides to follow the agreement 

C 

his execuii,1e believes in simply follow 
ing past prn,;tice when dealing with the 
eneral pub'.ic. 

This executive does not seem interested 
in ar,y ki11d of control procedures. 

This execvtive is responsive to sound 
proposals for modifying plans, is open 
to suggostions, and is always willing 

just as it i:; written. 7 to help. 

D 

When this executive is responsible ~o, 
planning many others are ir.vo!ved 
also. 

This executive communicates with 
oth~rs so as to maintain good relation
ships above all else 

This executive personally set clear obje 
tives that are understood by all those 
,nvolved. 

1-------------------··-·------·--- ·------------- ---·------------~f------------------

While <hjectives are usual!y very 
cl£:ar, t!1i~ executive al!c1\.V$ them 
to b~ quite loo:-~ so that they are 
not alw;,iys o good guide. 

-----· ·-----

This P.xecutive believes formal meet 
ings arc the best one!.. 

This ex?.cutive does not ~cem interested This executive goes out of the way to When disagreement arises this execu:-
in nwetings even when they might be co-operate with stc1ff advisors, to make ive ta! , <?S a firm stand. 
useful. them feel th;n tr.cy are needed. 

8 

Th,s <!x,1cutive successfully motivates 
others to set their own clrar objectives 

This executi,·e is open to suggestion; 
from other departments and uses what 
is personally bet ieved to be the best 

9 ideas. 

This executive has both methods anrJ 
output under const~~ nt review a,,d 
changes in th8m are r,:;gJiarly imp(ern-
en led as needed. ,.. 

~----------------·-----------------------; 
This executive has no opinion. one 
WG',' or thz other, about the f'Ga!n 

approach to rnunagcrnent. 

This executive undc,rstands and co 
operates well vvith staff advisor~ .. 

This cxecl.!tive tolerates dt~vi,1tions 
in im;lk-n-tentiiig pinns if th is :.viii 
aven uilpleasar,t,·, ~rs. 

This ex~cuti-.•t1 respe.cts union"i ond 
has their respt•c:t. lhough1s on 
urilon-,r,anagcrns=nt re:ations are 
Put over eff~ctively. 

T!tis ·t:xccutive beiieve$ in "One 
Pci!'"son, Ont JDb, \AJ~!I Done" 

This excct1t!vr.s' actual rel:Jtion
ships v:..rith union repre~.r·ntatives 
demon5iratc i1 comrnittn-:fHH to 
r'1'1o ti' \ ~ - t.,.. ., •• t,,. . ...n;.-. ,.1,,.,__ • ..:i:!f.o_--'tlf;y.J f-:.u-u~ . 

Th is executive believes that the general 
public must be kept content at all time 
evin th::iugh productivity might fall. 

10 

This executive thinks the best way to 
introduce cl,angc is to make an 
announcern,"nt znd then let people get 
on with it. 

This executive say, tha1. good r,1iatioc, 
ships with the customt>r should exiq 
but doPs not ?l~'Voy~ do 2s r.1uch 35 
could be donr. to help matt.ers. 

.--------------------·-------- ------------!·-----------------
Thi, e.,ecutive works well with higher 
level 1nondgemt!nt and Hn5ures that 
they know exactly what the job is 
about. 11 

This e,,,cutive tends to avoid c-r to ar
gue with staff aciviiors thin!~in9 they 
often know little of the practical side 
of things . 

12 

This executive informs all concerned 
vvell in ?.dv,,nce of any possible change. 
and ~1ives them an oppo<tunity to in
flucnc:P. the proposed change. 

13 

T'iis c,xecutive wants to co -operate 
vvith uni0r, rc,presentctivf'<. bur somP
timc,s puts little effort into doing so. 

llt 

This executive introduces ch::tnges 
forma!ly and follo,•1s closely any 1!St· 
abli~hcd procedures. 15 

When this e,:ecutive is involved the 
plans rnade reprn::ent the best thinking 
of all concerned. 

This executive has some interest in 
high produ,:livity but it is not always 
apparent anci thus productivity some
times suffers. 

This execu1ive believes that errors 
would be minimal if people simply 
followed established rules and proced· 
ures. 

This executive responds t '.I disagree· 
rnent and cor:flict by rcfe,·ring to rul~-· 
and procedures. 

This executive shovvs ·1 ittle concern 
tlbout errors and usuai:y does little to 
correct or reduce them. 

This executive keeps everyone info ... ,1~0 

ed of what is thought they need to 
know in order to do their job better. 

Thi, executive makes many suggestions When conflict arises this executive ,c 
.at mr.-etings Hnc-f t.'n•:ourages others to ht~lp s those gr~du?.Jiv so no on':" v,.,i:: 
do the S<1rne . become upset. 

This executive does not show too 
much interest in maintaining good 
relationships with those above. 

This executive thinks that union reprt 
sentatives are a nuisan ce Hnd pr~fcr!t: 
have little to do with 1hern. 
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~-------------·r------ -----------.----------------,---------·-----
IT);is cxesutive does try to keep an 
open ch3nnel of commu11ication 

l~,th othe;·s, it i5 not always suc
!cessfull;, open. 

rt,is executive thinks that things 
go tiest ,vhen subordin:JtP.s under
_1tand and follow the duties iri 
•their job do'.;crip_t!on. 

·this 1xocutive dc,es not gi ... ,e us mu':h 
,priority BS sho1.,;lrJ i)~ in 1w1intilin-

·-t:Ois executive believes the value of 
creativity, change. and innovation is 
often overemphasized. 

16 

This executive p rcp3res those affected 
by a change by talking with them well 
in advance. 

l'7 

This executive prefers to let each in
dividuai make own plans as Ieng as 
they do not in'terfere with the plans of 
othns. 

18 

This executive tries to avoid disagree
ments with higher mJnagement ev1,n 
thouah this may lower own or sub
ordi,{ates productivity. 

This executive believes in the team 
approach h<.it also believes a good team 
needs a good leader who knows what 
they' re doing. 

This p,xecuti\'C thinks that union 
representatives arc a nuisance and 
prefers to have I ittle to do with the 

This executive keeps an eye on the 
:rnplernentation of plans and resporn 
quickly to, and solves any blockage~ 

------ ---- - --------------------

Dev i2tio11s from the specific object
iv.e:; set for others are ditcouraged. 

This e,:ecutive likes the idea of team 
work hut often is not able to find w,
to app:y it. r, gocd rel~:ionsh ip, with other 

partn1~r1t5. 

-t---------------------+-- --------------------1------------------

is o:-:ecutive maintains open trllst:. 
109 cornrnunicGtion channels with 
ftifl''r' fl 

Thi:: execitivc plans well and con
centrates primarily on own good ideas 
and assigns individu~1! responsibilities. 

I ~ 

This executive derno11strates that hioh 
output is expected from subordinat;,s 
yet recog,-,ises and co,isiders individual 
differances. 

This executive be!ieves th;:,t the best 
mec;sure of output is a ccmparisor, 
based on norms prev;ously est,:bl i,hf. 

c·-----------------;~----------- ---·-- -------····-- -----·-----------!·- - ---------------" 

~This executive goes ou: of the way 
1fo co-operatr with union rcprnsent
llive, and to kei,p them happy as 

'P.,lj'. • !, 

I 1r---· 
Ii This cx~c,,tive informs all concernrd of tile ,-ea son for a change. 

This executive wants to do own job wit~ 
as litCe interference frorn those above 

This executive nccepts the fact that 
0ne can learn from errors but only 
0ccasio11ally is this put to use. 

This executive thi11ks that the idea of 
setting overall objectives can be ove;-
done. a, po;sible. _ 20 I ,----+---------

This executive tries to resolve conflict 
as q1.,;:.:kly as possible by uncovering 
its u!lderly i ng causes. 

21 

Once p I ans are mnde th is executive 
makes sure·their implementation 
follows the o iginal plan very closely. 

This executive believes that the opin: 
of customers arc of prime concern '.o 
the company. 

--------------·---ii----------------------1,------------------

IIThis executive believes the job is 
I to $Upolv a product <inci the feel
l i_n9s of customers shouk! have little 
\ ellect on self or on company 
POl1L', 

Ti.is exec:utive is constantlv on the 

1
1 \\:itch for new, useful ancl prorJucr· 

ive idc-:,as from any sourC(-! and dev
elopes rnr~ny nevv ideas. 

-,his c),ec1_,:ive makes an effort at plan
r,ing but the p!sns do not always work 
out. 

22 

This executive thinks that the team 
approi3cL is of use ai t irncs but that 
fornial rneetings accornpli~h as much 
or even rl1ore. 

23 

This executive has little sympathy or 
interest in unions and what they stand 
for. 

This executive is effective in encour
agi11g trusting union-management 
relationships. 

This ,;;xecutive believes that team m~ 
ings are good prirr13rily lwcause thev 
get people to talk together mor<::. 

This executive makes clear to suborc 
in~tes what is c,x:iected of them, sho 
ing that efficiency and productivity 
are valued. 

r-----------------t-------------------------;---------------------- ------ -----------

Whcr, dco!irig v\:ith 3vbordlnc;tc;j 
I 1his executive atternPts to corn-

I bine both t~sk and relations!iifJ 
ConsidenJtions but one c.,:- the other 

i 
I 

often suffers. 

This executive does not seem as inter~~sted 
as might be in the actuai 1rnplernentat· 
10n of decisions. 

24 

This executive likes n,eetings to run 
harmoniously. 

This executive evaluates individuals 
persono!ly; frequentiy points out the 
good a~d bad points and criticizP.s · 
where necessary. 

j-------------·--·-----------------·-----1-------------------,-·-

Th;s executive believe~ that tight 
Controls are a sound wav to in

lease p,c,.:iuctivi ty . 

This executive-:' encourn9e$ others to 
evaluate their own PP.rforr11ance, a:1 well 
as the executive's perforrnur1ce. 

25 

Thi~ executive believe~ that the com
.,any should first produce a good pro
duct and then get th(~ c:u~ton1er to 
accept it. 

This executive ~ccs Slaff advi~ors 8S 
sources of con1petf!nt help nnd W•JI· 
comes suggestions f,om them. 



A B C D 
- ---

his executive thinks that the This executive thinks that many new This e~l!Cutive insists that others foll- This executive says that good relatici 

ctual introduction of a change ideas lead to unneccessary disagreemeni ow procedures exactly but sometimes ships with the general public are b,m 

equires little self-effort. and friction. objects if told to do so by others. 
eficial to the company but does littl, 

26 about maintaining them. 

This executive believes staff advisors 
This executive believes higher manage 

his executive seeks out new and ment is best seen as part of other taams This executive prefers to write out 
good ideas and motivates others to must prove that their suggestions will that should interlock effectively with communications with others. 
IJe as creative as possible. increase productivity. own team. 

27 
--

rrhis executive overlooks violations This executive believes in doing the This executive sometimes talks about this executive believes the company 

11 any kind if it help5 to make things job by oneself and prefers little involve· the problems of introducing change should have little or· no concern with 
un more smoothly. ment with managers of other depart- but does not always attempt to deal. the interests of the Qeneral public. 

ments. 28 with these problem5. 

--- ------ --- ·~~-

~Jhen facing contl ict th is executive This executive works with all concerne, The objectives this executive set are This executive believes that perform 

~lands own ground and tries to be to present the company in the best usually fairly clear though somewhat ance data is b0st fed bacf( to the in- · 

as persuasive as possible. possible light to the aeneral public. intlexiable. dividual concerned rather th,m to a 

29 
superior or a staff unit. 

- .. 

This executive believ~s that when This e ►:ecutive w~nts to improve own This executive thinks that planning is This executive prefers to co-operate 
ar, error occurs the person respons- rnlationship:; with supervisors but does not really as imp.ortant as some peopl, and thus ·avoid any disagreement wit,• 
ible should be rnprirnande•:J. not always take the action necessary. think. other departments. 

30 
- .. 

ta procedure or control is violated This executive believes.that formal This executive relationship with sub- This executive It.inks the best way t,. 
his executive concentrates on find· meetings are a perfectly.sound way to ordinates is e)'.cellent and is character- minimize errors i5 for thc,~e making 
ng out why. r,roduce new ideas. ised by mutual trust and respect. them to have their errors explained. 

31 

! This executi,·e allows subordinates to This executive seems more interestec This executive is willing to co- Thi;, executive could supply more use- set their own objectives according to. 
operate with staff .;dvisors but ful ir:formation to others than is done. their needs a,1d accepts 1hem even if 

in clay-to-day productivi t\' than in 
doe; not always do so. sorTmwhat ur>satisfactorv 

long-run productivity. 

32 --· --

This executive prefers to go through This executive understands and Cv· Tt.is executive both developes and This executive has an open comrnun-
the ri\Jht channels when working operates well with higher level m,mage· proposes many new ideas. ication channel with everyone on any 
with rr1<1na9ers ot ;,ssociated depart- ,nent. matter anp others have it with the 
ments. executive. 

33 

This executive is not too interested This executive treats subordinates with This executive thinks new ideas from 
~ ""'" '°'" '" """ '"'' '"""""' ir. improving productivity just for great kindness .and consideration. below are often ltiss useful than those tries to be fair but firm. 

its own sake. tram above. 
34 -

This executive works to maintain This exe<.:utive takes an active and use- This executive set objectives with 01h8's . . . . 
Qood re!ationships with other de- ful part ,n m~etings and uses them to which are clear and fully ;,g.-eed to by Th,s executive plans with a f,ne atter 
Part men ts. push successfully for own ideas. all those directly involved. ,on to detail. 

35 

This r,xecutive usually says that a This executive believes that what the This executive believes control tech- This executive does not show too mu, 
9Duc.l job has becm done whether or r1t?nernl public 1hinks should not in· niques a,e useful but establishes few interest in subordinates. 
not it was really satisfactory. fluencc the company unduly. 36 and violates some. 

- -
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A B C V 
•..,-~--·1_s_e_x_e_c_u-:-:t i_v_e_b_e_l_ie_v_e_s_t_h_a_t_a_l_l _e_m __ ----,c----------. ---------.-T-h_i_s_e_x_e_c_u_t..,i_v_e_b-eli _ e_v_e_s_t"'"h_a_t_t __ h_e_r_e_w_,i II 11s ex ecu t 1ve mo •.1v d res o the ii t ~- t , 

,,, This executive actively supports and 
.plovees should present the comp- promotes the team approach to manage be few problems between self and high output stando ·ds and enco•~~;;,:;-. 
inV to-the public _as being a good ment. higher management if proper procedures and supports them so that these hi-;'.• 
corporate c1t1zen. and channels are followed. standards are met. 

37 
l-----------------,--------------------r------------------1---------- --------
,":""' 

. ri,;, execu1ive see planning as a one
lllJl1 jc,b and does not usually in
volve other or their ideas. 

-------· 
This executive sets high self-standards 
ard encou rnges others to set high out
put standards. 

This executive talks about the import
ance of evaluation and review but does 
not always get involved with it as much 
as could be. 38 

This executive follows general com
pany policy in rnaintainin(l customer 
relationships. 

39 

This executive has little interest in self This executive believes that if an er'.= • 
or others maintaining sound relation- occurs it should be corrected in su~ 
ships with the customers. a vvay that no one 'Nill be L•pser. 

This executive think that most error 
arise for a good rearnn and it is better This executive kneps m~thods and:--_ 
to look for the reason than at the error put under const.;nt review and ma.~,-. 
itself. changes to ensure high output. 

, _________ _ -- - . . ---1-------------- -----+--------------------l-----

I T~,; executive wants to co-operate 
;1itl·, mana'.JNS of other departmcn_ts 
but this co-operation seldom works 
out as well as d~sired. 

I This ex2cuti,•e thinks that the team 
, aoproach is of use at times but 

that formal meetings accomplish as 
much or even rnore . 

This executive believes that evalui;tion 
and review are often overstr·essed. 

40 

This executive believes in encourag
ing all concerned to present the com
pany to the public in a good light. 

At the first sign of con-flict this execut
ive atternpts to smooth things over. 

This executive beliP.ves staff advisors 
must prove that their suggestions wil 
increase procluctiviry. 

This executive is not always as rec~:-· ... , 
ive as might be wl1en others com'1'•cr
icatc and is good at "shooting-dov-ri'· 
;deas. 

This executive sets object'ves wi~h 
others which are clear and fuli ·r o·ec;,., · 
to by all those directly involved. 

----------------- - - ----- - - --- - ---------f---------------------1----

1 
This executive is not too interested 
m irnp1~ving :·.rodL,..:~i 1_1 i1y just fer 
its own sake. 

I This exHsutivc corn,nunicates vvith This executive tt.?nds to avoid or to l;Vhen de:::!ing V\/ith su!:>orJinutes t t-" is 
others so as to m..1intain good relation- argue with staff advisors thinking that execu1i•;e attempts 'lC- combine L•:, t r 

- side of things but one or the other .uffus. 42 . I ships above ali else. they often know ,little of the prcct•c;:l task and rnlntionship cor~ideraticn: 

11~· --------------- -!--------------------- - -------------+-- ------------------
This executive beli<>ves in the team 
approach to the extent that of 
thinking mo'.,t problems are best 
solved that way. 

This executive watches the implemcnt
otio!l of pfons by individuals arid gives 
dire:t assistance and guidance where 
nee::!ed. 

I 43 

This exccuti1,,,1 demonstrates an 
expcctance of high output from 
subordinates yet recognises and 
considers individual differences 

The objectives set are usu:clly fojr :, 
clea1 though sornewh:it inllexible. 

-' -----------------1------------- - - -- ---- ----- - ------~-----1------------------
I 

This executive ullows subordinates 
I to set their own objectives accord· 

ing 10 their needs and accepts thcrn 
even if somewhat unsatisfactory. 

This executive, thinks new ideas from 
below are often it>ss useful than those 
from above. 

44 

This executiv€ wants to improve own 
relationships with supervisors but does 
not always take the action necessary. 

This executive sho\l'r.; littl~ conc!'r:i 
about errors an:! usually does little~;; 
correct or _reduce them. 

~~: ------ -----------1------------------,1--------··--- --------+-------------------

1 This executive both develops and 
! Proposes rnany new ideas. 

'------------------ --

1 This executive believes the job is 

This executiv<~ keeps tin eye 011 the 
implernentation of plans nnd rcspc.>rH.is 

1 quickly to Llnd solves. any block-
acµ~ 

'--. 

If a procedure 0 ,- control is violated This exec.u1ive believes that the best 
this executive concentrates on finding meas(jre of output is a comparison 
out why. 45 based on norms previously eswblished. 

This executive believes thut forrnal 
rneP.tings ore .:l perfect!\,' sounrJ WQY to 
produce new icjcas. 

47 

This executive maintains 01:n·n trusting 
communicotion channeb ·Nith every
one. 

This executive believes that the op, ,: 
ions of customers are of prime C0!1~e- • 
to the company. 

This executive believes that all em
ployees should present the ccrr-02r,y 
to the public as being a gooci corpc,-. 
ate citizen. 



A 

JhiS executive sometimes talks 
\bout the problems of introducing 
change but does not always attemp 

, 10 de,,1 with these problems. 

I 1his ex8cutive introduces changes 
'formally and follows closely any 
establ ishcd procedures. 

This e>:ecutive thinks that the 
~ctual introduction of a change 
requires little of own effort. 

t 
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B 

This executive does not give as much 
priority as should be in maintaining 
good relationships with other depart-
ments. 48 

This executive successfully motivates 
others to set their own clear objectives. 

49 
, ... 

At the first sign of conflir.t this execut-
ive atHJ:npts to smooth things over. 

50 
.. ---· 

1 his executive seeks out nevv and 
~d ide;;s ;_ind motivates others to 

' as crcotive as pozsible. 

This execu t ive bel:cves 1 h.it prnpe 
treatn-.ent of people is rnorc impor 

r 

tant. th~n productivity. 

Tiiis cxecuti,_,e personally sets high 
oulput standard; lor SPlf and othN 
,md w-:-1·b hard to see thut they 
are r.1ct. 

s, 

This exr:~ut:ive plans weil and concent-
rates prirn;1rily on own good id1:~as and 
a~signs individuc:il responsibilities. 

51 
----

This executive believes that t'Vhat the 
general public thinks should not in-
lluenr:e the company unduly. 

52 

This executive sees staff advisors as 
sources of coinpetent help and wel• 
comes sugrJestions from-them. 

53 
·- ----------· 

I 

I 

,Thi~ executive thinks 1he best w~y 
:10 introduce ch3r1ge is to rr1ake r.1n 
l,,announcern::nt and then let people 
t:get on with it. 

' -· 

This executive uses meetings to 
arrive at the best possible decision 
to which everyone is committed. 

s 

Ii 

This execu1ive ttilks ahout the irn-
1 Portance o1 evaluation and revic-iw 

[
but does not nlw,iys qet involved 
Wrth ,t as much as he mrght. 

This executive believes that tight 
j con~ro!s_ a.,e a sound way to incre2 

ii ProGuctivity. 
.se 

1: 
,1 

~ 
ihis--executi·H! ha~ r.o opinio~1. on 
Way or the other. ;ibout the team 
approach to mani3iJP.n1ent. 1..._ __________ _ 

e 

I 
This executive is wiiling 10 co-operate 
\l'Jl(h swff advisors but doe!i not always 
do so. 

54 
---

Once p!ans are rn0de this executive 
makes sure their implementa1ion 
follows the origiml µIan very closely. 

55 
---- .. 

This executive could supply more use-
lul informiltion to others thvn is done. 

56 
--

I his executive thinks that rnost errors 
arise for a good re~son cJnd it is better 
1.0 look for the re~son th:rn :it the 
error i'iself. 

57 
·--

This executive tr,e, to introduce very 
gradually so no one will become upset. 

58 

C D 
-

This execL:tive believes that if an error This executive sees planning as a one-

occurs it-should be corrected in such person job and does not usually invoi\i. 

a way tha·: no one will be upset. others or their ideas. · 

This executive believes in the team 
. This executive believes higher manag~: 

ment is best seen as part of other te?.:-:-
approach but also believes a good team 

that should interlock effe::tively with 
needs a good leader who knows what own team. 
they're c'oing. 

This executive thinks that union repre· This executive likes the idea of team 
sentatives ar~ a nuisance and prefers work but often is not able to find wsy 
to have lit tie to do with them. to applv it. 

: 

This e,:ccutive tries to resolve conflict This executive believes the way to rn;,1 

3s quick!\' ilS possible by uncovering tain good union realtions is for both 

its· underlyi n9 causes. sid3S lo follow the Dgreement just~, 
it is writ1en. 

This e>(ecutive seer.is interested onlv This executive has little symp~:hy or 
in the task at some meetings 2nr:I only interest in unions and v,,rhat thcv 5tc.r.c 
in re lat ionsh ips G.t others. for. 

-----·--

This executive p:~ns vvith a fr1(! att1:!:it· T'.·.:- rJXt)("'.t.'\ ive r,1akes a1any sugf,i.:-~t-

ion to detail. ions at meeting;. and encourages other' 
to do the same. 

This executive bi~lievcs the cornpany This executive believes that team r.ie," 
should hnve ! itt1'e or no concern with ings are good primarily bec·ause thl•'{ 
the interests of the general public. uet rnore people to talk to~iether rnore 

-------- ··- ··-.-.·-•--•'·-

This executive is effective in encour- This ex~cutive personally sets clear 
aging trus1ing union-rnanagen-1ent re- objectives that are understood by ail 
lat ionsh ips. those involved. 

- -- .___ ____ 
This executive believes that the general This executive \l\fdtchP.S in1plementot· 
public must be kept content ill all time• ion of plans closely, points out error;; 
even t11ou91l productivity might fall. and criticizes where necessary. 

-- --
This executive believes that the com· This executive infor·r1s all con-:erni"?d 
panv should first produce a good pro· \.veil in ndvance of anv possible chan~~::-. 
duct .:1ncl then qet the customer to Jnd gives tt1em an opportunity to in-
accept it. fluence the proposed change. 

----- -
This <:xecutive i:; not c.tlw1ys as n:Ccptive This executive Wc..lnts to co~opertHe 

and is qood at "shooting down" ideas. but tlllS co-operat,on seldom works 
as might be whP,1 others conm,unic;ite I with m,rn~gers of other departments 

' out as well as desired. 
--~-•---------- -



A-

fhil executive is respomive to sound 
propo_sals for modifying plans, is 
open to ·suggestions, and 1s always 
wi!ling to help. 
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B 

This executive takes an active and use
ful part in meetings and uses them to 
push successfully for own ideas. 

59 

C 

This executive's actual relationships 
with union representatives demonstrate 
a committrnent to both prorluctivity 
and productive union-management re
latiorish ips. 

D 

This executive emphasizes regul;;r ('·,,: 
uation, m«asurement ar>cl review of 
performance. 

--------------· - ---- - --------------

This executive goes out of the way 
10 co-operate with union represent
atives and to keep them as happy 
as possible. 

This executive respects unions and 
they respect him, and thoughts on 

I union-management relations are 
1 put over effectively. 

I 

This eY.ecutive directs the work of 
subordinatf'S and discourages devia
ions from set Plans. 

Tliis executive treats Grrors prim· 
arily as opportunities for everyone 
10 learn °rnd is prepared to look 
openly at own errors. 

i Thi; executive makes an effort at 
Plor>n'11(1 bul: the plans do not always 

lit. 

--------·-----· 
I This executive prefers to go through 
11 the right channels vvhen working with 
jln:onage,s of associated departments. 

This executive has little interest 
in self or others main1ain•nr, sound 
relati,,nships with custom~rs. 

This executive believes in "one person 
one job, well done". 

60 

This executive say that good relation- . . . . 
ships with the general public arc bei~efi-· This executive believes that (•valuJ:•·. 
cial to the company but does little about and review nre often overstiu~;5ed. 
maintaining them. 

When this executive is involved the plans This executive believes that errors wou!<l This executivsi undersrnnds :mu c0-
operates v-.~lf with hiqher hrv·t:t n,an;.~: 
mcnt. 

made repres2nt the best thinking of all be minimal if people simply followed 
concerned. established rules and procedures. 

6 ]_ 

This executive believes control tech
niques are useful but establishes few 
and violates some. 

·,-his executive prefers to write out 
communirations with others. 

--------- --··- - -
6':•; 

This t:xecutive does not seerT1 interested 
ir, any kind of control procedures. 

6l.r 

This executive prep ares those affected 
b',' a ,:hange IJy talking with them well 
ir1 ad:,!;~nce. 

This executive overlooks violations of 
any kine! it it helps to make things run 
more smoo1hly. 

66 

This executive feels it is not usually 
v-.JOrth the effort to co-op2ratt1 with 
staff advisors. 

When this executive i5 responsible for 
planning rr1c1nv others are involved. 

This executive prefers 1<' co-operate 
and thus avoid any c.iisaHree111ent vvitl1 
other dcpartm•Jnts. 

This executive thinks the best way to 
rninin1ize errors is for those making 
them to have t:1eir err:1rs exp!ained. 

This executive tends t'.l dominate at 
meetings. 

·J'his execufr,e thinks that m3ny rte·n 
ideas lead to unnecessarv ,::fo;..:~gie~• 
me~t and friction. 

Th is executilie v-1or!-:.s weli ·Nitti h ::/·1;·; 

level rnun~1gerr'!ent 2nd ensdrt!5 tt:~~t 
they knov\1 t?.Yactl·.,..- how and v.·h:;;t -~h-. 
job is nl~o•,., t. 

This executi\o'T bi::!ievcs i:~PJi. ""-.. ..:-1cn ;..,: 
error occurs the PHr$un rt>f)on:;;{.,!: ... 
should re reprirn2nd~1.!. 

This (!xecutiv~~ b1~l1~~ve~:: o fundan1; 
qo;JI of the hrn1 is i'.O create custc 

Thi$ executive has sorne i:1 tere.i~ in 
high productivity but it is ncn-'lt ah..-r;Y"f: 
apparent at1d thus produc1ivitv sur··.:,· 
ti n1Bf suffers. 

1-------------------1-------------------- -t--------------

• T11is executive n,01 ivates others to 
set high output standard:; and en
cour2ges and supports them so that 
these high stan,forcls are met. 

When facing conflict this executive 
stands ground ,md triE,s to be a per
suasive as possible. crir,tion. 

6 
-----------------1-------------------+----------------·--· 

}his exer.:utive tolerates deviations 
1f'I ir:1pit~n1enting plans if this will 
cvert unplpasantness. 

ihis executive k~i=;-ps rr1ethods and 
◊l!tJ:)ut under constant review arid 
"lakes ch;mges to ensure high out
DtJt 

When disagreement arises this executiv 
takes <1 firrr, stand. 

6 
--·----- ------------

All inter-departmental cJiff,;<enccs iri 
which this £~xecutive is involved cJre 
solved jointly. 69 

This exc1cutive vvants to co-opi:·i<lte 
v..rith union repre:;entatives but some
times pu:s little effort into doing so. 

This exccutivt~ think that p!dnf'iiriq !•; 
not reallv os irnportant as scrr,e ctnr~L 
think. 

I 
f ~11s executive rpspond-; to d,s~1grct?n1P11]' Thi~ executrve relation!;Oif:J \."'..t,tt~ '>•:b· 

and conlhct t1y ,~ferring to ru 1<·S and ord:nate<" 1:; cxcell~11t and 1s ch .. ::2.ct,)1 

procedure. ISE::d by niutual trust u11d rc5p~c!. 

------·-- ·-· ~~--- -----
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A B C D 
r------------------r-------------------........ -------------------.------------------

,(!!ii executive insists that others 
';oiloW procedurns exactlv but some
':irnes obJects if told to do so. 

While this executives objectives are This executive does not show too much 
usually fairly clear, they are quite interest in maintaining good relation• 
loose so that they are not alwr.ys a good ~hips with those above. 
guide. 

70 
- - -+--------- - - - ----··-------t--------------- -

,;nis executive has both method,: 'This executive follows general comp· 
,nd output under constant reviuw : any policy in rn~intaining customer 
'.id changes in them are regularly relationships. 

71 

When conflict arises this executive 
helps t 11ose involved to find a sound 
basis for agreement. 

This executive goes out of the way to 
co-operate with staff advisors, to rnak, 
them feel that they are needed-

This executive is open to suggestions 
from other departments and uses what 
is personally believed to be the best 
ideas. 

i'-o?iemi;:nted as r,eed:__ ------

~ -------------------1-------------------t------------------

i1'i$ executive kcr;Js an eye on the 
1,1,plementation of plnns but does 
:.,1 always take action when it is 
;1DSt needed. 

This executive does not show too 
much inte rest in own subordina tes. 

This executive likes meetings to run 
harmoniously 

This executive evalllates individu2fs 
personally; frequently points out thtir 
good and bad points and criticizes 
where necessary. 

,, ___________________ f---------·----------'-1---------------------- - ----,,------------------

ji!li1 e><ecutive follows comp3ny 
fofit:y and procedure:. when doaling 

This e><ecutive believes that perfo rmance 
data is best fed hack to the individual 
conl:erned rather than to a superior or 
a staff unit. 

73 

This executive makes clear to sub
ordinates whiJt is expected of 
them showing that efficiency and 
productivity .:re valued. 

This executive is constantly on th e 
i.,vatch for ne1,,v, u5eful and produ cti \1e 
idCU$. from any sourc(~ and d~velopt?-s 
many new ideas. 

rt, stf advisors. 

-----------+-------------------- -------- ---------'---------------

!this executive thirik.5 that the idea 
~1ettin9 ow,,all 0L>Jectives can be 
'\'erdone. 

This exl'cutivc tries to avoid d1sa9cP.e
n-1cnts vvirh higher managernent e~ven 
though this may lower owri or sub-
ordinates' productivity. 7l+ 

This executive beiieves in doing the 
ob by self ar,:i prders little im:o l·.·0ment 
.vith rnanauers of other depc>rtments. 

When conflict arises this executive ;ri;,;, 
to be !air lit.,t firm. 

I 

-----!------------------ --- ·-- -----··· -·----·---···-----

·,\i~ C>:eculive encouranes others 
tevalu<lte their c,vv:1 pc, forrnance 
.,_tPuL as well C!S the exccut1\,es. 

This executive th inks good control 
techni r)ue$ are ctrnong the rno!;t irnpor
tant ktvs to high productivity. 

;This exer.utiv~ wr.::i-ks with all all con- This executive believes torrn:1I meetin9:; 
cerned to proe nt the company in the. are the bes, ones. 
best po:;s,ble light to the general p,,bi1c 

':'his execut;ve usL;olly says that a 
&iod ioh has b<icn done whether 
tnot it \.vas reall y satis factory . 

Thi,; execu t ive want to do the job 
with a ·; little interference from those 
<1bovc HS possib!e . 

lh1s e xec,1•,ve sa\' that good relation 11 To;, ,.,co,;,, ,,mds cool ;c, '"'" .. 
ships with the cu,!Omer sho uld e x ist when facinc it could be us~ful. 
but does not .1:wa\1 s do as n1uch as coul~J ·~ 

. _ ~ 76 be done to he,lp rn.itters. ~ 

-.-is_e_x_e_C_L_l t-i v-n-. -k--e-•c·-p:-e-v_e_ry_c_n_e_i n---- - ---~-h_i_s_e_x ~-c-u_t_i_v_e_s_e_t_t_1 _ig_h_s-ta_n_d_a-rc_l_s_f_o_r_+--l-h-1s_e_xecut l ve be I ,eves ! hat there w:1~ I Th IS C ~ ~~u ti Ve ll n d~ rs tan d S and CO· 

~rrncd of what is thought they !>elf and encourancs others to se1 high be tevv problems bztween self ond operattJs well vJith staH ;;Jvisors. 
'ed to know in order to do their output standards. higher man,1gem,:n1 if proper proced-
lt\l;, :te 1_ 77 ures and ch;,nnels are followed. 

--·-·------------ --------------------1-------------------
ll!Yiat1ons fron1 the specific ob
ttivt'.s snt for others <He discour

!le-J_ 

This executive accepts the fact that 
one can ler1rn fron-1 errors but only 
occns1onally pu1 this to use. 

78 
---------------1------------------

·•11~ t:'><:ecuuve act1ve1y supports 
~ Pron1otes the tea1n tipproach 
;o rnanagcn-u~n t. 

,~ile this executive does t,y to k<'eP 

i,0Pen channel of cornrnunication 
1 h Olhfns. is not always successful 
~Oir,g SO. 

--------------

Th,s executive believe, in simply foll
ow1na past practise vvhen dealing with 
the [Je::r.r<ll public. 

79 

This exl1cutive docs not sr:en1 a$ inter
ested as rnigh1" be .in the actual implrnn· 
cntuti0n or dt'!Cisions. 

This executive beleives the value of 
creativity, ch,1ngc, and innovation is 
often overemphasised. 

This executive believes in maintainirig 
good cust'orner relationships evf-~n at 
high cost to the company. 

This cxecutiva ~-vork:s to rnain!oin good Thi:; ex~cu tive inforrns ail concerned 
relationships wilh other departn1ents. of the reason for a ch;inge. 

This P.xec11tive treats S•.Jbordinatcs with 
great kindness and co,1sidcration. 

This executive seems rnore interested 
in day-to·ddy produc~tivity than 1n 
long-term productivity . 
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SELF DESCRiPTION INVENTORY 

DIRECTIONS 

On the next page you will be shown a large number of persona:ity characteristics. We would like y,ou to use 
those ch,11acteristics in order to describe yourself. That is, we would like you to indicate, on a scale from 
to 7, how true of you these various charnctcristics are. Please jo not leave any characteristic unmarked. 

EXAMPLE: Sly 

Mark a 1 if it is NEVER OR AUWST NEVER TRUE that you are sly. 

Mark a 2 if it is ]~J:.Y NOT TRUE that you ;ire sly. 

Mark a 3 if it is ~OMETIMES BUT INFREO!JH.ITLY TRUE that you are sly. 

Mark a 4 if it is OCCASIONALLY TR_~!_s that you are sly. 

Mark a 5 if it is OFTEN TRUE th:it you are sly. 

Mark a 6 if it is USUALLY TRUE that you are sly. 

Mark a 7 if it is ALWAYS TRUE OR ALl\'lOST AL1NAYS TRUE that you are sly. 

Thus, if you feel it is sornetim:,s but infre0uently true that you arc "sly", never or nlmost r.cver true that 
you arc "rn,di,:ious", alv;,iV:~ or al111ost_;:ilv1;1Vs true thJt you are "irres~x:-nsible", and oft<,11 true that VOLi are 
"carefree", then you would rate these cl1nracteristics as follows: 

Sly 3 

Malicious 



DESCRIBE YOURSELF 

2 3 4 5 6 
b,..._,._, ____ ..,t, ... ~--~------·-"L;...<w_ -~---'=~-·---- ·-"---~----.,.£\\,,-------""'· 

Neve, or Usually Sometime But 
Almost !\lever Not lnfrequentiy 

Occasionally 
True 

True True True 

.... ---
Self reliant Reliable 

Yielding Analytical 

Helpful Sympathetic 
--

Defe!'1ds ovvn Jealous 
beliefs 

Has leadership 
Cheerful abilities -
Moody Sensitive to the 

needs of others 
I ndep8ndan1 

Truthful 
Shy 

Willing to take risks 
Conscientious 

Understanding 
f,thletic ·-

Secretive 
Affectionate 

r 
f-

Theatrical 
Makes decisions 
easily 

Assertive Compassionate 

Flatter able Sincere 

Happy Self-sufficient 

Strong personality Eager to soothe 
hurt feeiings 

Loyal ,__ 
Conceited 

Unpredictable 
Dominam 

Forceful 
Soft-spoken 

Feminine -· 
Likeable 

Masculine 

Often Usually Always or 
True True Almost 

Always True 

-
Warm 

Solemn 

Willing to take 
a stand 

I 

Tender 

Friendly 

Aggressive 

Gullible 

Inefficient 

Acts as a leader 

Childlike 

Adaptable 

Individualistic 

Does not use harsh 
Language 

Unsvstematic 

Competitive 

Loves child ren 

Tactful 

Ambitious 

Gentle 

Conventional 
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BIOGF?APHIC/\L DATA 

DIRECTIONS 

This form contoim questions about your experiences and education. 

Mark only one answf!r to each question by drawing a circle i:round your selection on the sheet. DO NOT 
OMIT ANY QUESTIONS. 111 some cases the question may not apply to you but ans1Ner it with the most 
appropriate choice. For examp!E), some of the questions ask inform;::tior. about your parents. If you were 
raised by sonwone other than your parents, answer the questions anywav since they may opply to guardians 
as well as parr,nts. 

There arc no "correct" answers to these questic,1s. -, i1c lx,~t answer is the one that describes you or the 
way you feel about things. 

If you wish to change an answer, blacken the entire number and circle the preferred choice. 
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1. Where were you born? 

1. United Kingdom or Eire. 

2. Europe. 

3. U.S.A. or Canada. 

4. New z,.,,i:.nrl. 

5. India, Pakistan or Asia. 

6. Pacific Islands. 

7. South Africa, Rhodesia or Kenya. 

8. Australia. 

9. Others 

✓.. What is your present marital status? 

1. Single. 

2. Married. 

3. Widowed. 

4. Separated or divorced 

5. Remarried 

3. How many children de you haver 

1. None. 

2. One. 

3. Two or three 

4. Four or five. 

5. Six or more 

4. What was your age when you married? 

1. 19 or less. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

20 

23 

26 

22 

25 

30 

5. 31 years or more 

6. Never married 
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,. 

I' 

5. The place in which you spent most of your time early 

1. Farm 

2. Town of less than 2000 people 

-~- Town of 2000 but less than 10,000 people 

4. Town of 10,000 but less than 50,000 people 

5. City of 50,000 100,00 people 

6. City larger than 100,000 people 

6. In how many cities and towns have you lived? 

1. None 

2. One 

3. T,vo or three 

4. Four - six 

5. More than six 

7. Where do you live? 

1. In your own home 

2. In a rented home 

3. Bonrd or live with purents or relatives 

4. In a rented fl.it or apartment 

8. You ar::- -

1. Mn:e or 

2. Female 

9. How much formal education have you had? 

1. Fourth form or less 

2. Fifth form 

3. School certificate 

4. Hi9her school certificate, or university entrance 

6. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Soma university or tertiary training 

A higher diploma :lr certicatP. 

A bachelors degree 

University post-graduate qualifications 

Tr.ides certificates 

in iifc was a -
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10. What was your nost successful field in secondary school? 

1. Academic st·1dies 

2. Athletic spo;-,s 

3. Club activiti:is 

4. Dramatic - 3rtistic activities 

5. Publication or newsletter activities 

6. Student ornanisation activities 

7. Debating 

11. At some time in hiuh school were you ever -

Class Leader, prefect, member of the student council, president of a school club, captain of 1 sports 

team 

1. Yes 

2. No 

12. When did you first know what career y::,u wanted to have? 

1. Since you were a child 

2. When you entered Second,iry school 

3. When you left secondary sr.h:.iol 

4. None of these 

13. Were you ever a leader of a young people's group in church, patrol leader or group leader in the boy 

scouts, girl guides? 

1. Yes 

2. No 

14. What were your main subjects at high school? 

1. Business or commrrcial 

2. Trade or industrial 

3. Agricultural 

4. Fine arts or music 

5. Academic subjects 

.. 
6. Homecraft 
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:5. How old were you when you learnt to drive a car? 

1. Under 15 

2. 15 16 

3. 17 18 

4. 19 21 

5. Over 21 

16. How old were you when y0u left home to liv,, somewhere else and were responsible for yourself? 

1. 15 

2. 

3. 

4. 

16 

18 

20 

17 

19 

21 

5. Over 21 

17. When you were a r:'.1ild how closely was your family associated with people in business life? 

1. In constant a,:.ociation 

2. A few clo:;e friends or family members in this work 

3. Some associJtion 

4. Very little association 

5. No associiltion whatever 

18. Did your parents live together all of the time you were growing up? 

1. Yes 

2. No, because they both died 

3. No, because one died 

4. No, because they separated 

5. No, because they were divorced 
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19. How did your parents feel about social activities? 

1. Very acti-:e in social matters 

2. Usually e~gaged in some social function 

3. Normally not very active 

4. Very selrfom concerned with social matters 

20. During your youth about how often did your parents include you in their lc-isure time activities? 

1. Most of the time 

2. Frequently 

3. Occasionally 

4. Rarely 

5. Never 

21. While you were growing up, as a teenager and young adult, did your mother follow a career? If so, 
in which of the following areas did she work? 

1. School teacher 

2. Secretarial work 

3. Nursing - socia: work 

4. Self-employed in business -· business executive 

5. Scientific work 

i 
6. Law - accountancy 

I 

7. Medicine 

8. Other 

9. Not applicable - mother not employed outside home. 

22. How much schooling did your mother have? 

1. Fifth form or less 

2. University entrance 

3. Skilled or diploma training .. 
4. University 

5. Graduate degree 
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23. How much education did your father have? 

1. Fifth form or less 

2. Schoc I certificate 

3. Univ£ rsity entrance 

4. Skilled diploma training 

5. University dr.gree 

6. Trndes certificate 

24. When you wc;e growing up about how many books were around the housa? 

1. A few books 

2. One bookcase full 

3. Scv::r .1: Liookca~es full 

4. A large library 

25. What was ytour father's occupation - nearest grcup in your opinion? 

1. Clerical -- sales - supervisory 

2. Skilled tradesman 

3. Social wor.k - teaching 
4 

4. Pr6fr.ssional 

5. Semi-professional executive 

6. Unskilled Factory labourer 

7. Self-employed own business or farm 

.. 
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26. Using your O\\n interpretation of what success means, do you feel that your father has been 

successful? 

1. Yes 

2. Partly 

3. No 

4. Not sure 

27. How did your parents feel on the subject of your career? 

1. Had strong feelings and outlined what they wanted you to do. 

2. Were interested and helped you achi~ve what you wanted to do. 
3. Were interested but did not understand what you wanted to du. 

4. Showed little or no interest. 
5. Actively opposed what you wanted to do. 

28. What type of work docs your husband/wife co? 

1. Work but not in paid employment. 

2. Clerical - sales - supervisory 

3. Skilled tradesman 

4. Social work -· teaching nursing 

5. Professional 

G. Semi-professional executive 

7. Self-employed own business or farm 

I 
8. Not married 

29. What educational qualifications has your husband/wife? 

1. Fifth form or less 

2. School certificate 

3. University entrance 

4. Skilled diploma training 

5. University degree 

6. Trades certificate 

7. Not married 

.. 
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30. During you1 life what has your health and physical fitness been? 

1. Except onally good 

2. Good, suffering from few minor illnesses 

3. About that of a average person 

4. Somewhat of a handicap 

5. Definitely a handicap 

31. Have you any physical handicap that restricts your activities? 

1. Yes 

2. No 

32. Which 5tatement best dr.;cribcs your present amount of professional reading as comrared with the 
amount you did while getting your training? 

1. About 1-hc same in ter;m-ot amount and diversification. 
2. About the same in your area of speciulty but less in other areas. 
3. Less in tcrrns of both amount and div;;:; sification. 
4. More in y,1ur area of sp,!•:ialization. 

5. Much mor::; in your areu of specialization. 
6. Considc1 ab:v more in terms of amount dnd diversi"ication. 

33. How many ~-3ri0us non-fiction books have you read in th:? last year, not counting textbooks? 

1. None 

2. 

3. 2 4 

4. 5 8 

5. 9 or more 

34. What kind ot recrnation do you like and engage in most often? 

1. Participation in team sports. 
2. Participat:on in competitive individual sports. 
3. Being a sports event spectator. 
4. Social rrl:1xation w;th others such as parties, dances etr.. 
5. Reading, listtning to records or other things of tills s011 when:: you e;.:-in be alone. 
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35. In the organisa,·ion you belong to, which best describes your participation? 

1. Am not 'l•!ry active. 
2. Am a reliable member, but do not wish to hold a position of importnnce. 

3. Would lik ( to hold an offict, but have not been appointed to one. 

4. Have had at least one important office. 

5. Have held several important offices. 

6. Do not belong to any organisation. 

36. How many times during the last five years have you held a position, president, secretary, or chair

man of any committees, study grnup$ or c!ubs? 

1. Never 

2. Once 

3. 2 or 3 t;mes 

4. 4 - 5 times 

5. More than 5 times. 

37. How have you r:>actE·d to the adv,mtages and opportunities that have been presc-1;ted to you? 

1. Have taken advantage of ;,II opportunities 

2. Have taken advantuge oi most opportu'lities. 
3. Have taken ad\':mtage of a few op1~ortunities. 

4. Have largely fai!ed to take advJntagc of a few good op•Jortunities I have had. 

38. With regard to taking risks, which best describes you? 

1. Hardly ever take a risk. 

2. Sometimes take z risk. 

3. I am a gar.ibler at heart. 

39. How creative do you feel that you are, compared to others in your f;eld? 

1. Highly creo:tive. 

2. Somewhat mere crective. 

3. Moderately c:rcc1ri-1e. 

4. Som3what l1ess crc~tive. 

40. Comparing yourself to others wit11 whom you have wo;ked, how r;ood «re your de-::i~1ons? 

1. In most cases my decisions are better. 

2. About the same as dccisio:1s of others. 

3. In most instJnc~s iTIY dei:,:,io11s «re poorer. 
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41. Which of the following is most difficult for you to do? 

1. Writing report. 
2. Selling ideas to my boss. 

3. Speaking before a large group. 
4. Letting another person know that he has performed inade-quately on a task. 
5. Selling others on the importance of getting a job done. 

42. Which of the follov,1ing is LEAST difficult for you to do? 

43. 

1. Writing reports. 
2. Selling- ideas to my boss. 
3. Speaking before a large group. 
4. Letting another person know that he has performed inadequately on a task. 

5. Selling other on the importance of getting a job done. 

How 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

well do you do most of the things you have decidDd to do? 

Almost always succeed in the things you attempt and do them better than most people. 
Find that you do most things as well as other people. 
Usua!ly grt things done that you attempt, but seldom do them as well ,Vi you want to, 
Often find that you h,w(, taken on more than you can cope with. 

44. How do you fee! about your ~r.lf confidence? 

1. You arc very confident of yourself in any phase of act1v1ty. 
2. You are quite confident about your intellectual ability, but you are not as confident about 

your social ,,ctivities. 
3. You are quite confident of yourself in most phases of activity. 
4. You ha"e quit,i a bit of self confidence about your social ability, but you're not so c:onfident 

about your intellectual ability. 
5. You v1ould like to be more self confident in both inte!lectual and social activities. 

45. What do you feel has been your major accomplishment outside of work? 

1. Family activities. 

2. Community activiti:?s. 

4. Developmen~ of your social activities. 

5. Other - r,le3se st;,i.e. 
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46. How good do you think you are, as a manager.? 

1. In the upper 5% 

2. In the upper 20% 

3. In the upper 50% 

4. In the lower 50% 

47. In group discussion, how frequently do you volunteer information or cpinlon? 

1. feel free to express my views and I sway the group considerablv. 

2. feel free to express my views, but the group doesn't always share th€:m. 

3. am reluctant to express my view, but they are usualiy well received. 

4. am reluctar.t to express my views and unsure of their reception. 

46. H01r, rmKh ~ecognition do you receive for cioing a good jc,b of work? 

1. None at all. 
2. Occasi~,nally a good job is recognised but not often. 

3. About as much as anyone else. 
4. Sometimes more than is deserved. 
5. Frequently more than is deserved. 

49. How fast do you usually work? 

1. Much faster than most people. 

2. Somewhc.t faster than most people. 
3. About the same speed as most people. 
4. Sorrevvhat slower than most pecple. 
5. Much slower than most people. 

50. What has been your most important reason for de;ir,ng to ch,;ng~ any ioi, you have h;,1d ir. the PP~t; 

1. To do more intuesting work. 

2. To have more· likeable workmate$. 

3. To make better use of your training and expi:n;;n~t-. 
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54.

56.

55.
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Which one ot the following do you feel has been most important for your success? 

1. Ability to get along with co-workers. 
2. Ability to get along with supervisors. 
3. Ability to organise details of work. 
4. Skills and experience. 
5. Ability to meet and deal with many people. 

In your work do you like to -

l. Have a gocd deal of responsibility. 
2. Ha11e a minimum of responsibi:ity. 
3. Have som,· , esponsibility. 
4. Have no responsibility. 

In your work wouid you prefer to mark one. 

1. Be free to experiment and trv n~w ideas. 
2. Be. given broad supervision with the de.tails left up to you. 
3. Follow a set prucedure and always know what to do. 

Which of the tollowin~1 do you consider as the rr,o~t import3nt fciture of a jab? 

1. The kind of work you act,;,llv do. 
2. The amount of rnon,!y you make. 
3. V,'!,i!~ ethers thir;k of peopfl:: who do this jot:.. 
4. The security the job can giv-:: you. 
5. l'he \Vays in which you can use the: je,b to :ve:-:tually ge't a better one. 

What wcs your avcrn,ie length of service ·h al: your previous iull-fone jobs? r11:0rk or,. 

1. Less thi>r one ye;,r 

2. ., years L 

3. 3 4 years 

4. 5 6 years 

5. 7 8 years 

6. 9 10 years 

"/. More th~n 10 years 

8. No p1·ev ious joh. 

Do ','Oi.! consider th'lt at present you 

1. Do without many thing.; that you need. 
2. Hc:v!' the things you m,eci but none of th~i extrns. 
3. 1-1.:.vf, U,ir,r3s you riced and few of the extras. 
4. 1-1;,v.; the thinrr, you need and any extras you w~nt. 
5. Hove the things \'L)U meJ, any extras that you want, and still have mc;nf'y owr to save or 

ir.v2~t. 
€. Hav,: the ~hin::;s vou need but fow of the extras because of saving. 



57. What part of your present income are you able to save or invest? 

1. Less than 10% 

2. 10 19% 

3. 20 29% 

4. 30 39% 

5. 40% or more. 

58. In regard to your financial situation, do you 

1. Find it di1ficult to meet living commitments. 

2. Find that your income just sufficiently covers your commitments. 

3. Pay your commitments and hove a little left over. 

4. Pay your commitments and have enough left over to ~ave or invest. 

59. How much reserve savings do you feel you need for emergencies? 

1. Less than $1(•0 

2. $100 $499 

3. ~SO'.) $900 

4. $1,000 $4,999 

5. $5,000 - or over 

60. Are you able to k.:?ep some savings by as a reserve? 

1. Yes 

2. No, -- can't save on my income. 

3. Yes, most of the tirnr:, but amount fluctuates somc:what according to demands. 

4. 

5. 

No 

No 

fall a little short of the desired amount. 

prefer to put it into property or share investment. 

61. Do you have a life insurance poli.;y? 

1. Yes 

2. No 

62. Do you own shares in a companv, property or land for inveHmt:nt? 

1. Yes 

2. No 
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